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Abstract

This thesis combines the theoretical framework of context-dependent associative
memories with mathematical models of decision-making in an effort to better understand
spatial-numerical associations in the mind. First, a computational model that allows the
integration of multi-attribute evidence is proposed. Applying this model to experimental
data from a color and motion random-dot kinetogram reveals a role for task-irrelevant
information. The original model is subsequently extended to include spatial
representations in order to reproduce the Simon effect. Finally, the model is applied to
two experimental paradigms from the field of numerical cognition: the numerical distance
effect and the SNARC effect. Overall, this work presents a comprehensive review of the
relevant literature as well as a general theoretical framework for the processing of
conflicting information in context-dependent decision tasks.

Resumen

Esta tesis combina el marco teórico de las memorias asociativas dependientes de
contextos con modelos matemáticos de toma de decisiones en un esfuerzo por comprender
las asociones número-espacio en la mente. En primer lugar, se propone un modelo
computacional que permite la integración de evidencia multiatributo. La aplicación de
este modelo a datos experimentales de un kinetograma con color y movimiento revela un
rol de importancia para la información irrelevante en la tarea. El modelo original es luego
extendido para incluir representaciones espaciales de forma de poder reproducir el efecto
Simon. Finalmente, el modelo es aplicado a dos paradigmas experimentales del campo de
la cognición numérica: el efecto de distancia numérica y el efecto SNARC. En general,
este trabajo presenta una profunda revisión de la bibliografía relevante y un marco
teórico para el procesamiento de información conflictiva en tareas de decisión
dependientes de contexto.
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Introduction

During the three decades following the first paper on context-dependent associative
memories (Mizraji, 1989), several researchers have been inspired to implement this model
in their work. Topics range from logical reasoning to language production and medical
diagnosis. Each new individual brings their own preferences and incorporates novel
techniques, thus modifying the model in their best interest. But all these works share a
common core: the idea that context, seemingly of second-order importance or even
irrelevant, actually plays a key role in the processing of information. I believe this idea
can also be applied to what I consider one of the most fascinating observations within the
field of numerical cognition: a shared representation for numbers and space. The present
thesis uses the framework of context-dependent associative memories as a fundamental
building block in an effort to understand spatial-numerical associations.

A priori, one might expect space and number to be independent magnitudes with
correspondingly independent mental representations. In the late 1800s, Francis Galton
reported that, when asked how they thought about numbers and arithmetic, some subjects
visualized specific spatial arrangements. One of them expressed that “every number [...] is
always thought of by me in its own definite place in the series, where it has, if I may say so,
a home and an individuality” (Galton, 1880, p. 253). Another subject claimed: “Numerals
are always pictured by me in a straight line from left to right. They are black, on a ground
varying in illumination” (Galton, 1880, p.254). These peculiar shapes receive the name
of number forms (Fig. I.1). Recent research reveals that the number forms reported by
Galton are a form of synesthesia present in a small fraction of the population (Sagiv et al.,
2006).

Nevertheless, the idea of a number line in the mind is nowadays accepted as universal.
Restle (1970) performed a number comparison study to prove that an analogical mental
number line is in fact a satisfactory representation of numbers, a result later supported by
the tuning curves of number neurons in monkeys (e.g. Nieder and Miller, 2004). Stanislas
Dehaene and two of his students found that, during a parity judgment task, left responses
were faster for small numbers while right responses were faster for large numbers, even
though numerical magnitude was task-irrelevant (Dehaene et al., 1993; Fig. I.2). They
named this phenomenon the Spatial-Numerical Association of Response Codes (SNARC).
The discovery of the SNARC effect sparked a sizable interest in the study of the mapping
of numbers onto space. Many conflicting accounts have been proposed to explain this
effect. Most of them assume a shared representation of numbers and space as if the mental
number line had a spatial nature. However, recent experimental results appear to grapple
with this possibility, such as the works of Wim Fias and collaborators (e.g. Fias and
van Dijck, 2016) which highlight the importance of working memory and the task-specific
associations between numerical magnitudes and lateralized responses.

Throughout the thesis, I develop a gradual account of the mental representation of
numbers and space, with the objective of proposing a neurocomputational mechanism
that can explain the decision process during a SNARC task. Experimentally,
decision-making is researched both at the behavioral and neural levels, while numerous
models intend to bridge the gap between the two. The present work builds on previous
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Figure I.1: Examples of number forms reported by three subjects (adapted from
Galton, 1880). Apart from specific locations for each number, subjects also visualize these
number forms as having different sizes, colors, and brightness.

mathematical models of decision-making that have been successfully used to reproduce
laboratory data. The relevance of laboratory decision-making tasks to understand mental
and neural representations is not obvious. Ideally, one would want to study cognition in
ecological environments. This is, however, nearly impossible. By using controlled stimuli
with limited attributes and limited responses, experimenters can pin down the causes for
the effects they observe. The same goes for computational models. Such is the approach
chosen for the present work.

According to Dehaene’s triple-code model (Dehaene, 1992; Dehaene and Cohen, 1995),
magnitude and parity are two independent attributes of a number. The first stage of this
work, therefore, focuses on how humans and non-human animals make decisions based on
stimuli composed of different attributes. In Chapter 1, I summarize some of the main
experimental results from the field of perceptual decision-making and introduce a class of
computational models, called sequential sampling models, that successfully reproduce said
results. Rather than suggesting an entirely new one, my proposal looks to extend existing
computational models into the representational domain. A detailed explanation of one
of those models, the leaky, competing accumulator model (LCA; Usher and McClelland,
2001), is given. I then present an innovative vector-matrix formulation of the LCA and
show how context-dependent associative memories allow the integration of multi-attribute
evidence. In doing so, I am able to reproduce results that previous models had failed
at. Chapter 1 ends with an application of the proposed model to the multi-attribute
kinetogram study of Mante et al. (2013).

An important intermediate step in relating decision-making and the SNARC effect is the
mapping of perceptions and actions into a common spatial domain. The second part of this
thesis is dedicated to stimulus-response compatibility effects, and particularly to the Simon
effect. Incompatibilities between a stimulus and its corresponding response imply slower
and less accurate decisions. In the case of the Simon effect, these incompatibilities are due
to differences in the hemispatial locations of the stimuli and the responses. Although the
locations of the stimuli are task-irrelevant, neural and behavioral data indicate there is an
automatic activation which leads to the impulse of executing the spatially-corresponding
action. Chapter 2 introduces the idea of spatial representations for both stimuli and
responses, which are added to the model presented in Chapter 1. A dual-route version of
the multi-attribute model is able to reproduce the main experimental results of the Simon

2



Figure I.2: Schematic overview of the SNARC effect (adapted from Hubbard et al.,
2005). Participants are asked to indicate the parity of a number on a screen by pressing
one of two buttons. Response times are faster for lower numbers with the left button and
for larger numbers with the right button.

effect.
Finally, in Chapter 3, I focus on the relation between the representations of numbers

and space. I begin with an overview of the behavioral, neural, and cultural evidence that
supports the idea of a mental number line. Next, I present the experimental results that
are used to argue in favor of a spatial mapping of numbers, namely the SNARC effect
and its variants. Upon a revision of recent findings that challenge the hypothesis of a
permanent shared representation for numbers and space, I suggest a theoretical account
in which three different levels can accommodate all experimental findings: neural overlap,
long-term associations, and short-term mappings. Chapter 3 finishes with applications
of the model to numerical cognition. First, I reproduce the numerical distance effect
to justify the use of sequential sampling models. I then perform numerical simulations
with the multi-attribute version of the model to capture the SNARC and thus show that
associations between numerical magnitudes and spatially defined responses are sufficient
to explain the effect.

Computational models of decision-making, as most computational models in cognitive
science, are usually critized for only being able to explain a specific phenomenon without
any generalization capabilities. The goal for this thesis is not merely to develop a
satisfactory account of the SNARC effect, but also to suggest a biologically plausible
neurocomputational mechanism that relates the representations of numbers and other
magnitudes with the intention of approximating the neural, computational and
behavioral levels in numerical cognition and cognitive science in general. The extent to
which this goal is achieved is discussed in the Conclusions.

3



Chapter 1

Perceptual decision-making with
multiple attributes

In this Chapter, I put forward a model which allows the integration of
multi-attribute evidence in perceptual decision-making. In Section 1.1, I
present a summary of the most relevant experimental results from the field
and the computational models which are used to reproduce laboratory data.
In Section 1.2, I introduce a novel vector-matrix formulation of one of these
models, the LCA of Usher and McClelland (2001), thus adding a distinction
between stimuli representations and readouts based on a linear associative
matrix. In Section 1.3, I extend the vector-matrix model to multiple
attributes by using context-dependent associative memories. In Section 1.4, I
test the capabilities of the model to reproduce the behavioral results of Mante
et al. (2013) in a multi-attribute perceptual decision-making experimental
paradigm, the color and motion kinetogram.

1.1. An overview of perceptual decision-making

Arguably one of the most prolific topics in cognitive science, decision-making is related
to a plethora of behaviors. One could not claim to fully understand human or animal
decision-making without satisfactorily explaining the role perception, response selection,
motor execution, memory, biases, emotions, or any other of the numerous brain functions
involved in the choices that we make constantly. Within the context of this thesis, the main
interest is fast choices made in laboratory settings, where one of a limited number of actions
must be executed in response to a controlled stimulus. These types of decisions are often
grouped under the name of perceptual decision-making, defined as the cognitive function
by which humans and non-human animals take a course of action based on the processing of
sensory information. The difference between perceptual decision-making and other related
fields of study, according to Hauser and Salinas (2013), is that the goal of the former is “to
reveal the computational mechanisms whereby neural circuits encode, store, and analyze
perceptual signals; combine them with other behaviorally relevant information; and use
them to resolve conflicts between competing motor plans.” Summerfield and Blangero
(2017) also highlight the conversion from continuous sensory inputs to discrete categorical
variables, a neurocomputational problem that involves the detection, discrimination and
categorization of sensory information from the environment.
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Figure 1.1: Example of a RDK task (Palmer et al., 2005). A: Timeline. Response time
corresponds to the time between the presentation of the kinetogram and the saccade. B:
Different motion coherences. Experimenters control the motion coherence as the percentage
of dots that move in a fixed direction while the rest move randomly.

1.1.1. Experimental results

Although the term “perceptual decision-making” was first used in the late 1980s (Newsome
et al., 1989), one could argue that the field itself has been active at least since the 1940s.
Those pioneering studies involved the psychophysical detection of sensory events, such as
flashes of light in a dark environment, by humans (Hecht et al., 1942) or crabs (Hartline
and McDonald, 1947). The seminal studies of the visual systems of frogs (Lettvin et al.,
1959) and cats (Barlow et al., 1967; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) revealed the neural origins
of perceptual decisions from recordings of retinal ganglion cells as well as visual cortex.
Parker and Newsome (1998) give a comprehensive review of the experimental developments
made throughout the twentieth century.

Since the turn of the century, perceptual decision-making has been the subject of
extensive psychophysical (Palmer et al., 2005; Kiani et al., 2014), physiological (Mazurek
et al., 2003 Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Rorie et al., 2010;
Middlebrooks and Sommer, 2012), and neuroimaging experimentation (Heekeren et al.,
2004; Wyart et al., 2012; Donner et al., 2009) in order to understand the computational
mechanisms by which perceptual decisions are made. The field has mainly focused on
relating the well-established psychophysics of perceptual decisions with the newly available
physiological and neuroimaging data. To do so, a common experimental paradigm used in
many studies is the random-dot kinetogram (RDK; Braddick, 1974; Baker Jr and Braddick,
1982). Subjects are presented with an animated cloud of apparently randomly moving dots,
although a controlled fraction of these move coherently (Fig. 1.1). The task consists of
indicating the net direction of motion, with humans usually having to press a button while
monkeys perform saccades to a target. Other types of tasks related to perceptual decision-
making include redundant multi-sensory stimuli detection (Diederich and Colonius, 2004),
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Figure 1.2: Three stages of perceptual decision-making (Mazurek et al.,
2003). Physiological recordings indicate motion-selective neurons in MT feed evidence-
accumulating neurons in LIP, which trigger a saccadic response once accumulation reaches
a threshold.

speed perception (Sotiropoulos et al., 2014), and several perceptual effects such as the
flash-lag effect (Maiche et al., 2007).

The work of Mazurek et al. (2003), who perform neural recordings on monkeys during
a RDK task with saccadic responses, suggests perceptual decisions occur in three
successive stages: first, the sensory evidence is encoded in the middle temporal area
(MT) by motion-selective neurons; second, incoming evidence from MT is accumulated
by neurons in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) until
there is enough evidence in favor of one response; finally, once the choice is made, the
corresponding action commands are executed (Fig. 1.2). Other areas where evidence
accumulation is detected in single cells include the medial intraparietal area (MIP;
de Lafuente et al., 2015) and frontal eye field (Purcell et al., 2012) in monkeys, and the
frontal orienting fields in rodents (Hanks et al., 2015). A similar accumulation process is
observed in electroencephalography (EEG) recordings of human subjects during a RDK
task (Kelly and O’Connell, 2013; Fig. 1.3). Both in single-cell and EEG data, the
coherence of the stimulus determines how fast information is accumulated.

Palmer et al. (2005) study the effect of varying stimulus strength, such as the motion
coherence of Fig. 1.1, on the speed and accuracy of decisions. Strong coherences are
characteristically associated with more accurate responses, while weaker coherences imply
higher error rates. The same applies to response times: the stronger the stimulus
coherence, the faster the response time. The two are linked by a well-known phenomenon
called the speed-accuracy tradeoff (Wickelgren, 1977) which experimenters can modulate
by controlling instructions or response possibilities. Bogacz et al. (2010) attribute the
neural basis of the speed-accuracy tradeoff to parietal and premotor areas during the
integration stage.

Perceptual decision-making models must account for the relation between stimuli and
behavior, particularly psychometric curves and the speed-accuracy tradeoff, and
simultaneously be compatible with the accumulation observed with physiological and
EEG recordings. However, a recent review by Najafi and Churchland (2018) claims the
field is on the verge of major changes due to the development of new technologies and
techniques, particularly concerning neural recordings. In coming years, monumental
amounts of new data will either confirm the predictions of existing models or require the
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Figure 1.3: EEG recordings in humans reveal evidence accumulation in parietal
cortex (Kelly and O’Connell, 2013). Motion coherence correlates with the speed of
accumulation such that higher coherences lead to faster and more accurate responses.

inception of new ones.

1.1.2. Sequential sampling models

Different classes of models have been proposed to explain different aspects of decision-
making. Bayesian models are useful to unveil prior biases for choices under uncertainty
(e.g. Sotiropoulos et al., 2014); artificial neural networks can explain how humans learn
to recognize patterns from experience (e.g. Krizhevsky et al., 2012). However, because
the interest in this work is the computational mechanisms involved in the fast selection of
an appropriate response upon perception of a stimulus, I decided to focus on a category
of models called sequential sampling models (Busemeyer, 1985; Ratcliff and Smith, 2004).
These are built on the idea that perceptual information is stochastically accumulated until
one of the responses is selected.

The first sequential sampling models date back to the 1960s, when psychologists
realized that the variability in response times and accuracy could be reproduced either by
a continuous Wiener process or a discrete random walk (Stone, 1960; Laming, 1968).
Vickers (1970) proposed a race model, where different alternatives are represented by
independent variables that accumulate evidence until one “wins the race”, i.e. reaches a
threshold, and the corresponding response was selected. The most successful model from
that era is the drift-diffusion model (DDM; Fig. 1.4), which can account for numerous
two-alternative tasks and is still extensively used in psychophysical research (Ratcliff,
1978; Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008). The stochastic nature of the DDM is captured by the
differential equation

dx = µ dt/τ + ξ
√
dt/τ (1.1)

where dx is the instantaneous evidence accumulated, dt is the time integration variable,
µ is a drift coefficient, ξ is a Gaussian noise, and τ is a time scale for integration. The
accumulation in (1.1) is the sum of two terms: the latter is a common diffusion of zero
mean and a standard deviation which characteristically grows as the square root of time;
the first term is an added drift which guides the accumulation variable x towards the
positive or negative values, depending on the sign of the drift coefficient µ. Once x reaches
either of the two boundaries (1.4), the accumulation process finishes and the corresponding
response is selected. Although the DDM seems like a fairly simple model, its complexity
and flexibility stems from the numerous other parameters that complete the integration
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Figure 1.4: Overview of two perceptual decision-making models, the DDM
(Ratcliff, 1978) and the LCA (Usher and McClelland, 2001). A: Architecture of the
DDM with a single input, here represented as the difference of two implicit input nodes,
and a single accumulator. B-C: Examples of the time evolution of accumulated evidence
for correct and incorrect trials in the DDM. Accumulation finishes once the accumulated
evidence reaches one of the decision boundaries. D: Architecture of the LCA model with
two input nodes and two accumulator nodes with leakage and lateral inhibition. E-F:
Examples of the time evolution of accumulated evidence for correct and incorrect trials
in the LCA model. Accumulation finishes once one of the variables reaches the decision
boundary.

process. These include the threshold values, which may be time-dependent, the starting
point for the accumulation variable, and pre- and post-decision time parameters. These,
along with the drift coefficient, are often sampled from distributions which need to be fitted
to experimental data. Overall, the DDM is a useful computational tool for reproducing
behavioral data, but it is unclear whether the model itself can be said to capture neural
dynamics.

By the beginning of the 21st century, several physiological experiments had shown
that the brain does in fact present an accumulation-like dynamic during the response
selection stages of perceptual decision-making (see Section 1.1.1). However, researchers
found different populations of neurons associated with each alternative, unlike the DDM.
A response is selected only when the threshold is attained for the corresponding neurons’
firing rates, regardless of the other populations (Shadlen and Newsome, 2001). Also,
complex inhibitory dynamics are detected between neurons of different populations (Rorie
et al., 2010).

These results led to a new generation of neurally-inspired computational models,
which share a few key features but have their differences. Because of the existence of
individual accumulators for each possible response, these models are often seen as more
complex versions of the race model (Vickers, 1970; Vickers and Packer, 1982). Ditterich
et al. (2003) and Mazurek et al. (2003) propose a feed-forward model, where each input
node has an excitatory connection with its corresponding accumulator and inhibitory
connections with the rest. Usher and McClelland (2001) use a mutual inhibition model,
called the leaky, competing accumulator (LCA; Fig. 1.4), where input nodes only have
excitatory connections but the accumulators have both leakage and mutual inhibitory
connections. Wang (2002) includes an extra layer of pooled inhibitory nodes which deal
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Figure 1.5: Main sequential sampling models of decision-making and how they
relate to each other (Bogacz et al., 2006). Models shown include race (Vickers, 1970;
Vickers and Packer, 1982), mutual inhibition (Usher and McClelland, 2001), feed-forward
inhibition (Ditterich et al., 2003; Mazurek et al., 2003), pooled inhibition (Wang, 2002),
and DDM (Ratcliff, 1978).

with the connections between the accumulator nodes. These models can be converted
into each other and into the DDM (Bogacz et al., 2006; Fig. 1.5).

Although the aforementioned models have been successful at reproducing laboratory
data, it is unclear how they could be extended to more ecological settings. Real-life
decisions are seldom limited to a handful of possibilities; furthermore, they are usually
taken based on a large quantity of multimodal sensory stimuli occurring simultaneously.
Some efforts have been made to extend existing models to multi-alternative decisions
(e.g., Usher and McClelland, 2001; Niwa and Ditterich, 2008; Churchland et al., 2008).
Regarding multi-attribute inputs, most of the modeling effort has been focused on
economic rather than perceptual decision-making (Usher and McClelland, 2004;
Busemeyer and Townsend, 1993; Roe et al., 2001; Trueblood et al., 2014; Ronayne and
Brown, 2017; Diederich, 1997, 2003; see Summerfield and Tsetsos (2012) for a
comprehensive discussion on perceptual and economic decision-making). Diederich (2016)
and Diederich and Oswald (2014) suggest multi-attribute stimuli are processed
sequentially by means of an attention-switching process. The dynamics proposed are
those of an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, which is equivalent to a single-variable LCA
model (see Usher and McClelland, 2001), with a single attribute being used to select the
response in each integration step.

An important yet often neglected component of decision-making is the distinction
between the representation of a stimulus and its readout (Gold and Ding, 2013; Birman
and Gardner, 2019). The representation is the neural activity associated with encoding
the sensory input, such as high firing rates of direction-selective neurons in MT (Gold
and Shadlen, 2007). This neural activity is characteristic of the stimulus and independent
of the task. A readout, on the other hand, is the decoding of the stimulus representation
by combining the activity of multiple neurons in order to select the appropriate response.
Most perceptual decision-making models use representations and readouts
interchangeably; it should be noted that readouts are task-specific and require some form
of neural processing to associate each different stimulus to its corresponding response.

To this day, no single model is able to fully explain both behavioral and neural data
(Churchland and Kiani, 2016; O’Connell et al., 2018).
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1.1.3. The leaky, competing accumulator model

Out of all the existing computational models, I identified the LCA model (Usher and
McClelland, 2001) as being the best candidate to use as the foundation for the novel
mathematical developments introduced throughout this thesis. There are several reasons
for this decision. First and foremost, as explained before, the LCA is one of the neurally-
inspired computational models which incorporate the findings from electrophysiology. The
present work is done with the aim of giving a biologically plausible account of perceptual
decision-making, and it is therefore impossible to neglect the results from the field of
systems neuroscience. Second, the LCA model is successful at reproducing experimental
data (Usher and McClelland, 2001; Bogacz et al., 2007; Tsetsos et al., 2012). Granted,
it is not as widespread in the mathematical psychology community as the DDM, likely
due to its higher complexity, but when preferred over other alternatives it achieves the
expected results. Finally, the mathematics of the LCA are elegant and readily convertible
to a vector-matrix formulation, which is the first step of my proposed extension of the
model. Rather than coming up with a completely new computational mechanism for the
accumulation of evidence, I decided to work with this tried-and-tested one.

The dynamics of the LCA model for a task involving two alternatives, as defined by
Usher and McClelland (2001), are given by the pair of coupled differential equations

dx1 = [µ1 − αx1 − βx2] dtτ + ξ1

√
dt
τ

dx2 = [µ2 − αx2 − βx1] dtτ + ξ2

√
dt
τ

(1.2)

where the variables x1 and x2 measure the accumulated evidence for each of the two
alternatives due to constant inputs µ1 and µ2 with Gaussian noises ξ1 and ξ2 of zero
mean and variance σ2; α and β measure leakage and lateral inhibition, respectively, and
τ is a characteristic time scale for integration. Additionally, it is useful to work under
the assumption of non-linearity, whereby accumulators do not take negative values, i.e.
xi(t) = max(xi(t), 0). The non-linear LCA is both biologically and computationally more
relevant than the linear version, as detailed by Bogacz et al. (2007).

In the simplest implementation of the LCA model, the accumulators are initially set
to 0 and evolve according to (1.2). In a task under standard conditions, the selected
response corresponds to the accumulator that first reaches a threshold boundary (Fig.
1.4). Alternatively, time-controlled tasks force subjects to make a decision when a certain
time has elapsed, so that the highest accumulator is the one chosen. Other variations, such
as random starting-points for the accumulators and trial-to-trial variability in input values
or threshold boundaries, although interesting, are not discussed in the present work.

To better understand the dynamics of the LCA model, Bogacz et al. (2007) suggest
a transformation from the original variables x1 and x2 into y1 = (x1 − x2)/

√
2 and y2 =

(x1 + x2)/
√
2, such that (1.2) becomes

dy1 =

(
µ1 − µ2√

2
+ (α− β)y1

)
dt

τ
+

(
ξ1√
2
− ξ2√

2

)√
dt

τ

dy2 =

(
µ1 + µ2√

2
+ (−α− β)y2

)
dt

τ
+

(
ξ1√
2
+

ξ2√
2

)√
dt

τ

(1.3)

Unlike (1.2), (1.3) is now a pair of uncoupled differential equations, so the dynamic
evolutions of y1 and y2 are independent. In fact, each of these is an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
equation. Because the inputs µ1 and µ2 are positive, y2 has faster dynamics than y1.
Numerical simulations performed by Bogacz et al. (2007) show an attractor line in the
state space of the accumulators (Fig. 1.6). They call it the decision line, because a
decision is made when the solution reaches one of its ends. Solutions are quickly drawn to
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Figure 1.6: Dynamics of LCA in state space (Bogacz et al., 2007). (a): leakage
greater than lateral inhibition leads to an attractor point. (b): leakage equal to lateral
inhibition leads to a balanced model with no equilibrium points. (c): leakage smaller than
lateral inhibition leads to a repeller point.

the decision line, and the evolution is then restricted to it, other than fluctuations due to
random noise. The distance from that line to the origin is such that, neglecting the noise
term, dy2(y∗2) = 0; that is y∗2 =

√
2(α+ β)/(µ1 + µ2).

The dynamics parallel to the decision line are defined by y1, and depend on the ratio
of leakage to lateral inhibition. If α > β, i.e. if leakage is greater than lateral inhibition,
then there is an attractor point on the line to which solutions converge. If α < β, i.e. if
lateral inhibition is greater than leakage, then there is a repeller point from which solutions
diverge. Usher and McClelland (2001) associate these two conditions as being responsible
for a recency effect and a primacy effect, respectively. Tsetsos et al. (2012) further study
these two effects with time-varying evidence inputs µ1 and µ2. They do so by switching the
dominant input midway through the accumulation process, e.g. µ1 > µ2 for 0 < t < T/2
and µ1 < µ2 for T/2 < t < T . When leakage is higher, old accumulated evidence is
“forgotten” quickly, so that newer evidence plays a higher role in the decision-making
process. The first half of the integration process has little effect on what happens during
the second half, and the system is said to have no memory. This is referred to as a recency
effect (Busemeyer and Townsend, 1993). Alternatively, when lateral inhibition is higher,
evidence accumulated during the first half inhibits the accumulation of new evidence during
the second half. This is called a primacy effect, such that the first information that arrives
determines the evolution of the system. In state space, Bogacz et al. (2007) attribute
recency and primacy to the attractor and repeller fixed points.

If α = β, i.e. if leakage and lateral inhibition are equal, there are no equilibrium points
and the model is said to be balanced. In this case, (1.3) and (1.1) become equivalent.
The DDM can be seen as a special case of the LCA, where α = β and the dynamics are
restricted to the decision line. Bogacz et al. (2007) show that the balanced model is close
to optimality, in the sense that the model obtains the fastest response times for a fixed
error rate. The DDM and the non-linear, balanced LCA are computationally equivalent,
although the DDM is usually preferred for having fewer parameters and a single decision
variable. As explained before, I decided to base my model on the LCA.
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1.2. On the representation of stimuli

Consider two stimuli, a and b, such that when stimulus a is shown, the expected response
corresponds to accumulator x1 and when stimulus b is shown it corresponds to x2. Subjects
may occasionally make mistakes, captured by the inclusion of step-by-step noise. Assuming
there are no further difficulties involved in the task, the following conditions should be met:
µ
(a)
1 > µ

(a)
2 and µ

(b)
1 < µ

(b)
2 . Usher and McClelland (2001) suggest an extra constraint:

that the total information distributed over the accumulators should be kept constant for
all stimuli. This is done by imposing µ1 +µ2 = 1, with 1 being an a priori arbitrary value
related to the other free parameters. It is therefore necessary that stimuli a and b satisfy
0.5 < µ

(a)
1 , µ

(b)
2 ≤ 1, with evidence values close to 1 leading to shorter response times and

fewer errors.
Given that the values of µ1 and µ2 = 1 − µ1 are adjusted so that the model fits the

corresponding experimental data, one could infer that these parameters indicate certain
characteristics of the stimuli. However, the LCA model is indifferent to the representation
of stimuli in possible previous layers and, due to its phenomenological nature, does not
make assumptions about the representation of stimuli in the brain either. Next, I show how
a vector representation of the neural variables and the use of linear associative memories
allow the explicit inclusion of stimuli within the LCA model. Then, I derive a series of
restrictions on both the stimuli and the associative memory.

1.2.1. A vector-matrix formulation of LCA

Incorporating vector variables into solid computational models is a must, if we want to
understand how real brains compute. The vector representation relies on the fact that any
kind of information traveling inside the brain is coded by the activity of large groups of
neurons (Anderson, 1995; Friston, 2011). Large-dimensional vectors are, therefore, natural
mathematical variables to represent neural activity.

The transformation of the LCA model into a vector-matrix model is straightforward.
Let x = [x1, x2]

T , dx = [dx1, dx2]
T , µ = [µ1, µ2]

T , ξ = [ξ1, ξ2]
T be column vectors. It can

be readily seen that (1.2) can be rewritten as a vector-matrix equation:

dx = [µ−Dx] dt
τ

+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(1.4)

where D is a bisymmetric square matrix with positive entries, which I call the decay
matrix, given by

D =

(
α β
β α

)
(1.5)

The balanced LCA, in which lateral inhibition and leakage are equal, achieves
approximately optimal performance (Bogacz et al., 2007). In that case, α = β, and
therefore D = αA, where A is an all-ones matrix. For the time being, I do not assume α
and β to be equal.

(1.4) holds for the general LCA model with m multiple accumulators, where vectors
x, dx, µ, and ξ are m-dimensional and the decay matrix D has dimensions m ×m with
values α in the main diagonal and β elsewhere. The term [µ−Dx] indicates the noise-free
dynamics. Initially, with x = 0, accumulation is proportional to input µ. As x changes
so does dx. Since D is bisymmetric, if α 6= β then its determinant is non-zero and there
is a unique equilibrium xeq such that µ = Dxeq which, if α > β, is an attractor point;
otherwise it is a repeller. Alternatively, if α = β, the determinant is zero and there are
either infinite equilibrium points if evidence for all accumulators is the same, or there are
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no equilibrium points. These are the same results obtained by Bogacz et al. (2007) with a
transformation of variables, as detailed in Section 1.1.3.

1.2.2. Linear readouts

In their original paper, Usher and McClelland (2001) mention that their model is inspired
by a two-layer architecture, with input nodes in the first layer and accumulator nodes in the
second one. However, for simplicity, they neglect the first layer by using scalar inputs µ1
and µ2 instead. A distinction between a first layer of general-purpose representation nodes
and their task-specific readout and accumulation in a second layer (Gold and Ding, 2013)
is necessary to extend any computational model to the representational domain (Marr,
1982). I make explicit input-output associations between the stimuli and their readouts
with a linear associative memory (Anderson, 1972; Cooper, 1973; Kohonen, 1972, 1977).

Associative memories are one of the earliest artificial neural network models inspired by
the content-addressable nature of information storage in the brain. These systems provide
a distributed mapping from inputs onto outputs. A matrix M is called an associative
memory because of its ability to store and retrieve information by means of associations
(Anderson, 1972; Kohonen, 1977). The associated pairs of neural activity patterns are
superposed on the same synaptic coefficients, represented by the entries of the matrix.
Consider an example of a simple two-alternative experiment with two possible stimuli,
a picture of a dog or a picture of a cat, and two corresponding responses, a left or a
right button press. I define the vector codes s(1) and s(2) for the stimuli, and r(1) and
r(2) for the responses. A simple associative matrix memory storing the correct pairs of
stimulus-response vectors can be constructed with the outer product rule:

M = r(1)s(1)
T
+ r(2)s(2)

T
(1.6)

If the stimuli are orthogonal, i.e. 〈s(1), s(2)〉 = 0, then the product of the matrix with
one of the stimuli is proportional to the associated response vector:

Ms(1) = r(1)〈s(1), s(1)〉+ r(2)〈s(2), s(1)〉 ∝ r(1)

Ms(2) = r(1)〈s(1), s(2)〉+ r(2)〈s(2), s(2)〉 ∝ r(2)
(1.7)

In this sense, M acts as a memory that recovers the correct response for each
stimulus. Stimuli, which are generally not strictly orthogonal, may generate some degree
of interference in this simple model. For linearly independent inputs, a perfect associative
recall is possible (Kohonen, 1977). In general, the storage capacity of an associative
memory is limited and is most efficient for sparsely coded input and output vectors
(Liang and Bose, 1996). (1.6) is a fairly simple example of Hebbian learning (Hebb,
1949); other learning mechanisms (e.g. the delta rule) are also often used in computer
science. However, (1.6) is a good enough approximation if one considers the stored
stimuli to be abstract representations extracted from all the stimuli associated with each
response. Returning to the aforementioned experiment, subjects may learn with different
pictures of dogs and extract an abstract idea, so that when seeing a new picture of a dog,
regardless of its breed, the associated response is to press the left button.

By incorporating an associative memory into the LCA equation (1.2), the dynamics of
an accumulator vector x induced by the presence of a stimulus s are given by

dx = [Ms−Dx] dt
τ

+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(1.8)

where matrix M is the stimuli-readouts associator. It should be noted that this is simply
a change of notation motivated by our interest in studying the representation of stimuli:
the original LCA model is recovered by making µ =Ms.
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The representation s describes the neural activity associated with the encoding of the
sensory input. This representation is decoded into a decision variable, called a readout µ,
which is accumulated to select the correct response (Gold and Ding, 2013; Gold and
Shadlen, 2007). The linear association between representations and readouts can be
thought of as a first-order approximation; this will be seen to be enough for
single-attribute decisions.

While D remains a square matrix, M(m×m′) can be rectangular, since it stores a
mapping from an m′-dimensional stimuli space onto the m-dimensional accumulators
space. For the moment, I assume that M is given and fixed during an experiment. In the
case of a two-alternative choice, one can immediately notice that s cannot be a scalar, for
otherwise it would not be possible for two different stimuli to produce greater evidence in
different accumulators. Stimuli should be at least two-dimensional vectors. This can be
extended to any m-dimensional choice, where stimuli should be represented by
m′-dimensional vectors, with m′ ≥ m.

The same way as each accumulator is considered to capture average firing rates of
entire populations of parietal or prefrontal neurons, I suggest that stimuli vectors represent
distributed firing rates of large groups of neurons from modality- and attribute-specific
brain regions (Mazurek et al., 2003). It is reasonable then to assume that m′ can be as
large as necessary although, as seen next, a dimension m′ = m is sufficient for adequate
discrimination.

Consider a two-alternative choice experiment, withm′-dimensional stimuli. The matrix
M can be written as a (2×m′)-partitioned matrix

M =

(
m11 m12 ... m1m′

m21 m22 ... m2m′

)
=

(
mT

1

mT
2

)
(1.9)

where m1 and m2 are m′-dimensional vectors whose components are the entries of each
row of the matrix. Given a stimulus s, the evidence arriving at each accumulator is
µ1 = 〈m1, s〉 and µ2 = 〈m2, s〉. Butm1 andm2 must be linearly independent, otherwise
there would be no difference between the accumulators. Then, there is a unique two-
dimensional subspace (i.e. a plane) that contains both vectors. This means that although
the stimuli s need not be contained in that subspace, the model is exclusively concerned
with their projections on it. Accordingly, for a two-alternative choice experiment, it is
possible to define a new frame of reference for the stimuli space restricted to the subspace
formed by m1 and m2. Generalizing this result, for m-alternative choices stimuli can be
represented with m-dimensional vectors. Hence, for mathematical simplicity and without
loss of generality, from here on I assume that m′ = m and therefore M is an (m × m)
square matrix.

In order to better understand how this associative memory relates to known behavior,
I now show its equivalent within the DDM. Recall from section 1.1.3 that a DDM model
can be recovered from a 2-alternative LCA by setting α = β; I also define a new decision
variable y = x1 − x2 as the difference between the accumulators. Under these conditions,
and naming ∆m =m1 −m2, (1.8) becomes

dy = dx1 − dx2
= (〈m1, s〉 − 〈m2, s〉) dt/τ + ξ

√
dt/τ

= 〈∆m, s〉dt/τ + ξ
√
dt/τ

= ‖∆m‖ cos(θ) dt/τ + ξ
√
dt/τ

(1.10)

where I also define θ as the angle between ∆m and s. Importantly, I assume all stimuli are
normalized. (1.10) is a vector-matrix reformulation of the DDM equation (Ratcliff, 1978)
with a drift coefficient µ equal to the difference between the readouts of the stimulus for
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each alternative. When fitting the DDM to experimental data, one obtains a series of drift
coefficients for each stimulus category or coherence. By arbitrarily setting ‖∆m‖ = µmax
as the largest of these drift coefficients, the vector-matrix formulation of the DDM is shown
to have the same number of parameters as the original DDM, with the new parameter θ
and the original parameter µ related by cos(θ) = µ/µmax.

However, unlike the original DDM, there is a natural interpretation of the drift
coefficient: it is the degree to which the representation of the stimulus being perceived
during an experimental trial corresponds to the representations stored in the associative
memory. From (1.10), a high, positive drift means the stimulus is aligned with ∆m; a
high, negative drift means the stimulus is antialigned with ∆m; and a low drift means
the two vectors are nearly orthogonal. Transforming back from the decision variable y
into the accumulators x1 and x2, these conditions correspond to a stimulus aligned with
either m1, m2, or an ambiguous stimulus. Interestingly, within LCA, it would be
possible for a stimulus to be similar to both m1 and m2, provided these two were also
similar between them. This is a completely different scenario from a stimulus that is
different from both stored vectors, even though they would be both captured by the same
parameters in the DDM. This highlights the interest in using representational-level
models that go beyond the basic computational approach.
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1.3. Multi-attribute evidence accumulation

When decision-making is based on evidence arising from multiple attributes, the observed
behaviors are complex. Contextual changes can originate qualitatively different choices
in the presence of the same stimulus, a phenomenon called “preference reversal” (Tsetsos
et al., 2010). The modeling of this type of behavior requires models capable of capturing
non-linear dynamics.

To achieve this goal, Usher and McClelland (2004) add a multi-layer architecture of
nodes that preprocess inputs into a conventional LCA model. Their proposal involves
excitatory and inhibitory projections from an input-item layer into a difference-input layer
that in turn transmits information into the multiple accumulators. This model achieves
satisfactory results, comparable to those of other mathematical models such as Multi-
alternative Decision Field Theory (MDFT; Diederich, 1997; Roe et al., 2001).

I am interested in extending the vector-matrix formulation of the LCA model to
account for multi-attribute inputs while simultaneously maintaining the neurobiological
distributed representation. But classical linear associative memories share with single
layer perceptrons the inability to capture nonlinear behaviors, a troublesome restriction
linked to their impossibility to compute the XOR (Minsky and Papert, 1969) and to
perform context-dependent associations, necessary to solve “the bifurcation problem”
(Anderson, 2003).

1.3.1. Context-dependent associative memories

An alternative to neural models with non-linear units and hidden layers, able to solve the
context problem with additive key and context vectors, arises from matrix neural models
with key and context vectors composed by a Kronecker product (Mizraji, 1989;
Smolensky, 1990). These non-linear associative memories, called context-dependent
associative memories (Mizraji, 1989) allow the development of theoretical approaches for
complex cognitive activities using the power of matrix algebra (beim Graben and
Potthast, 2009). These vector states models capture complex cognitive functions such as
the selective extraction of features from complex patterns (Pomi and Mizraji, 1999),
adaptive searching (Mizraji et al., 2009) or logical reasoning (Mizraji and Lin, 1997, 2002,
2011). The thematic packaging of information, an essential feature of context-dependent
associative memories, shows a kinship between these models and the vector space models
used to extract information from databases as it is the case with latent semantics (Mizraji
et al., 2009) and with search engines (Mizraji, 2008). Other applications of this formalism
include the organization of thematically ordered sequences in the production of language
(Valle-Lisboa et al., 2014; Mizraji, 2008), the exploration of the cognitive processes
involved in medical diagnosis (Pomi and Olivera, 2006; Pomi, 2017) and the possibility of
spatial organizations of memories in semantic topographies (Pomi et al., 2018). With
their vector-matrix algebraic nature, these associative memory models with tensor
contexts provide a unified framework for developing neural based cognitive theories.

Non-linearity is achieved by taking the tensor Kronecker product (see Graham, 1981) of
two or more vectors representing stimuli and potentially contexts. The Kronecker product,
⊗, is a particular case of the tensor product of two matrices of arbitrary dimensions, where
A⊗B = [aijB]. The following are some of its basic properties:

i. λ(A⊗B) = A⊗ (λB)

ii. A⊗B +A⊗C = A⊗ (B +C)

iii. (A⊗B)(C ⊗D) = (AC)⊗ (BD)

iv. (A⊗B)T = (AT ⊗BT )

(1.11)
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Of importance for context-dependent memory models, if a, b, c, and d are
k-dimensional column vectors, using properties (1.11.iii) and (1.11.iv), the following
equations hold:

(a⊗ b)T (c⊗ d) = (aT ⊗ c)(bT ⊗ d) = 〈a, c〉〈b,d〉 (1.12)

Consider initially an m-alternative task with stimuli composed of n independent
attributes, represented by vectors s1, s2, ..., sn of dimensions d1, d2, ..., dn. By the
reasoning presented in Section 1.2.2, d1 = d2 = ... = dn = m. The stimulus is thus coded
by a single vector of dimension mn formed by the multiple Kronecker product

s = s1 ⊗ s2 ⊗ ...⊗ sn =
n⊗
i=1

si (1.13)

where each si represents a different attribute. Substituting into (1.8) gives a multi-attribute
extension of the LCA model, which I henceforth call the multi-attribute, leaky, competing
accumulator (MLCA) model:

dx =

[
M

(
n⊗
i=1

si

)
−Dx

]
dt

τ
+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(1.14)

As before, the decay matrix is a bisymmetric square matrix with leakage terms in the
main diagonal and lateral inhibition terms elsewhere

D =


α β ... β
β α ... β
... ... ... ...
β β ... α

 (1.15)

The associative memory stores associations between the attributes that form each
stimulus and the corresponding responses. Because of the Kronecker product, these
associations are no longer linear and M is called a context-dependent associative
memory (Mizraji, 1989) given by

M =
∑
j∈J

ηjr
(j)

(
n⊗
i=1

s
(j)
i

)T
(1.16)

where the sum ranges over all combinations from a set J of attributes and their associated
responses r(j), with scaling rates ηj . In a first approximation, I consider that this set
is the one presented to the subjects during the training phase of an experiment, with no
interference from previously stored stimulus-response pairings. This assumption need not
be valid in a general case. Several perceptual and cognitive effects, such as the Simon
effect (Simon and Small, 1969; see Chapter 2) and the SNARC effect (Dehaene et al.,
1993; see Chapter 3), provide evidence of task-irrelevant associations between stimuli and
responses. I also assume that the response vectors form an orthonormal standard basis in
the accumulator space and there exists a set J ∗ that indexes each possible response once:

∀(j, j′) ∈ J ∗, 〈r(j), r(j′)〉 = δjj′ (1.17)

The context-dependent associative memory is therefore defined over the set J ∗, with the
single stimulus stored for each response being an abstract generalization from the originally
shown stimuli corresponding to that response. Without loss of generality, I consider J ∗
to be an ordered set of natural numbers from 1 to m such that each r(j) corresponds to
accumulator xj .
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During an experimental trial, a multi-attribute stimulus a is presented to the subject.
The corresponding stimulus vector s(a) =

⊗
s
(a)
k encodes the neural activation produced

by that stimulus across all attributes. The input to the accumulators is the product of the
associative memory M and the stimulus vector s(a), given by

Ms(a) =
m∑
j=1

ηjr
(j)

(
n⊗
i=1

s
(j)
i

)T ( n⊗
k=1

s
(a)
k

)
(1.18)

From the properties of the Kronecker product enumerated before, it can be seen that
the product of the vectors is the scalar product of their pairwise inner products:

Ms(a) =
m∑
j=1

ηjr
(j)

n∏
i=1

〈s(j)i , s
(a)
i 〉 (1.19)

Similarly to the linear case (1.7), the amount of evidence available to each accumulator
in the model is the result of the inner product between the stimulus just presented and a
general stimulus corresponding to that accumulator stored in the memory. The difference
in the non-linear MLCA model is that there are now multiple inner products corresponding
to the n attributes. Redefining µ(j,a)i = 〈s(j)i , s

(a)
i 〉, the previous equation can be rewritten

as:

Ms(a) =
m∑
j=1

ηjr
(j)

n∏
i=1

µ
(j,a)
i (1.20)

Hence, each attribute is first compared individually to the corresponding attributes of
the stored stimuli. Higher evidence is obtained for similar stimuli, calculated by means of
an inner product. (1.20) shows how attribute-level evidences are then multiplied to obtain
the total evidence at the accumulators level. Inserting this expression into (1.14) gives the
dynamics of the MLCA model upon perception of a stimulus a:

dx =

 m∑
j=1

r(j)ηj

n∏
i=1

µ
(j,a)
i −Dx

 dt
τ

+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(1.21)

On average, the accumulator that most frequently wins the race when stimulus a is
presented is the one corresponding to r(j∗) such that the accumulator-level evidence is
maximized. The index j∗ satisfies

∀j 6= j∗ ∈ J ∗, ηj∗
n∏
i=1

µ
(j∗,a)
i > ηj

n∏
i=1

µ
(j,a)
i (1.22)

which can be thought of as a recall function. When stimulus a is presented, the evidence
for all accumulators is calculated based on the stimuli stored in the associative memory.
The accumulator-level evidence is highest for the alternative that maximizes the entire
product, even if other alternatives have higher attribute-level evidences for certain
attributes. Importantly, the remaining alternatives play an important role in the
dynamics of the MLCA model due to lateral inhibition and the stochastic nature of the
accumulation. Given experimental data from stimuli with n attributes varying
independently, the MLCA model not only allows for an understanding of the dynamics of
evidence integration but also allows for the explicit study of the representation codes of
stimuli. In Section 1.4 I discuss an example from a two-alternative task with
two-attribute stimuli.
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1.3.2. Multi-alternative, multi-attribute decisions

One of the consistent experimental results in the field of decision-making is the
experimental finding, known as Hick’s Law, that response time increases with the number
of alternatives (Hick, 1952; Proctor and Schneider, 2018). Successful computational
models of multi-alternative choice are expected to satisfy Hick’s law (Usher and
McClelland, 2001; Usher et al., 2002; Leite and Ratcliff, 2010; Brown et al., 2009;
McMillen and Holmes, 2006). Because the dynamics of the MLCA are inherited from the
original LCA model, the original Hick’s law is satisfied, as shown by Usher and
McClelland (2001). Fig 1.7 shows an example of numerical simulations with increasing
number of alternatives.

However, it is not initially clear whether the use of multiple attributes should have an
effect on the reaction times. According to Proctor and Schneider (2018), Hick’s law is due
to an increase in uncertainty by increasing the number of stimulus-response alternatives.
Correspondingly, increasing the number of attributes that vary during an experiment could
also increase the uncertainty. To my knowledge, no such behavioral experiment has been
carried out yet.

To discover the predictions of the MLCA model I use a simple task where the correct
decision depends on the first attribute, with controlled coherence, and the remaining
attributes are irrelevant to the task and assigned random values. An example of such a
task would be a RDK where subjects have to respond according to the direction of
motion while ignoring the varying color, shape, size, etc. For m alternatives and n
attributes, the matrix M is an (m ×mn) rectangular matrix that stores the associations
between stimuli and responses based exclusively on the first attributes.

I simulate 1000 trials for each number of attributes under two different coherence
conditions: a weak coherence of 10% and a strong coherence of 50%. Details from the
simulations can be found in Appendix B. Fig. 1.8 indicates an exponential growth of
response time with increasing number of attributes. As said before, there is little if any
experimental data to verify this result; further experiments are needed.

1.3.3. Accounting for selective attention

The MLCA model presented in this work differs from the LCA model of Usher and
McClelland (2004) in several aspects. In their proposal, in the evidence integration
process, attention is restricted to a single attribute for each integration step, with some
probability of switching between attributes. Usher and McClelland (2004) add a
pre-input layer to their model with a node corresponding to each possible attentional
focus. Such a stochastic selective attention approach is also present in MDFT (Diederich,
1997; Roe et al., 2001) and has been suggested as a crucial component of multi-attribute
choice since the pioneer works of Tversky and Kahneman (Tversky, 1972; Tversky and
Kahneman, 1981). Diederich and Oswald (2014) propose an attention-switching model
with Ornstein-Uhlenbeck dynamics which is equivalent to that of Usher and McClelland
(2004).

In MLCA, I suggest attention can be represented by a multiplicative context c. Given
a stimulus a, represented by vector s(a), it might provide different evidence depending on
attentional shifts, thus favoring different accumulators on different trials. The stimulus
accompanied by its context vector c can be expressed by a tensor composition as follows:

c⊗ s(a) = c⊗

(
n⊗
i=1

s
(a)
i

)
(1.23)

A memory matrix taking contexts into account can now be written. Let C be the
set of all possible contexts. For every context ch in C there must be a stimulus

⊗
s
(j)
i,h
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associated with a response r(j). A global associative memory M storing all context-
dependent associations is given by

M =
∑
j

ηjr
(j)
∑
h

cTh ⊗

(⊗
i

s
(j)
i,h

)T
(1.24)

Assume that the attentional contexts form an orthonormal set, such that 〈ch, ch′〉 =
δhh′ . When a stimulus a is presented in a certain context ch∗ ∈ C, the evidence arriving

Figure 1.7: Evidence accumulation for multiple alternatives. 100 simulations are
performed for each condition and their time evolutions are shown overlaid, with the correct
accumulator in green and all the others in magenta. Average response time and variance
increase with the number of alternatives, although the correct response is always selected.
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Figure 1.8: Correlations between response times and number of attributes in a
two-alternative decision task. The linear fits with a logarithmic scale for the response
times indicate an exponential dependency of response times with the number of attributes.
The slope of the linear fit depends on the coherence of the stimuli.

at the accumulators layer is

M
(
ch∗ ⊗ s(a)

)
=
∑
j

ηjr
(j)
∑
h

δhh∗
∏
i

µ
(j,a)
i,h =

∑
j

ηjr
(j)
∏
i

µ
(j,a)
i,h∗ (1.25)

which coincides with (1.20). Consequently, the inclusion of selective attention as a context
allows for different evidences to be integrated by the accumulators depending on what the
subjects are attending to. Instructed attention, such as cue-instructed attention on each
trial, can be modeled by a single context ch∗ . Alternatively, stochastic attentional shifts
can be captured by randomly sampling the context on a step-by-step basis. Nevertheless,
the dynamics given by the MLCA model,

dx =
[
M
(
c⊗ s(a)

)
−Dx

] dt
τ

+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(1.26)

remain as simple as before.
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1.4. An application of MLCA to cue-dependent decisions

In this Section, I test the capabilities of the model to reproduce behavioral data of a
relevant experimental paradigm for multi-attribute perceptual decision-making. Mante
et al. (2013) test two macaque monkeys on a color and motion RDK. The monkeys are
trained to fixate a screen and wait for a contextual cue that indicates the relevant attribute
for each trial: a yellow square indicates the monkeys should respond based on the motion
direction of the dots (right or left), whereas a blue cross indicates responses should be based
on their color (green or red) (see Fig. 1.9). The dots are presented for 750ms; during
that time the monkeys integrate the noisy sensory inputs towards a choice. Following
a delay of 300 to 1500ms, the monkeys make a saccade in the direction of their chosen
response. The experimenters vary the motion and color coherences in both contexts, and
study the monkeys’ psychophysical performances by plotting psychometric curves. During
the experiment, they record nearly 1500 units in the frontal eye field, a prefrontal area
responsible for the selection and preparation of saccades (Schall, 2002).

Mante et al. (2013) suggest that stochastic models of selection and integration
(Mazurek et al., 2003; Wang, 2002) are unable to account for context-dependent
behavior. Instead, the authors use a recurrent neural network which receives color and
motion sensory evidence as inputs, as well as a binary contextual cue. The network
outputs a single value, integrated over time, corresponding to its choice. This recurrent
neural network qualitatively reproduces the population trajectories of the recorded units
in the subspace of motion, color, and choice. Nonetheless, the model fails to reproduce
the psychometric curves for the irrelevant attributes, especially for monkey F who
consistently fails to ignore the irrelevant attribute. Next, I show how the MLCA model
presented in this Chapter can correctly account for the psychophysical behavior without
contradicting the single-unit recordings of Mante et al. (2013).

Let ccue ∈ {cmotion, ccolor} be the contextual cue, either for motion or for color, while
pmotion ∈ {p100% left, ... , p100% right} and qcolor ∈ {p100% green, ... , p100% red} are the

Figure 1.9: Details of the multi-attribute RDK reproduced by the MLCA
model. A: Timeline. Monkeys are trained to fixate a contextual cue which indicates
whether motion or color are to be attended. A RDK with preset motion and color
coherences is shown for 750ms; after a random delay the fixation point disappears and
the monkeys perform a saccade to the selected target. B: Stimuli. Motion coherences
are set to 5, 15 and 50% moving in the defined direction, with the remaining dots moving
randomly; color coherences are set to 6, 18 and 50% in the defined color, with the remaining
dots colored randomly.
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motion coherence and the color coherence respectively. For example, a trial with 50% left
motion coherence and 25% green color coherence where the monkey should attend to
motion is encoded by the input vector cmotion ⊗ p50% left ⊗ q25% green. Given a context-
dependent associative memory M and a decay matrix D, the dynamics of the MLCA
model are given by

dx = [M (ccue ⊗ pmotion ⊗ qcolor)−Dx]
dt

τ
+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(1.27)

I suggest that the matrix memory M must store the associations of the cue-dependent
relevant attribute with its corresponding response. That is, with a motion cue, left-moving
dots should lead to a left saccade regardless of their color, whereas with a color cue, green
dots should lead to a left saccade regardless of their motion. Furthermore, given the
asymmetry of these associations, left and green dots in both contexts should have stronger
leftwards evidence accumulation than left and red in the motion context or right and green
in the color context. This is a specific prediction given the setting of the experiment.
Other settings, including alternating the position of the color responses on each trial, can
be captured with an added context. A simple yet relevant simplification is to assume that
the matrix memory only stores the associations for the extreme coherences (i.e. the corners
in Fig. 1.9).

Defining rleft and rright as the response codes to the left and to the right respectively,
and η > η′ as the scaling rates for the main diagonal (i.e. left-green and right-red) and anti-
diagonal (i.e. left-red and right-green) stimuli respectively, a possible context-dependent

Figure 1.10: Response histograms for multi-attribute RDK simulations using
the MLCA model. A: Motion context; B: color context. Each histogram corresponds
to a specific motion coherence (horizontal axis) and color coherence (vertical axis), with
bar heights indicating the percentage of correct responses. 1000 simulations are performed
for each motion and color coherence in each context. Due to the stochastic integration,
the same stimulus can entail any of the two possible responses. These results show a high
dependency on the task-relevant attribute and a low dependency on the task-irrelevant
attribute. However, the task-irrelevant attribute has a considerable effect on task-relevant
neutral coherences (i.e. central column in A, central row in B). Mante et al. (2013) do not
use completely neutral stimuli in their experiment.
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Figure 1.11: Psychometric functions for monkeys A and F and for the MLCA
model. For each, psychometric curves are obtained in the motion (top) and color (bottom)
contexts as functions of motion (left) and color (right) coherences. Monkey A is globally
better than monkey F in discriminating the task-relevant from the task-irrelevant attribute;
the MLCA model is capable of capturing this difference by means of stimuli representation
vectors that can be more linearly independent (monkey A) or less (monkey F). The model
shows a psychometric dependence on the task-irrelevant attribute qualitatively equivalent
to that of the monkeys, an effect not shown by the recurrent neural network model of
Mante et al. (2013).

associative memory for the multi-attribute RDK of Mante et al. (2013) would be

M = η
(
rleft cmotion

T + rleft ccolor
T
)
⊗ pleftT ⊗ qgreenT+

η′
(
rleft cmotion

T + rright ccolor
T
)
⊗ pleftT ⊗ qredT+

η′
(
rright cmotion

T + rleft ccolor
T
)
⊗ prightT ⊗ qgreenT+

η
(
rright cmotion

T + rright ccolor
T
)
⊗ prightT ⊗ qredT

(1.28)

where each line in equation (1.28) corresponds to one of the corners in Fig. 1.9. It is
assumed that the matrix memory stores abstractions of the stimuli that the monkeys are
exposed to during training. For example, the monkeys are trained to perform a rightward
saccade upon seeing a majority of red dots in a color context, regardless of exactly how
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many red dots there are and how they are moving. This learning process takes months.
For our model, we are not concerned with the establishment of this memory, but rather
with the fact that during the testing phase of the experiment, the associations are already
stored in the monkeys’ brains. Let µ be the inner product of the stored and the presented
stimuli motion vectors, and ν the inner product of the stored and the presented stimuli
color vectors. Upon seeing a stimulus (p, q) in the motion context, the output of the
memory is given by

M(cmotion ⊗ p⊗ q) = rleft
[
η µleft νgreen + η′ µleft νred

]
+

rright
[
η µright νred + η′ µright νgreen

] (1.29)

The bracketed terms are the readouts and therefore set the evidence in favor of the left
and right responses, respectively. It can be immediately seen that if the pmotion coherence
is towards the left, then µleft > µright and the left motion is selected more frequently (see
Fig. 1.10). Interestingly, the asymmetry imposed by setting η > η′ means green color
coherences in the motion context have higher evidence to the leftwards accumulator than
red color coherences, as seen in the monkeys’ behavioral data but not in the simulations
of Mante et al. (2013).

Fig. 1.11 shows how the MLCA model is capable of reproducing the psychometric
curves of both monkeys. According to Mante et al., monkey F is consistently worse than
monkey A. I reproduce this difference by using two different associative memories, with
monkey F’s stored vectors being less orthogonal (see Appendix B for details about the
numerical simulations).

These results show that explicit stimuli representations and their readouts by means
of context-dependent associative memories are relevant mechanisms to take into account
when modeling perceptual decision-making. It should be noted that this analysis is a
qualitative one. I merely show that the model put forward is capable of explaining the
behavior observed in monkeys for a certain set of parameters and neural codes. A
quantitative approach, not in the scope of the present work, would also lead to estimates
of the parameters and restrictions on the possible neural codes.
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1.5. Discussion

Perceptual decisions are based on the detection and categorization of a presented
stimulus. A few hundred milliseconds after receiving the sensory information, an action is
executed. Great progress has been made on the understanding of how the correct
response is selected rather than any other, while simultaneously matching response times
and error rates optimally (Bogacz et al., 2006). However, the success of computational
models of decision-making has been hindered by their limitations when relating
behavioral effects to neural dynamics. Most efforts to solve this apparent contradiction
have aimed at improving the computational aspects of these models, under the
assumption that single neuron recordings (e.g. Roitman and Shadlen, 2002) and
accumulator nodes (e.g. Ratcliff, 1978) share a fundamental underlying mechanism.

The work presented in this Chapter points in a different direction. Rather than
improving the dynamics at the computational level, focus is transferred towards the
representational level. Although using evidence accumulation nodes (Usher and
McClelland, 2001), I suggest these are modeling mesoscopic levels of activity at
decision-making regions in the brain and need not behave analogously to single neurons.
Attention is rather shifted to the transmission of information from upstream sensory
areas into the decision-making region. One such example is the association of stimulus
representation activity in MT and its readout and accumulation in LIP (Mazurek et al.,
2003).

The associations between representations and readouts are modeled by associative
memory matrices: linear associations for single-attribute stimuli represented by a single
encoding vector and tensor product associations for multi-attribute stimuli. Compared to
other decision-making models, including neurally-inspired sequential sampling ones, the
model presented here offers the advantage of a biologically plausible mechanism, which
the brain could employ when transferring information between different processing levels.
This proves particularly relevant for capturing context-dependent effects due to
multi-attribute stimuli. The results from Section 1.4 show that the model is uniquely
capable of reproducing the psychometric functions for two different monkeys in a
multi-attribute RDK experiment conducted by Mante et al. (2013). Although the
authors of that study state that their interest is to reproduce single-cell recordings rather
than behavior, and they use a recurrent neural network to do so, it is worth mentioning
that their model and the MLCA are not mutually exclusive. As mentioned previously,
sequential sampling models should be thought of as mesoscopic models that can merely
account for the global dynamics of entire populations of neurons.

A key innovation introduced in this thesis is the vector-matrix representation for the
LCA and DDM models (Section 1.2.1) and their multi-attribute extensions (Section 1.3).
The vectorial nature of the variables comes from the fact that all neurocognitive activity
corresponds to patterns of activity of large groups of neurons, whose natural mathematical
representations are vectors. In addition, by using vectors instead of scalar variables, the
mathematical formalism presented here is readily generalized to model multi-attribute,
multi-alternative decision-making.

The relative simplicity of the algebraic LCA equation is due to the readout function
used: a linear associator between the single-attribute stimuli representation nodes and
the accumulator nodes. This is an ad hoc assumption in the present work since it is the
simplest and frugal neural representation for input-output relationships. Similarly, the
readouts from multi-attribute representations are modeled with context-dependent
associative memories. These are vector state models that use tensor product variable
binding, which demonstrated representational power and the possibility to develop
theoretical neurocognitive approaches using the well-known capacities of linear algebra.
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Whether these are the exact operations being performed at the neural substrate will only
be known as technological developments allow for more precise neurophysiological
recordings. Nonetheless, as the behavioral-level results of our model match perfectly the
experimental data of Mante et al. (2013)., I suggest a context-dependent associative
memory can be an adequate first approximation to the real multi-attribute evidence
integration mechanism.

As a final comment, let me bring notice to the fact that the use of associative memories
throughout this thesis could lead to unwanted misunderstandings related to perceptual
learning. Much has been said about perceptual learning which is well beyond the scope
of the present work (e.g. Goldstone, 1998). My use of the term associative memory refers
exclusively to a category of models of information transmission between successive layers
in a natural or artificial neural network. Regarding perceptual decision-making tasks such
as making an eye movement in the direction of moving dots, the associative memory is a
simple model that relates the perception of the dots to the corresponding action. As trivial
as it might seem, some type of learning is necessary to establish that stimulus-response
association rather than, for example, making an eye movement in the direction opposite to
the moving dots. The process of perceptual learning may be an extremely complex lifelong
one (Gilbert et al., 2001). When subjects perform a perceptual task, the associations
between the stimuli and the responses are already established, and it is partly the goal of
the experimenter to discover them. The MLCA model intends to facilitate that discovery.

This concludes the first Chapter of this thesis, which serves as the mathematical
foundation for the following. The MLCA model developed and tested up to this point is
next used to reproduce two other well-studied experimental observations: the Simon
effect and the SNARC effect. Both these effects share with the multi-attribute RDK of
Mante et al. (2013) the influence of task-irrelevant information on psychometric results.
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Chapter 2

Spatial associations of stimuli and
responses

In this Chapter, I include spatial representations into the MLCA model
presented in Chapter 1 in order to reproduce the Simon effect. Section 2.1
gives an introduction to the idea of spatially represented stimuli and responses
in the brain. In Section 2.2, I look at stimulus-response compatibility effects.
Incongruencies between certain attributes of stimuli and responses are related
with higher response times and error rates. Incongruencies due to the
locations in space are known as the Simon effect, which is discussed in detail
in Section 2.3. After presenting the main experimental findings of the Simon
effect, I introduce the computational models that have been proposed to
explain it. Finally, in Section 2.4 I present two unsuccessful models followed
by a successful dual-route MLCA account of the Simon effect.

2.1. The representation of space in the brain

The idea of a mental representation of space dates back to the preludes of the cognitive
revolution. In his classical experiment from 1946, Edward C. Tolman trained a group of rats
to find food following a curved path in an elongated apparatus. When the apparatus was
changed for another one containing a number of different possible paths, rats chose the path
that pointed towards the original location of the food, disregarding the shape of the original
path, which led the authors to conclude that rats were able to represent the spatial location
of their specific goal rather than following the operant conditioning strategy of repeating
their learned behavior (Tolman et al., 1946). In fact, rodents have been a particularly
fruitful resource for discoveries about spatial representation and navigation. Cheng (1986)
found that rats use geometric and non-geometric visual information to represent the space
around them. O’Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971) noticed that certain cells in the hippocampus
show activity only when rats are situated in a particular part of a testing platform; they
called them place cells. Hafting et al. (2005) found cells in the entorhinal cortex of rats that
fire at specific regions which form a mesh of triangles that range over the entire available
space; they called them grid cells. In 2014, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was
awarded to John O’Keefe, for the discovery of place cells, and to May-Britt and Edvard
Moser, for the discovery of grid cells. Other notable types of neurons which contribute to
the representation of space include boundary cells (Barry et al., 2006), head direction cells
(Taube et al., 1990), and speed cells (Kropff et al., 2015). All these are believed to play a
fundamental role in what Tolman called a cognitive map.

The discovery of these specialized types of neurons has elevated the importance of
spatial cognition. The hippocampus, in particular, is the main region of interest regarding
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of spatial representation in the brain (Grieves
and Jeffery, 2017). The focus throughout this thesis is set on the IPS in the PPC, which has
head direction cells and egocentric cells (shown in the diagram) as well as retina-centered
neurons corresponding to the visual system (not shown).

the establishment of new, spatially represented memories (Hartley et al., 2014). The
current understanding of the representation of space in humans and animals involves an
extensive network of cortical and subcortical areas, such as the hippocampus, the entorhinal
cortex, the posterior parietal cortex, the medial prefrontal cortex and the orbitofrontal
cortex, among others (Grieves and Jeffery, 2017; Fig. 2.1). Here, I am not interested in
how spatial information is used for navigation, but rather how the perception of stimuli
in different positions changes the accuracy and speed of responses. I focus mainly on the
parietal areas involved in the representation of space.

The fact that spatial information is somehow encoded in the parietal cortex is
well-known. Mishkin and Ungerleider (1982) performed lesions to different regions and
connections in the brains of monkeys and suggested the existence of two general
pathways for the processing of incoming visual stimuli: a ventral pathway and a dorsal
pathway. The former, known as the “what pathway”, includes areas of the visual cortex
V1, V2 and V4, and the inferotemporal areas of the temporal lobe, and deals with
semantic processing, such as identifying objects or faces. The latter, known as the “where
pathway”, connects areas V1, V2, and V3 with area MT and the posterior parietal cortex
(PPC), and deals with locations and motion. The idea of two separate pathways may be
an oversimplification, since there is evidence of strong connections between both
pathways, but it is nonetheless a useful model of the brain in that it stimulates
innovative research (McIntosh and Schenk, 2009).

The PPC is not restricted to the spatial coding of visual information. Physiological
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Figure 2.2: Anatomical topography of IPS areas in the left hemisphere of a
macaque brain (Niu et al., 2020). The main areas discussed here are AIP, VIP, LIP and
MIP.

studies with monkeys show a shared multisensory representation of space for vision, hearing
(Andersen et al., 1997) and touch (Azañón et al., 2010). Similar results are obtained
with transcranial magnetic stimulation in humans (Lewald et al., 2002). Andersen et al.
(1997) suggest the PPC deals with coordinate transformations, such as the conversion
of retinotopic visual information into oculocentric coordinates, which allow both humans
and non-human animals to make saccades towards a target. Such conversions require
not only visual perception, but also proprioceptive and vestibular information, as well as
connections with executive and premotor areas. The associative PPC is both anatomically
and functionally perfectly suited for this role (Paré and Dorris, 2011). A model by Beck
et al. (2011) indicates that an object’s position can be coded by combining the retinotopic
position of the object in the visual field with the proprioceptive position of the eyes. This
would result in an abstract spatial representation which could be converted into head-
centered, body-centered, or even world-centered coordinates (Andersen et al., 1997).

The IPS is the main sulcus on the lateral PPC. Several sub-areas of the IPS have been
identified as having specific roles for representing spatial information in different reference
frames. Of course, there are anatomical differences between humans and monkeys, but
physiological and imaging studies have allowed researchers to find putative functionally
equivalent areas between both species (Grefkes and Fink, 2005). Here, I refer to the sub-
areas of the IPS by the nomenclature used for the monkey brain, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

The LIP has retina-centered neurons with receptive fields similar to those of the visual
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cortex, so that both moving the stimulus or moving the eye alter which neurons respond
and how. LIP is one of the areas where evidence accumulation can be detected (see
Section 1.1.1). Colby and Goldberg (1999) highlight the role of attention for neurons in
LIP: firing rates depend on whether the monkey is attending to the stimulus or not, such
as remembering the position of a stimulus.

The MIP also has retina-centered neurons with receptive fields. Unlike LIP, area MIP
is mainly concerned with the preparation of a motor action towards a target. Neurons in
MIP also receive information about the hands positions and movements; they are believed
to transform a target’s position into a movement vector (Cohen and Andersen, 2002), thus
being responsible for the coordination of hands and eyes during reach movements.

The ventral intraparietal area (VIP) has head-centered neurons with broader receptive
fields. If a monkey’s head is kept fixed during a task involving saccades, the receptive
fields of area VIP do not change. VIP neurons are believed to be responsible for the
multisensory processing of visual, auditory and tactile information (Duhamel et al., 1998),
as well as coding for head position and movement (Klam and Graf, 2003). Area VIP is
mainly concerned with the perception of the body itself and objects in close proximity.

The anterior intraparietal area (AIP) has head-centered neurons. Area AIP combines
visual and tactile information during the preparation of a hand movement. AIP neurons
are particularly active when reaching and grasping 3D objects. They are responsive to
size, shape and orientation (Murata et al., 2000). Area AIP has strong connections with
the ventral premotor cortex.

Ultimately, there are several different spatial representations in IPS, depending on the
characteristics of the task. Areas LIP and VIP are mainly involved in stimuli perception,
with the former responsible for visual tasks and keeping in working memory the position
of stimuli, and the latter responsible for coding the positions of objects in close proximity.
Areas MIP and AIP are responsible for the preparation of reaching towards a target and
grasping an object, respectively.

It is also worth mentioning that the spatial representations of both stimuli and actions
appear to be discrete and categorical rather than continuous. Huttenlocher et al. (1991)
conduct an experiment in which subjects have to report the location of a dot inside a circle
from memory. They find a high bias towards certain directions and distances from the
center, as if subjects were dividing the circle into regions and estimating the dot’s location
at the centers of those regions.
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2.2. Stimulus-response compatibility effects

On January 8, 1989, a British Midland Airway’s Boeing 737-400 crashed during a flight
between London and Belfast, resulting in 47 casualties and 74 injured. The accident was
caused by a faulty left engine, which caught fire and filled the aircraft with smoke
(Learmount and Norris, 1990). The pilots, who were unable to see where the smoke was
coming from, had to make a quick decision relying exclusively on the dashboard
instruments. The engine displays were grouped into two groups. On the left were the
primary instruments, with the left engine ones in the left column and the right engine
ones in the right column. The secondary instruments were displayed in a similar fashion
to the right. The throttles were placed directly beneath each of the two groups of
engines. The pilots had a combined 1000 hours of flying Boeing 737s, but merely 76
hours with the 737-400, and therefore were unable to interpret the displays correctly and
quickly enough. When the left engine showed signs of trouble through the secondary
instruments, which were displayed over the right engine throttle, the pilots shut down the
right engine, thus leaving the aircraft adrift (Proctor and Vu, 2006). They were unable to
recognize the mistake in time. The Kegworth disaster, as the accident was named, is an
example of incompatibility between stimuli and response codes.

Stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) effects correspond to psychometric differences in
response times and error rates between situations in which either the stimuli, the responses,
or both, are modified. SRC comes from the mapping of stimuli and responses into a
common representation, such that high compatibility results in natural associations and
low compatibility results in unnatural ones (Proctor and Vu, 2006). Research on SRC began
in the 1950s, with the work of Paul Fitts and colleagues (Fitts and Seeger, 1953; Fitts and
Deininger, 1954). In his own words, “A task involves compatible stimulus-response relations
to the extent that the ensemble of stimulus and response combinations comprising the task

Figure 2.3: SRC effect example (Fitts and Seeger, 1953). A light is shown at one of the
positions of the stimulus sets SA or at one or two of the positions of SB and SC . Responses
are made by moving a single level with the response sets RA and RB or two levers with RC .
Response times and errors increase due to incompatibilities between stimuli and response
sets.
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results in a high rate of information transfer. [...] This interpretation makes use of the
idea of a hypothetical process of information transformation or recoding in the course of
a perceptual-motor activity, as assumes a degree of compatibility when recoding processes
are at a minimum” (Fitts and Seeger, 1953, p. 199).

Fitts’ work focused on the reaction times of human subjects for different types of
displays of stimuli and responses. For example, Fitts and Seeger (1953) use 3 different
stimuli sets, which indicate a position on one of 8 possible radial positions, and 3 different
response sets, which allow subjects to respond towards those directions (Fig. 2.3). The
matching stimulus and response displays have the lowest reaction times, in agreement
with Fitts’ proposal that incompatible combinations take longer because an additional
transformation is necessary.

SRC effects can be classified according to several different characteristics. Firstly, SRC
can occur at a set level or at an element level. Set-level compatibility refers to different
pairings of stimuli and responses. For example, the response set of written words {left,
right} is more compatible with the set of spoken words {/left/, /right/} than with the
set of arrows {←, →}. However, the set of arrows is more compatible than the set of
written words if the response consists of making a saccade to the left or to the right (Wang
and Proctor, 1996). Element-level compatibility involves different pairings of stimuli and
response elements within fixed sets. For example, if the sets are the written words {left,
right} and the arrows {←, →}, there is higher compatibility when the word left is paired
with the arrow ← than with the arrow →.

These examples highlight the idea that SRC effects are the result of natural, or
unnatural, associations between stimuli and responses. Kornblum et al. (1990) propose a
theoretical model of SRC based on what they call the dimensional overlap between
stimuli and responses: “We define dimensional overlap as the degree to which two sets of
items are physically or conceptually similar” (Kornblum, 1991, p. 5). These physical or
conceptual similarities can be hardwired into the brain, culturally acquired over
development, or result from short-term associations in working memory. For example, a
sequence of ordered letters {A, B, C} has high similarity with the ordered set of numbers
{1, 2, 3}. Kornblum et al. (1990) also propose a taxonomy of the different types of tasks

Table 2.1: A taxonomy of stimulus-response compatibility ensemble types
(Kornblum, 1994).

Type

S-R
overlapping
dimensions
(relevant)

S-R
overlapping
dimensions
(irrelevant)

S-S
overlapping
dimensions Representative study

1 no no no Most experimental control conditions,
e.g. in Fitts and Deininger (1954) .

2 yes no no Fitts and Seeger (1953).

3 no yes no Simon (1969); Wallace (1971).

4 no no yes Eriksen and Eriksen (1974).

5 yes yes no Hedge and Marsh (1975).

6 yes no yes (None).

7 no yes yes Kornblum (1994).

8 yes yes yes Stroop (1935);
Simon and Rudell (1967) .
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based on SRC dimensional overlap. The authors classify tasks by whether the stimuli,
which might be composed of both task-relevant and task-irrelevant attributes, and the
responses have dimensional overlap. A total of 8 ensemble types are identified (see Table
2.1).

Here, I focus exclusively on the ensemble type 3, for which dimensional overlap can
only be identified between the response set and the irrelevant stimulus dimension. When
said dimension is a spatial one, the SRC effect is called the Simon effect.
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2.3. The Simon effect

The Simon effect was first reported by, and named after, J.R. Simon. In a series of
experiments from the late 1960s, Simon and colleagues studied a SRC effect where subjects
had to press one of two lateralized buttons in response to a visual or auditory stimulus, such
as a color or a tone. The stimulus was also lateralized, so that there was a dimensional
overlap between the task-irrelevant position and the response (Simon and Small, 1969;
Simon, 1969; Simon and Craft, 1970). In Simon and Small (1969), they presented subjects
with a high-pitch tone and a low-pitch tone, and subjects had to press either a left button
or a right button for each one. On congruent trials, i.e. when the sound was presented to
the ear on the same side as the button corresponding to that tone, responses were faster
than on incongruent trials. The Simon effect consists of larger response times and error
rates due to a task-irrelevant spatial coding of the stimulus.

Some authors claim that the first report of a Simon effect comes from Simon and
Rudell (1967). In that experiment, subjects heard the words left and right instead of
tones. According to the taxonomy of Kornblum (1994), this adds both a relevant stimulus-
response and a stimulus-stimulus dimensional overlap; in this sense, the effect reported by
Simon and Rudell (1967) is sometimes termed the spatial-Stroop effect (Hommel, 2011).
Fig. 2.5 shows a schematic interpretation of the different overlapping dimensions for the
Simon effect, the spatial-Stroop effect, the Stroop effect, and the flankers effect.

2.3.1. Experimental results

Following the results of Simon and Small (1969), Simon (1969) investigated whether the
faster response times are simply due to the lateralized cerebral hemispheres. He repeated
the original experiment but with unimanual responses, by using a lever with leftwards or
rightwards movements, instead of two buttons. The effect was still present, so the two
hemispheres could not be the source of the effect. Wallace (1971) went a step further and
proved that the effect can not be attributed to an anatomical origin. He repeated the Simon
task but asked subjects to cross their hands, so that the right hand was responsible for
the left response, and vice versa. He reported a Simon effect with respect to the response
location, not the hand that executes the action.

Since its discovery, the Simon effect has also been reported with tactile stimuli
(Hasbroucq and Guiard, 1992) and several types of visual stimuli, such as colors (Simon,
1990), geometric shapes (Nicoletti and Umiltá, 1989), letters (Proctor and Lu, 1994), and

Figure 2.4: Congruent and incongruent trials in a Simon task (Stocco et al., 2017).
The task-relevant shapes are arbitrarily assigned one button each; locations interfere in the
response-selection process even though they are task-irrelevant.
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Figure 2.5: Dimensional overlap in Simon and related effects (adapted from
Hommel, 2011). Only the Simon effect (Simon and Small, 1969) can be attributed
to incongruencies at the response-selection stage; the other three effects also include
dimensional overlap between the task-relevant and task-irrelevant attributes of the stimuli.

light intensity (Proctor et al., 1992). Mewaldt et al. (1980) find a Simon effect with
accessory stimuli that are not involved in the task, namely lateralized sounds during a
visual discrimination task with centralized stimuli. The effect has also been reported in
pigeons (Urcuioli et al., 2005) and rats (Courtière et al., 2007), and a similar
phenomenon was also observed in monkeys (Georgopoulos et al., 1989). All these
experiments report higher response times for incongruent trials.

Spatial codes

Because the Simon effect is still present when subjects cross their hands and when accessory
stimuli are presented simultaneously, the leading theory is that stimuli are automatically
represented spatially, even though this is irrelevant for the task. This spatial code of the
stimulus may then interfere with the spatial code of the response, as predicted by Wallace
(1971). Strong connections between different areas of the IPS may be responsible for this
interference.

It is unclear why the spatial code for a stimulus, although irrelevant, is formed.
According to the premotor theory of Rizzolatti et al. (1987), by attending to the left, a
premotor command to move the eyes towards the left is formed, but not executed.
Nicoletti and Umiltá (1989) attribute the generation of spatial codes to attention, so that
the codes for left and right are defined with respect to the attentional focus. They design
a Simon-like experiment with distractors, such that subjects are unable to give their full
attention to the stimuli, and find that the Simon effect disappears. Lamberts et al.
(1992) find SRC effects in three different reference frames: hemispace, i.e. the absolute
position of a stimulus with respect to the world; visual hemifield, i.e. the position of the
stimulus with respect to the fovea; and relative position, i.e. the position of the stimulus
with respect to the other positions in which it can appear.

Delta plots

An important breakthrough in the understanding of the Simon effect came following a
distributional analysis of response times. De Jong et al. (1994) perform a technique
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Figure 2.6: Delta plots for different Simon tasks (Salzer et al., 2017). A: visual
Simon tasks; B: auditory Simon tasks. Positive slopes indicate an effect which increases
with response time; negative slopes indicate an effect which decreases with response time.
The different slopes within Simon tasks are attributed to the differences in the automatic
process of a dual-route model (De Jong et al., 1994).

called delta plots, which consists of splitting the response times for the congruent and
incongruent conditions into bins, and plotting the time differences between corresponding
bins against their mean response time. Their results indicate several interesting insights
about this effect. First, they obtain negative slopes, indicating that the Simon effect
disappears or can even be reversed for long response times. The same can be observed by
artificially increasing response time, such as increasing the difficulty of discriminating
stimuli (Lammertyn et al., 2007). Second, when they test different types of Simon-like
effects, De Jong et al. (1994) find varying slopes in the delta plots.

Delta plots have since become a standard procedure for studying the Simon effect, and
also one of the hardest experimental results to explain. Salzer et al. (2017) review a number
of different experiments across sensory modalities (Fig. 2.6). The differences in the delta
plots between tasks can only be explained if the underlying response time distributions
for congruent and incongruent conditions are different (Pratte et al., 2010). Positive delta
plot slopes, i.e. an increasing Simon effect with increasing response time, are attributed
to a congruent distribution with small variance and an incongruent distribution with large
variance. The opposite is true for negative delta plot slopes.

Importantly, sequential sampling models with fixed integration noise, such as the DDM
and LCA introduced in Chapter 1, cannot produce negative delta plot slopes (Salzer et al.,
2017). If the mean of the response time distribution is larger, i.e. slower response times,
the variance of the distribution is correspondingly larger. A possible solution is to consider
a dual-route.

Dual-route model

The dual-route model, originally suggested by Kornblum et al. (1990) and later by De Jong
et al. (1994), consists of two independent pathways for the processing of stimuli in a Simon-
like task. First, an automatic or fast route processes the stimulus’ position and prepares
the motor program to respond towards it. Because this is a task-irrelevant attribute, the
automatic route is inhibited and the motor program is paused. A second, intentional and
slower route deals with the cognitive processing of the stimulus itself; once it is recognized,
the associated response is prepared. In a congruent trial both responses are the same, and
therefore the original motor program can be executed; in an incongruent trial, the original
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Figure 2.7: Response times distributions and their resulting delta plots (Pratte
et al., 2010), with congruent conditions with filled lines and incongruent ones with dashed
lines. In all three cases, the average response time for a congruent condition is lower than
that of an incongruent condition. However, negative slopes in delta plots are only possible
if the standard deviation of response times for a congruent condition is larger.

motor program must be aborted and the correct one must be prepared and executed, taking
longer time than in the congruent condition. For longer response times, the original motor
program will have been paused for more time, and it will need to be prepared again both
in congruent and incongruent trials, which might explain the negative slopes in delta plots.

The dual-route model is anatomically consistent. If the decision of the program to
be executed is made in the IPS, then the dorsal pathway has fewer and faster connections
than the ventral pathway. The location of the stimulus can therefore influence the decision-
making process earlier than the content of the stimulus itself.

Georgopoulos et al. (1989) conduct a physiological study with monkeys that reveals
that the premotor cortex of the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulus’ position is
activated shortly after presentation, even though no response is executed. Similarly,
electromyographic activity in humans during a Simon task shows early muscular activity,
although again no response is executed (Servant et al., 2015). Using a technique called
lateralized readiness potentials (LRPs), which consists of taking the difference between
opposite electrodes in motor areas after an event-related potential EEG experiment,
researchers can find differences in neural activity between congruent and incongruent
trials. LRPs consistently show asymmetric activation during the preparation of a
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response for SRC effects (Eimer, 1997; Masaki et al., 2004) and the Simon effect
(Valle-Inclán, 1996; Wiegand and Wascher, 2005).

2.3.2. Computational models

Several theoretical accounts have been suggested in an attempt to explain the Simon effect.
Here, I discuss some of the main mathematical and computational models that have tried
to reproduce it. Some of the more conceptual explanations that I do not detail include the
proposed architecture for the dual-route model (Kornblum et al., 1990) and the theory of
event coding (Hommel et al., 2001).

An algorithmic model

Paul Rosenbloom and Allen Newell were the first to propose a symbolic information
processing model to account for SRC effects, and particularly the Simon effect
(Rosenbloom, 1986; Rosenbloom and Newell, 1988). Their model consists of an algorithm
where response times correspond to the number of operations needed to transform the
stimulus into a response. An example of the algorithmic model applied to the experiment
of Fitts and Seeger (1953) with stimulus set SB and response set RA in pseudocode is

0. BEGIN 1. FIND STIMULUS WHERE LIGHT ON 2. IF (STIMULUS IS ONE
LIGHT): 3. GET ANGLE OF STIMULUS 4. PUSH LEVER WITH ANGLE 5. ELSE
IF (STIMULUS IS TWO LIGHTS): 6. GET ANGLE1 OF STIMULUS FIRST LIGHT
7. GET ANGLE2 OF STIMULUS SECOND LIGHT 8. SET ANGLE AS AVERAGE OF
ANGLE1 AND ANGLE2 9. PUSH LEVER WITH ANGLE 10. END

The algorithm begins by getting the value of the angle to the light. If there is only one
light, then the response can be executed for that exact angle. If there are two lights, then
the angle for that second light is obtained, the average of the two is calculated, and that is
the angle used for the response. During a congruent trial the response is executed at the first
conditional statement, whereas during an incongruent one the response is executed after
the second conditional statement. The algorithmic model corresponds to the intuition of
Fitts and Seeger (1953) that larger response times are due to more recoding being needed.
However, this symbolic information processing account cannot explain other behavioral
and neural findings.

Connectionist models

Several connectionist models have been proposed to explain the Simon effect. Zorzi and
Umiltá (1995) use a two-layer architecture with two position nodes and two non-spatial
attribute nodes that feed into two response nodes with lateral inhibition (Fig. 2.8). The
response nodes integrate inputs until a threshold. When a trial begins, one of the location
nodes and one of the attribute nodes are activated. If they feed the same response node,
i.e. a congruent trial, then that response node is selected. If they feed different response
nodes, i.e. an incongruent trial, then response time is slower. Importantly, their model
includes two time-dependent parameters. First, the spatial codes decay shortly after being
formed, as suggested by Hommel (1994), so that the activation of the location nodes lasts
only a fraction of the trial. Second, the activation of the attribute nodes is delayed as a
representation of task difficulty, so that harder discrimination tasks lead to slower response
times (see Lammertyn et al., 2007). This model is fairly simple but it does obtain response
times quantitatively equivalent to experimental ones.

Tagliabue et al. (2000) extend the original model from Zorzi and Umiltá (1995) with
short-term and long-term associations. Long-term ones are fixed prior to the experiment,
whereas short-term ones can be altered during the experiment. By modifying the
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Figure 2.8: Connectionist model of the Simon effect (Zorzi and Umiltá, 1995).
Independent feature and location nodes feed competing response nodes, which accumulate
the input until one of them reaches a threshold.

connections of the model from trial to trial they are able to explain a reduction of Simon
effect that comes from practice (Rottermann and Vu, 2009).

A third relevant connectionist account is the parallel distributed processing model of
Zhang et al. (1999). They propose a three-layer architecture that intends to represent the
original idea of a dual-route model by Kornblum et al. (1990). They include an intermediate
layer that receives as input the two attributes of the stimulus shown and outputs a response
code which is integrated until a threshold. This model achieves qualitatively satisfactory
results but, as all previous connectionist models, fails to account for the distributional
analysis of De Jong et al. (1994).

A cognitive architecture

Stocco et al. (2017) suggest the Simon effect can be explained by a dual-route model,
where the processing of task-irrelevant information, such as the position of the stimulus,
is modulated by the direct and indirect pathways of the basal ganglia. To test this
hypothesis they implement a cognitive ACT-R architecture which includes modules for
the stimuli representations, working memory, and long-term memory. Because ACT-R
does not include a module for the two pathways of the basal ganglia, Stocco et al. (2017)
use two separate productions. For example, the direct pathway may favor the processing
of location while the indirect pathway prevents it from being kept in working memory.
Their results show that a higher role for the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia leads
to an easier inhibition of irrelevant spatial information during incongruent trials.

Sequential sampling models

The final category of computational models used to reproduce the Simon effect are
sequential sampling ones. As explained before, a single stochastic accumulation process
cannot account for the variety in delta plots observed across different types of Simon-like
experiments (Salzer et al., 2017). Two different proposals have been given.

Servant et al. (2015) propose a model with two phases based on the LCA (Usher and
McClelland, 2001). During the first phase, the input to the accumulators consists of both
the location of the stimulus and its non-spatial attribute. During the second phase, only the
non-spatial attribute serves as input. The focus of their work is to find partial errors, i.e.
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Figure 2.9: Dual-route model of the Simon effect (Servant et al., 2016, adapted
from Ulrich et al., 2015). The automatic process has a characteristic time-to-peak which
determines the influence of said process on the superimposed accumulation.

accumulation of evidence by the wrong accumulator larger than a pre-response threshold
but not enough to fully trigger the response, as observed in electromyographic studies
and LRPs. The two-phase LCA model implemented by Servant et al. (2015) does in fact
present this behavior, although it fails at capturing the different delta plots.

The one model that successfully reproduces the delta plots is the Diffusion Model for
Conflict tasks (DCM; Ulrich et al., 2015). The DCM is a dual-route extension of the DDM,
where the accumulation of evidence is the sum of a controlled process, with constant drift
coefficient, and an automatic process, with a time-dependent drift coefficient (see Fig. 2.9).
The total drift is given by

µ(t) = µc ±Ae−t/T
[

t e

(a− 1)T

]a−1 [a− 1

t
− 1

T

]
(2.1)

where µc is the controlled process drift coefficient, A, a and T are parameters that
determine the shape of the automatic process, and the sign of the second term
determines whether it is a congruent (positive) or incongruent (negative) condition. The
main, unique feature from the DMC is that by modifying the parameter T , which
measures the time-to-peak of the automatic process, one can obtain different delta plot
slopes. Fast automatic processes lead to negative slopes, while slow automatic processes
lead to positive slopes. A parameter-recovery study by White et al. (2017) compares the
DCM to other drift-diffusion models and concludes it is the one that can overall capture
data from more tasks.

As Ulrich et al. (2015) admit, (2.1) is an entirely ad hoc equation with no neural
basis and a very limited intuitive interpretation. However, because it is the only model
flexible enough to reproduce the different slopes of delta plots from different Simon-like
experiments, it is worth wondering whether similar results can be obtained with a more
plausible, neurally-inspired model. In the next Section I show the answer is yes.
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2.4. An application of MLCA to the Simon effect

From the overview of the experimental and computational results given in the previous
Sections, one can conclude that the Simon effect is the result of a complex cognitive
decision-making process. This process includes the generation of spatial codes for stimuli
and responses, which involve attention and working memory, and some form of intentional
control which inhibits an automatic response associated with the spatial codes. A successful
neurocomputational account of the Simon effect must capture the differences in response
times and error, produce partial errors for incongruent trials, result in delta plots with both
positive or negative slopes, and provide an explanation of how the spatial codes interact.

In this section, I first present a summary of two initial unsuccessful attempts. Although
these did not provide the expected results, they were useful to understand which elements
are imperative to fulfill the previous requirements. Some details about these two models
are spared and later explained when describing the triumphant dual-route model.

2.4.1. A tale of two failures

Brain-State-in-a-Box

Prior to experimenting with sequential sampling models, I tested a model inspired on the
Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB; Anderson et al., 1977). The BSB is a neural network based
on recurrent autoassociative memories. Unlike heteroassociative memories described in
Section 1.2.2, autoassociative memories store associations between an input vector and
itself. In doing so, these models are particularly well suited for filtering or recovering an
original vector from a noisy input vector. As an example, Kohonen (1977) uses
autoassociative memories to store and later recover pictures of faces. When the system is
presented with a distorted face, or a picture with missing pixels, it is able to produce the
original one as an output. The BSB consists of a dynamical system, where the output is
used as an input to the system in the following iteration. This is possible because in
autoassociative memories, unlike heteroassociative ones, inputs and outputs necessarily
have the same dimensions. The recurrent process continues until the output coincides
with one of the corners of an m-dimensional hypercube of side 1 (see Fig. 2.10), which
Anderson et al. (1977) call a box, where m is the number of orthogonal stored vectors.

The strength of the BSB comes from its robustness to recall information, even if the
input differs from the stored vectors (see Fig. 2.10). My first model of the Simon effect was

Figure 2.10: Dynamics of a BSB model in state space (Oh et al., 2005). The area of
the unit square is divided into sectors such that any initial state within a sector converges
to the corresponding corner.
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inspired in a modified version of the BSB by Oh et al. (2005), but using context-dependent
autoassociative memories (Pomi and Mizraji, 1999). Similarly to what was presented in
Section 1.4, I suggest stimuli in a Simon task have two independent attributes: a spatial
location s and a non-spatial feature f . For example, for a Simon task like the one in
Fig. 2.4, there are two feature vectors fsquare and fcircle, and two location vectors, sleft
and sright. Unlike the experiment of Mante et al. (2013), the location of a stimulus is
never relevant for the task; however, as explained previously, the spatial code is formed
and somehow intervenes in the response selection process. The complete stimulus vector
is therefore the Kronecker product of the feature and the location, f ⊗ s. And, regardless
of the location, that stimulus should be mapped into the response corresponding to the
feature f . I therefore considered an autoassociative matrix M given by

M =
∑
i

ηifi(fi ⊗ si)T (2.2)

where ηi is a scaling rate and the sum ranges over all possible associations. If the scaling
rates for congruent conditions are larger than those of incongruent conditions (see Fig.
2.4) then the output when the matrix M is presented with a congruent stimulus is larger
than with an incongruent one.

The output of the matrix is an updated feature vector f (t), which is used as the input
in the following interaction. The update rule for the feature vector is given by

f (t+1) = f (t) +M(f (t) ⊗ s) (2.3)

and integration continues until one of the components of f (t) is equal to 1, i.e. until the
vector reaches one of the sides of the box, and the corresponding response is selected.
In this model, the feature vector is updated on each step of integration but the location
vector is maintained constant, because the decision is made on the basis of the feature
of the stimulus. Nonetheless, the location vector does affect the dynamics of this model
through the output of the autoassociative matrix.

The preliminary results obtained with our BSB were positive. Response times were
larger, i.e. slower, for incongruent trials than for congruent trials. Plus, if we included noise
into the integration equation (2.3), then the error rates were also larger for incongruent
trials. We also found that artificially increasing the difficulty of the task by decreasing
the angle between the stored feature vectors resulted in a reduction of the Simon effect, as
reported by Lammertyn et al. (2007). However, upon closer analysis, this model is unable
to reproduce several key experimental results from the Simon effect literature. The main
one is that the change in f (t), which is given by the output of the matrix, is monotonous:
for incongruent trials, the feature vector is deviated from the correct vector towards the
wrong one. And because this model does not include any form of leakage or inhibition,
this process continues until a response is made, meaning this model cannot explain partial
errors. The model also fails to obtain negative slopes in delta plots. In a sense, this model
is in a similar level as the one proposed by Zorzi and Umiltá (1995). It is a simple model,
based on the intuitive idea that features and location are coded independently, but it can
only explain some superficial experimental results.

Single-route MLCA model

After recognizing that the failure of the BSB model was due to the rudimentary
dynamics of (2.3), I looked into other decision-making models. It was then that I decided
to implement the LCA model of Usher and McClelland (2001) and developed the MLCA
model introduced in Section 1.3. Following the successful reproduction of the experiment
of Mante et al. (2013), I adapted the same model to try to reproduce the Simon effect. A
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first attempt consisted in simply transcribing the equations from Section 1.4 using the
same vectors defined for the BSB model, so that the context-dependent associative
memory becomes

M = η rleft (fsquare
T ⊗ sleftT )+

η′ rleft (fsquare
T ⊗ srightT )+

η′ rright (fcircle
T ⊗ sleftT )+

η rright (fcircle
T ⊗ srightT )

(2.4)

where η > η′, and the accumulation process is given by

dx = [M (f ⊗ s)−Dx] dt
τ

+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(2.5)

This first sequential sampling model had a performance similar to that of the BSB,
in that it successfully discriminated between congruent and incongruent conditions. I
tried to go further with this single-route model by incorporating a time-dependence to the
stimuli, drawing inspiration from the sequential sampling model of Servant et al. (2015). I
implemented a two-phase spatial location vector, with a time parameter T indicating the
end of phase one such that, for a stimulus presented in the left hemispace, s = sleft if
t < T and s = scenter if t > T , where scenter is a normalized vector equidistant from sleft
and sright.

By adding this time-dependence, the model becomes able to capture one of the most
challenging experimental results of the Simon effect: partial errors. For incongruent trials,
the wrong accumulator has higher evidence input during the first phase; this is reverted
during the second phase, but if enough evidence is accumulated at that stage, a partial
error akin to those detected by electromyography or LRPs occurs.

As anticipated from the work of Servant et al. (2015), a single-route sequential sampling
model is unable to achieve negative slopes in delta plots. For this reason, the single-route
MLCA model had to be discarded and replaced by a dual-route one. Nevertheless, this
failed attempt led me into what ultimately became a key finding: because of leakage and
inhibition, a two-phase MLCA model with high input during the first stage and low input
during the second one has a qualitatively equivalent evolution to the automatic process
used by Ulrich et al. (2015) in their dual-route model (see Fig. 2.9).

2.4.2. A successful dual-route MLCA model

There are two views on how a dual-route model may explain SRC effects. One possibility,
detailed by Kornblum et al. (1990) and De Jong et al. (1994), and earlier intuitively
implemented in the algorithmic model of Rosenbloom and Newell (1988), is that an
automatic route processes the spatial information and prepares the motor program while
a controlled route either confirms that response, in which case it is executed, or rejects it
and prepares and executes the other response. Alternatively, the two routes can be
independent and the automatic route is inhibited regardless of its output, whereas the
slower, controlled route is effectively responsible for selecting a response. In order for this
second account to explain the time difference between congruent and incongruent
conditions, the two routes must be independent but their outputs must be superimposed
at a central decision-making hub (see Fig. 2.9).

The available experimental data, such as the existence of partial errors or the
asymmetric motor activity in LRPs, can be interpreted within both alternative
possibilities. However, I decided to follow the second account for two reasons. First, the
dual-route model of Ulrich et al. (2015), which is to date the computational model that
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best fits the data, is based on two independent and superimposed processes. Second, I
believe that the distributed accumulation of information represents the neural activity of
the brain better than the algorithmic, symbolic processing. Ultimately, the point must be
made that the very existence of the two routes is debated, so that only more and better
techniques for measuring brain activity will provide the necessary proof. Here, I show one
possible approach for reproducing the currently available experimental results.

In the following, I gradually unravel the dual-route MLCA model of the Simon effect,
starting with the controlled process, then the automatic process, and finally the
superimposed process. The overall goal is to reproduce the results of Ulrich et al. (2015)
while maintaining biological plausibility.

Controlled process

The controlled process consists of the slow and monotonous accumulation of evidence
towards the correct response. Only the stimulus’ relevant feature determines the input
to the accumulators – although due to the stochasticity of the integration, the incorrect
accumulator may end up winning the race.

Using Fig. 2.4 as an example, I define two feature vectors, fsquare and fcircle. These
two vectors need not be orthogonal. In fact, one can control the difficulty of the task by
modifying the cosine similarity between them. A square and a circle are more dissimilar
than a pentagon and a hexagon, so the angle between them must be larger. I also define
two spatial location vectors, sleft and sright. Again, these location vectors need not be
orthogonal, and their cosine similarity can be used as a measure of the physical distance
between the two positions where the stimuli may appear. Finally, I define two response
vectors, rleft and rright, which are orthogonal. All these vectors are assumed to be
normalized.

A context-dependent associative memory for the controlled process,Mc, is defined such
that only the stimulus’ feature determines the output:

Mc = ηc rleft (fsquare
T ⊗ sleftT )+

ηc rleft (fsquare
T ⊗ srightT )+

ηc rright (fcircle
T ⊗ sleftT )+

ηc rright (fcircle
T ⊗ srightT )

(2.6)

where ηc is a scaling rate. Since the same scaling rate is used for all stored associations,
the spatial information does not contribute to the controlled process. One could also
use a linear associative memory that directly stores associations between features and
responses; however, to maintain a coherence with the automatic process, I decided to use
both attributes as inputs.

During an experimental trial, the presentation of a stimulus (f , s) triggers the
accumulation for the controlled process according to the MLCA model, given by

dxc = [Mc (f ⊗ s)−Dcxc]
dt

τ
+ ξc

√
dt

τ
(2.7)

where xc is an accumulation vector for the controlled route, Dc is the decay matrix and ξc
is the Gaussian noise. The accumulation of evidence only finishes when the superimposed
process reaches a decision threshold.

Automatic process

The second component of a dual-route model of the Simon effect is the automatic route.
This is likely the most important element, for it is the automatic route that determines
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the slope of the delta plots. However, since the dual-route model is a theoretical
construct, there is no experimental evidence to determine its characteristics. Instead, one
can try to reproduce the DMC model of Ulrich et al. (2015). Because the DMC captures
the behavioral results of the Simon effect and because the model can produce both
positive and negative delta plot slopes, the automatic route of Ulrich et al. (2015) is
deemed a satisfactory one. I cannot deny its success, but must also be critical of its
excessive mathematical specificity. Not only does the drift coefficient for the automatic
process in (2.1) include several parameters and both polynomial and exponential time
dependencies, the authors also fail to explain how the brain might implement such a drift
function. The DMC is an example of overfitting due to excessive abstraction from the
neural substrate, a constant risk in the field of mathematical psychology. Nonetheless, the
work of Ulrich et al. (2015) can serve as a guiding light. Here, I intend to achieve similar
behavioral results with a more biologically plausible neurocomputational mechanism.

The automatic process of the DMC has three parameters which control the three
characteristics of the central curve in Fig. 2.9. These are the amplitude, the
time-to-peak, and the decay. The time-to-peak is particularly relevant because fast
automatic processes lead to negative slopes in the delta plots, while slow automatic
processes lead to positive slopes. As hinted when explaining my failed single-route model,
one can include a time-to-peak as a change between two different phases. During a first
phase, a positive input means evidence is being accumulated; at time T , the input
becomes null so there is no more evidence to accumulate. Also, because I am using the
LCA as a basis for the model, the decay of the automatic process can be attributed to
leakage. Since the DDM does not include leakage, Ulrich et al. (2015) are forced to add
decay to their automatic process. Finally, it is also possible to control the amplitude of
the automatic route by means of the scaling rates which define the memory matrix.

In conclusion, using the same vectors defined for the controlled process, I define a
context-dependent associative memory for the automatic process as

Ma = ηa rleft (fsquare
T ⊗ sleftT )+

η′a rright (fsquare
T ⊗ srightT )+

η′a rleft (fcircle
T ⊗ sleftT )+

ηa rright (fcircle
T ⊗ srightT )

(2.8)

where ηa and η′a are the scaling rates, with ηa > η′a. There are two important differences
between this matrix and the one used for the controlled process. First, I use two different
scaling rates because, at least in principle, both the stimulus’ feature and the location
contribute to the automatic process. Second, the associations for the incongruent
conditions are shifted. For the automatic process, spatial location indicates the preferred
response.

Now, during an experimental trial, the presentation of a stimulus (f , s) triggers the
accumulation for the automatic process according to the MLCA model, given by

dxa = [Ma (f
∗ ⊗ s)−Daxa]

dt

τ
+ ξa

√
dt

τ
(2.9)

where xa is an accumulation vector for the automatic route, Da is the decay matrix, ξa
is the Gaussian noise, and f∗ = f if 0 < t < T or f∗ = 0 otherwise. During the first
phase, the accumulation process has a fixed input, just as in the controlled route. However,
during the second phase, the input becomes zero and the accumulation process becomes a
decay process. (2.9) can be rewritten as
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dxa = [Ma (f ⊗ s)−Daxa]
dt

τ
+ ξa

√
dt

τ
, if 0 < t < T

dxa =−Daxa
dt

τ
+ ξa

√
dt

τ
, if t > T

(2.10)

where the second phase is simply a stochastic decay, at a rate given by the matrix Da.

Superimposed process

Having described the controlled and the automatic routes independently, the superimposed
process is very straightforward. At each step, the two increments are added together, so
that

dx = dxc + dxa (2.11)

where dx is the accumulation in the superimposed route and dxc and dxa are obtained
from (2.7) and (2.9). The entire accumulation process finishes once the superimposed
process reaches a threshold value or once a maximum time has elapsed.

Next, I present some numerical simulations to verify whether this dual-route model
reproduces the expected behavior. Details about the numerical simulations are included
in Appendix B. A useful first step is to visualize the temporal evolution of each of the two
routes, as well as the superimposed process. Fig. 2.11 shows an example of an incongruent
trial with an early time-to-peak. The automatic process guides activation in favor of
the incorrect response during the first phase, but this subsequently decays and the correct
response is ultimately selected. It is relevant to notice how fluctuations due to the addition
of Gaussian noise play an important role in the MLCA model, in that the incorrect response
is not too far away from the threshold for the superimposed process. Also, the two routes
in the model are independent and do not interact with each other. Therefore, the high,
early accumulation of evidence favoring the incorrect response in the automatic process
does not inhibit the time evolution of the correct response in the controlled process.

Fig. 2.12 shows the paths in state space for that same numerical simulation. Again,
one can see that the automatic process initially leads the path of the superimposed process
towards the top boundary, i.e. the incorrect response. In this example, both the controlled
and the automatic process have nearly perfect discrimination. Neglecting the fluctuations
due to the noisy integration, the controlled process has a horizontal path towards the correct
response while the automatic process has a vertical path, initially towards the incorrect

Figure 2.11: Example of dual-route MLCA simulation of the Simon effect. The
automatic process has an early time-to-peak and then decays. A response is selected when
the correct accumulator in the superimposed process reaches the decision boundary.
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Figure 2.12: Example of dual-route MLCA simulation of the Simon effect
in state space, with the same trial from Fig. 2.11. The horizontal axes indicate the
accumulated evidence for the correct accumulator and the vertical axes for the incorrect
accumulator.

response and then decaying. Importantly, the superimposed process, which is the only one
that can be measured experimentally, combines these two behaviors and therefore presents
a partial error.

Delta plots

Finally, it is worth looking at the delta plots obtained with the dual-route MLCA model.
These are constructed as follows: first, numerical simulations are performed for both the
congruent and the incongruent conditions. Next, the response times for each condition
are split into bins. Finally, the response times from incongruent and congruent conditions
are subtracted for each corresponding bin, and each of these values is plotted against the
average of the two response times. Experimenters usually use five bins, or quintiles, because
of limited amounts of data. Since this work consists of numerical simulations, we do not
share that limitation.

The main finding of De Jong et al. (1994) is that the Simon effect, unlike other SRC
effects, has delta plots with negative slopes. Salzer et al. (2017) find that the slope varies
from one Simon task to another, and there are tasks for which the delta plots present
positive slopes. Ulrich et al. (2015) successfully reproduce the different types of delta plots
by changing the parameter T , which represents the time-to-peak in 2.1.

The dual-route MLCA model of the Simon effect can also reproduce both positive and
negative slopes in delta plots. This is done by modifying the parameter T , which represents
the end of the first phase for the automatic process, in (2.10). Fig. 2.13 shows a delta
plot with a positive slope, obtained with a late time-to-peak of T = 400; Fig. 2.14 shows
a delta plot with a negative slope, obtained with an early time-to-peak of T = 20. The
stimuli features and locations for both figures are the same. Other than modifying the
time-to-peak, it is also necessary to change the amplitude of the automatic process, so
that expected accumulated evidence at the end of the first phase is equal for both early
and late time-to-peak. This is controlled by the parameters ηa and η′a. Alternatively, one
could redefine these parameters to have an explicit dependence on T .

These results place the dual-route MLCA model alongside the DMC of Ulrich et al.
(2015) as the only two models of the Simon effect capable of reproducing delta plots with
both positive and negative slopes. Of course, these two models share several common
elements since the dual-route MLCA is strongly inspired in the DMC. Both are
sequential sampling models with two independent accumulation processes, one with a
fixed accumulation rate and the other with a nonmonotonous time dependence. However,
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Figure 2.13: Delta plot with positive slope from MLCA simulations. These
results indicate a higher Simon effect for slower responses due to a late time-to-peak in the
automatic route.

Figure 2.14: Delta plot with negative slope from MLCA simulations. These
results indicate a higher Simon effect for slower responses due to an early time-to-peak in
the automatic route.

there is one key difference between the DMC and the dual-route MLCA. The drift of the
DMC has an explicit time dependence, given by (2.1), which can be fitted to
experimental data in order to approximate response times nearly perfectly. The
interpretation of those parameters is, however, not straightforward (see White et al.,
2017). On the other hand, the time evolution of the automatic process in the dual-route
MLCA is not forced but inherited from LCA dynamics.
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2.5. Discussion

The spatial position of stimuli is encoded in several cortical and subcortical brain areas
(Grieves and Jeffery, 2017), including the IPS in the PPC (Andersen et al., 1997; Azañón
et al., 2010). The automatic activation of a spatial representation for stimuli can interfere
with the execution of actions (Proctor and Vu, 2006), leading to slower responses when
more recoding is necessary (Fitts and Seeger, 1953) across one or more overlapping
dimensions (Kornblum et al., 1990), a phenomenon which receives the name of SRC.

One particular case of SRC, called the Simon effect, is due to incompatibilities between
the hemispatial position of a stimulus with respect to the hemispatial position of the
corresponding response (Simon and Small, 1969; Simon, 1969; Wallace, 1971). Unlike other
SRC effects, the Simon effect has delta plots with positive and negative slopes depending
on sensory modality and experimental settings (De Jong et al., 1994; Salzer et al., 2017).
Several computational models can capture some experimental results (Zorzi and Umiltá,
1995; Zhang et al., 1999; Servant et al., 2015), but only dual-route models can account
for negative slopes theoretically (De Jong et al., 1994) and computationally (Ulrich et al.,
2015).

In this Chapter, I adapt the MLCA model to include two independent routes. One,
called the controlled process, has a constant input into the accumulators; the other, called
the automatic process, has a time-dependent input. A superimposed process, resulting
from the addition of the accumulated evidences for both routes, is considered to determine
the decision-making process.

Numerical simulations performed with the dual-route MLCA reveal that accumulation
is initially guided by the automatic process but after some time, which depends on the
time-to-peak parameter of the model, the automatic process decays and the controlled
process becomes responsible for the response selected. A distributional analysis shows
different types of results depending on the time-to-peak: if the automatic process is slow,
i.e. long time-to-peak, then the delta plots have positive slopes; otherwise, if the automatic
process is fast, i.e. short time-to-peak, then the delta plots have negative slopes. These
results show that the MLCA model is capable of successfully reproducing the Simon effect.

Negative slopes in delta plots had previously only been obtained by a dual-route
DDM model, the DCM (Ulrich et al., 2015). The DCM also has an explicit time
dependence on the automatic route, although this is achieved by forcing a solution to the
integration equation (2.1) rather than allowing the own dynamics of the model to
determine the integration. The DCM has more flexible parameters which can be readily
fitted to experimental data, although the interpretation of those parameters in relation to
the mental and neural processes is unclear.

On the other hand, the automatic process in the dual-route MLCA model has a less
intuitive time dependence. Rather than explicitly forcing the shape of the automatic route,
I suggest an initial leaky accumulation followed by a decay is a good enough approximation
to Fig. 2.9, particularly when adding Gaussian noise.

Two other possibilities were initially considered and must be mentioned at this point.
First, instead of a two-phase automatic route, I tested an explicit time dependence on the
spatial codes, in line with the hypothesis of decaying spatial codes (Hommel, 1994). This
model had an accumulation equation equivalent to (2.9), where f∗(t) = e−t/Tf , where
T was now the parameter that captured the time-to-peak. One could also increase the
complexity of this explicit time dependence by considering an initial phase in which the
spatial code is fixed, and a second phase in which it decays. A second alternative that I
considered was to remove all time dependence from the automatic route and attribute its
decay to the dynamics due to inhibition from the controlled route. Because the controlled
process is slower, the automatic process would have higher activation during the initial
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stages of integration. This model shares some conceptual commonalities with the original
proposal for two processes (Kornblum et al., 1990). Ultimately, the suggested dual-route
MLCA model and the two alternatives, one with spatial code decay and another with dual-
route inhibition, all share the qualitatively equivalent behavior for the automatic route:
an initial increase in activation followed by a decay. When one considers that Gaussian
noise is added on every step of integration, the choice for one of the three models becomes
arbitrary. Or, to be more precise, one chooses the alternative that is easiest to implement
and interpret, knowing that the predictions are equivalent to those that would result from
any of the other alternatives.

The success of the MLCA model to account for complex multi-attribute effects such as
the Simon effect vouches for the interest in adapting it to also reproduce other known SRC
effects as well. In line with the objectives of this thesis, the next Chapter is devoted to the
SNARC effect, in which incongruencies between a number’s magnitude and the position
of its corresponding response lead to slower response times.
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Chapter 3

On the spatial representation of
numbers

In this Chapter, I apply the MLCA model to reproduce the main
experimental result related to the number-space association: the SNARC
effect. In Section 3.1, I argue for a cautious approach which requires a
differentiation between purely numerical and spatial-numerical experiments. I
then proceed to analyze these separately. In Section 3.2, I present the mental
representation of numbers. In Section 3.3, I review experiments with an
explicit spatial mapping of numbers. In Section 3.4, I review the implicit
spatial mapping of numbers. Finally, in Section 3.5, I present a theoretical
and computational account of spatial-numerical associations, including
simulations for the numerical distance and the SNARC effects.

3.1. Three distinct number lines

A long list of psychological experiments, starting as early as the 1960s, show that
numbers are mentally represented as continuous, analog quantities (Restle, 1970; Moyer
and Landauer, 1967; Sekuler and Mierkiewicz, 1977; Shepard et al., 1975; Hinrichs et al.,
1981). Two numbers with a small difference are more difficult to compare than two with
a large difference, indicating that the codes for numerical quantities follow a
one-dimensional, ordered structure. The currently accepted representation of numbers is
named the mental number line (MNL): numbers are mentally represented as continuous,
overlapping distributions on a one-dimensional, compressed scale (Dehaene, 2003). These
mental representations originate from a neural substrate: number neurons with
continuous, overlapping distributions of firing rates on a one-dimensional, compressed
scale (Nieder and Miller, 2004).

Although the MNL refers to the representation of numbers in a mental, or neural,
domain, it is not uncommon for researchers to attribute physical qualities to it. For
example, when describing how infants perform approximate arithmetic, Opfer et al. write:
“A mental number line makes basic addition and subtraction trivial: traveling four spaces
forward from four registers the sum of four and four, traveling four spaces back from eight
registers the difference between eight and four, and so on. Thus, if infants encode the
approximate numerical value of a set and possess something akin to a mental number line
(for at least nonsymbolic numbers), they should be able to register sums and differences
of numeric quantities (at least approximately).” (Opfer et al., 2018, p. 110).

Is it possible to travel four spaces forward in an abstract mental representation? I
believe there is a detrimental abuse of terminology with the metaphor of a number line
in the field of numerical cognition. In the Introduction to this thesis, I mentioned a few
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seminal publications which fueled the interest in studying the representations of numbers
and space, including Francis Galton’s report of subjects who visualize numerals in defined
locations (Galton, 1880) and the SNARC effect (Dehaene et al., 1993). These and other
related works, which are discussed in detail later in this Chapter, have led to the suggestion
that numbers are universally mapped onto space (e.g. Dehaene et al., 2008). However,
this need not be equivalent to attributing a spatial nature to the MNL.

Zorzi et al. (2002) suggest that the spatial representation of numbers originates in a
functional isomorphism from the MNL to physical lines. From Umiltà et al. (2009, p.
564): “it is worth pointing out that Zorzi et al. (2002) did not claim that the number line
is represented as a visual line. Functional isomorphism implies that the representation of
the number line is based on the same spatial metric that underlies the representation of
visual lines but it does not require any shared neural mechanism.”

I propose a fairly simple solution based on the idea of Zorzi et al. (2002): the existence
of three distinct types of number lines. One, the mental number line (MNL), refers to
the abstract representation of numbers in the mind and brain. Another is a physical
or geometric number line, which I call a spatial number line (SNL), where numbers are
explicitly mapped onto space with well-defined spatial properties, such as shape, size,
position, and direction. The last one, which I call an as-if spatial number line (as-if SNL),
is an abstract construct where a non-existing physical line is covertly formed between two
anchor points and numbers are implicitly mapped onto it. What the SNARC and other
related effects reveal is that the MNL appears to be mapped to SNLs and as-if SNLs alike.

In these terms, it is possible to formulate the conundrum of number-space mapping as
follows: what is the nature of the functional isomorphism from the MNL to SNLs and as-if
SNLs? Is it innate, acquired through experience, or governed by working memory? To
answer this question, I first analyze the MNL, SNLs, and as-if SNLs separately, and then
consider the evidence for the functional isomorphism, which I reproduce by means of the
MLCA model.
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3.2. The mental number line

The idea of a MNL was first proposed by Frank Restle in 1970. Previously, Moyer and
Landauer had performed a number comparison task, where subjects had to select the
largest of two numbers. They detected that the decisions were faster when the numerical
difference of the numbers was large, and suggested that “the displayed numerals are
converted to analog magnitudes, and a comparison is then made between these
magnitudes in much the same way that comparisons are made between physical stimuli
such as loudness or length of time” (Moyer and Landauer, 1967, p. 1520). Restle built on
this idea and went further, by stating: “A fairly simple model that agrees with the data
of this experiment supposes that the subject uses a number line, an analog system having
distinctive markers” (Restle, 1970, p. 277).

The tasks used to study the MNL include number recognitions, number comparisons,
and basic arithmetic operations. These tasks do not involve any explicit spatial mapping
of numbers onto space. Therefore, the number line suggested by Restle (1970) does not
have any inherent physical attributes. It is not a SNL, but rather a mental or neural way
in which numerical quantities are represented as analog magnitudes.

3.2.1. An approximate sense of number

Before discussing the MNL, an important distinction must be drawn between the
representations of symbolic and non-symbolic numerical quantities. When we perform
complicated calculations, we are capable of obtaining exact results in much the same way
a digital calculator would. How does this exact processing of symbolic numbers relate to
the analog system described by Restle (1970)?

The triple-code model of numerical processing (Dehaene, 1992; Dehaene and Cohen,
1995) proposes the existence of three independent but interacting representations for
numbers: an analog non-symbolic magnitude, visual arabic digits, and verbal number
words (Fig. 3.1). Each of these representations serves specific purposes. For example, the
verbal system is employed for the rote-memory learning of number word associations, e.g.
multiplication tables, while the visual system is employed for numeral-related tasks, e.g.
performing multi-digit divisions. The analog non-symbolic magnitude representation is
responsible for fast number comparisons and approximate operations, such as those
measured by Moyer and Landauer (1967) and Restle (1970).

Unlike the other two systems, the analog magnitude representation is believed to be
innate and universal. It is also available from birth for both humans and non-human
animals. Two different core knowledge systems (Feigenson et al., 2004) are proposed to form
the analog magnitude representation: the object tracking system (OTS), with which up to
three or four objects can be counted and located immediately; and the approximate number
system (ANS), with which approximate, non-symbolic quantities can be estimated and
compared. Hereinafter, I refer to non-symbolic, approximate magnitudes as numerosities
and restrict the word number to indicate symbolic, exact quantities.

One popular developmental hypothesis states that number symbols and words are
mapped onto the OTS and the ANS, so that their meaning emerges from the magnitude
representations (Spelke and Kinzler, 2007; Feigenson et al., 2004). This hypothesis is
consistent with the speed and accuracy differences from symbolic comparison tasks
(Moyer and Landauer, 1967; Dehaene et al., 1990). Whether or not symbolic abilities are
based on magnitude representations is under debate (Wilkey and Ansari, 2019; Le Corre
and Carey, 2007; Sasanguie et al., 2017). I refrain from commenting about said debate.
Instead, I focus exclusively on the magnitude representation system, and particularly on
the ANS, as a candidate for the MNL.

From introspective analysis, we can all identify an ability to produce gross estimates
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Figure 3.1: The-triple code model of numerical-processing (Dehaene, 1992). Three
independent but related systems deal with different aspects of numbers. In particular,
parity is coded by the visual arabic number form whereas magnitude is coded in an analog
representation.

of people in a crowd or jelly beans in a jar within seconds and without counting. These
results will not be exact, but more likely than not will be of the correct order of magnitude.
For example, the title of this thesis has 93 characters, including spaces. One could have
quickly estimated somewhere between 80 and 120 characters, but not 20 nor 500. This
ability is the core knowledge called ANS.

The ANS has been reported in non-human animals, including monkeys (Cantlon and
Brannon, 2007) and chicks (Vallortigara, 2017), as well as human adults (Halberda et al.,
2012), newborns (Izard et al., 2009), and people with limited sensory input, such as
congenitally deaf individuals (Spaepen et al., 2011).

3.2.2. The numerical distance effect

The ANS, like other magnitude detection systems, is subject to Weber’s law. Two different
numerosities, for example two clouds of dots, can be accurately discriminated only if the
ratio between the numerosities is larger than an individual-specific value, named Weber’s
fraction (Halberda et al., 2008). Weber’s law is consistent with overlapping representations
of the actual magnitude, which can be achieved on a linear scale with increasingly noisy
representations (Gallistel and Gelman, 1992) or on a logarithmically compressed scale with
fixed noise (Fechner, 1860; Dehaene, 2003). Although a linear scale is a priori a satisfactory
solution, the logarithmic compression is regarded as more consistent with other mental and
neural representations.

The overlapping mental representations were first proposed by Moyer and Landauer
(1967) using a number comparison task and analyzing reaction times and percentage of
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Figure 3.2: Linear and logarithmic models of the MNL (Feigenson et al., 2004).
In both cases the total activation for each number is considered equal, which is why the
absolute heights of the distributions in the linear case decrease.

errors as a function of the absolute difference between the two numbers. The same
experimental paradigm was used by Sekuler and Mierkiewicz (1977) and Shepard et al.
(1975). All these studies report faster response times and fewer errors as the difference
between the two numbers increased. Restle (1970) combines a basic arithmetic task with
a number comparison task, so that subjects have to choose the largest between a sum
A+ B and a third number C. He analyzes response times and error rates as functions of
different variables, and finds the most interesting result when plotting against the
difference ratio |A + B − C|/C: a monotonously decreasing function. These results have
been replicated numerous times (e.g. Hinrichs et al., 1981; Dehaene et al., 1990;
Van Opstal et al., 2008).

The effect reported in these experiments is called the numerical distance effect,
sometimes also called the comparison distance effect. In its simplest form, the numerical
distance effect states that responses are slower and more error-prone as the numerical
distance between the two numbers decreases. However, one must be cautious. The
previous statement is true in general only if measured on a compressed scale.
Alternatively, one can expand the original statement of the numerical distance effect to
force that one of the two numbers remain fixed. The numerical distance effect is a
consequence of Weber’s law, as is another effect called the numerical size or magnitude
effect: given a difference between the two numbers to be compared, responses are slower
and more error-prone as the ratio between the two numbers decreases.

Upon reproducing Moyer and Landauer’s results, Restle (1970) identifies that the
numerical distance effect can be attributed to a one-dimensional representation, i.e. the
MNL. On this MNL, each numerical magnitude has an analog representation with fixed
noise, centered around the logarithm of said magnitude. Numbers on the MNL are
ordered, so that the numerical distance effect is produced, and the overlapping
representations are the cause of the slower, more error-prone, responses.

3.2.3. A number line without number words

Because of the mutual interactions between the three systems that form the triple-code
model, accessing exclusively the MNL in literate adults can be difficult. However, because
the ANS and the OTS are core systems that are available from birth in both humans and
non-human animals, it is of great interest to study the MNL without number words or
number symbols.
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Cross-cultural differences

One way to access number representations without number words is by studying
populations with primitive languages. For example, the Mundurucú are an indigenous
group from an under-threat region between the states of Amazonas, Mato Grosso and
Pará, in Brazil. They are partially educated, meaning some of their families receive or
have received formal education in Portuguese, while others do not. Importantly, the
Mundurucú have exact number words up to four, and beyond that threshold they use
inexact expressions such as “one hand”, “some, not many”, or “many, really many”. This is
not rare among indigenous populations with no writing systems. Another Amazonian
tribe, the Pirahá, only use the words for one, two and many (Gordon, 2004). A historical
report about the Charrúa population in Uruguay indicates that they also only had a few
number words (Gómez Haedo, 1937). Table 3.1 includes the number words used by these
indigenous populations.

The results of Pica et al. (2004) indicate that, while Mundurucú participants achieve
equivalent results to French controls in non-symbolic additions and comparisons with large
quantities, they fail to perform approximate subtractions with small quantities beyond
four. For this latter task, French participants are able to transform numerosities into
symbolic numbers to perform operations; the Mundurucú, however, are limited by their
lack of number words so they can only perform approximate arithmetic with numerosities.

The Mundurucú MNL, and therefore the innate human MNL, can only be employed
for numerosity recognition, comparisons and arithmetic. Beyond the threshold of the OTS,
the ANS cannot produce exact calculations.

Newborns, infants, and children

In a classical experiment, Wynn (1992) shows that 5-month-old infants are capable of
performing exact arithmetic with very small numbers, e.g. 1+1 or 2-1, by employing

Figure 3.3: Number words in the Mundurucú language (Pica et al., 2004). They
have exact number words up to four, but only words for approximate magnitudes for larger
quantities.
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Table 3.1: Number words from three indigenous South American languages:
Mundurucú (Pica et al., 2004) and Pirahá (Gordon, 2004) from Brazil, and Charrúa
(Gómez Haedo, 1937) from Uruguay.

Number Mundurucú Pirahá Charrúa

1 pũgpũg ma hói Iú

2 xep xep hoí Sam

3 ebapũg hoí Detí

4 ebadipdip hoí Betum

5 adesũ/ade gũ aibaagi Betumiú

6+ adesũ/ade gũ aibaagi —

the OTS to follow dolls behind an occluder. As for the ANS, Xu and Spelke (2000)
and McCrink and Wynn (2004) find that 6- and 9-month-old infants, respectively, can
discriminate between large sets of stimuli if the ratio is large enough, e.g they discriminate
between 8 and 16 but not 8 and 12, i.e. a ratio of 1:2.

Halberda et al. (2008) perform a numerosity discrimination task with children between
3 and 6 years of age, and find that the acuity in ANS changes during that time. 3-year-
old children can discriminate up to a ratio of 3:4, whereas by 6 years of age they can
discriminate ratios of 5:6.

Perhaps the most surprising finding with preverbal humans is the work done by Izard
et al. (2009). They perform a numerosity discrimination from visual arrays and auditory
tones with newborns of an average 49 hours of age. They find significant discriminations
for 4 vs 12 and 6 vs 18, i.e. 1:3 ratio, but not for 4 vs 8.

Put together, the results from babies and children show that the ANS acuity develops
from a starting 1:3 ratio to 1:2 around the first year of age and 5:6 by the beginning of
formal schooling. Interestingly, the results from Pica et al. (2004) indicate that French
adults have a Weber ratio of 9:10 and the Mundurucú have a slightly worse 6:7, which
is comparable to that of 6-year-olds starting formal education. Higher ratios indicate a
MNL with more spacing between numbers, or equivalently less noisy distribution, so it
is possible to conclude that there is an ontogenetic development of the MNL from birth
which is further enhanced by formal education.

Non-human animals

The idea of core knowledge systems being available universally and from birth requires,
from an evolutionary perspective, that those same abilities must also be present at least
in non-human primates (Spelke and Kinzler, 2007).

Cantlon and Brannon (2007) study the numerical competence of rhesus monkeys with
a numerosity addition task. The monkeys are shown two sets of dots sequentially on a
screen, and then have to select the result of the sum between two alternatives. Their
performance depends on the ratio of the distractor, i.e. the incorrect response, with faster
and more accurate responses when the alternatives are numerically different. This provides
evidence for an analog magnitude representation in animals. Importantly, the same pattern
of results is obtained when repeating the task in humans, although the overall performance
of the latter is better, indicating a more advanced acuity of the ANS.

Another well-studied species with numerical abilities is the domestic chicken. By
imprinting newborn chicks with objects, it is possible to study their discrimination
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competence. Rugani et al. (2009) find that chicks can discriminate between two sets of
up to 4 objects hidden behind screens, and select the group with the largest one. This
discrimination falls within the limits of the OTS. Rugani et al. (2013) find similar results
with large groups of stimuli, showing chicks can discriminate between 5 and 10 but not 6
and 9, which indicates an ANS acuity of 1:2.

Approximate number discrimination has been reported in dogs (Ward and Smuts,
2007), crows (Ujfalussy et al., 2013), and even fishes (Agrillo et al., 2012). Although it is
unclear why or how numerical competence emerged, these results suggest that the
evolutionary appearance of the ANS may predate the divergence of tetrapods from bony
fishes (Agrillo et al., 2012).

3.2.4. The neural representation of numbers

Up to this point, I have discussed the behavioral evidence for a MNL in both humans and
non-human animals. However, number-based tasks involve a myriad of functions, from
perception to motor actions. If numerical quantities have their own mental representation
in the form of a MNL, then a specific neural substrate must be employed. Here, I list
some of the main neuroimaging and electrophysiology studies that reveal the neural basis
of numerical cognition.

A fronto-parietal network

The first suggestions of possible brain regions involved in number representation came from
patients with calculation deficits following brain damage, i.e. acalculia. Gerstmann (1940)
identifies that lesions between the parietal and the occipital cortices lead to acalculia,
among other conditions. Luria et al. (1966) identify the frontal lobe as being responsible
for several cognitive functions, including arithmetic. Using positron emission tomography
(PET), Dehaene et al. (1996) examine the brain areas activated during multiplication and
number comparison. They identify a bilateral activation of parietal and prefrontal areas.
Importantly, they find asymmetrical differences between multiplication and comparison,
indicating task-specific representations. A meta-analysis of functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) studies that use number comparison and calculation reveals a large network
of parietal and prefrontal regions with task-specific differences (Arsalidou and Taylor, 2011;
Fig. 3.4).

Several studies investigate how the neural representations of numbers depend on the
way these are presented. According to the triple-code model, the word four, the numeral
4, and the array of dots ...., each have their own neural patterns, although they should all
activate a common brain region responsible for analog magnitudes. This is precisely what
Piazza et al. (2007) look into during an fMRI study with French adult subjects. The study
consists of an adaptation experiment, where subjects see a sequence of adaptation numbers
(e.g. 17, 18, 19) for 2 minutes, and then the sequence of numbers changes abruptly (e.g.
47, 48, 49). During different trials, numbers are presented either as arabic digits or sets of
dots. They find that, regardless of notation, the anterior regions of the IPS in the parietal
cortex are activated whenever the numerical quantities change. They conclude that the
human IPS is the best candidate for the neural coding of abstract numbers.

Number neurons

Single-cell recordings in monkeys and other non-human animals have been the main source
of evidence for the neural substrate of numerical cognition since the turn of the century
(Nieder et al., 2002; Nieder and Miller, 2004). The experimental paradigm employed by
Nieder et al. (2002), called a delayed match-to-sample, consists of a visual display in which
a first sample set of dots appears on a screen, and after a delay a new set of dots appear; if
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Figure 3.4: Human brain areas activated by different number tasks (Arsalidou
and Taylor, 2011). The PPC and PFC are active for different types of tasks.

there is a numerosity match, then the monkey must respond, otherwise it must wait until
a next set of dots. Monkeys trained on this task perform above chance with up to 5 items.

Nieder and Miller (2004) measure single-cell activity in several regions while monkeys
perform the delayed match-to-sample (Fig. 3.5). They inspect neurons from the lateral
prefrontal cortex (PFC), PPC, and anterior inferior temporal cortex. Within the PPC,
they test different regions of the IPS. Each neuron is tested multiple times with items
between 1 and 5, and their spike rates are averaged for each numerosity of items. They
then analyze the time evolution of the spike rates for each neuron, in order to determine
whether each specific neuron has a numerosity-dependent firing rate. They find around
30% of neurons in the lateral PFC and 20% of neurons in area VIP of the IPS are selective
to numerosity. For other areas of the IPS and anterior inferior temporal cortex, fewer than
10% of neurons show any preference.

The latencies of the firing rates indicate that the IPS is activated before the PFC,
so that numerical information may be first encoded in PPC and then conveyed to the
PFC to guide the decision-making process. Importantly, numerosity-selective neurons in
VIP and PFC represent abstract number, irrespective of modality. These neurons are
responsive to numerical information presented simultaneously or sequentially (Nieder and
Miller, 2004), as well as to visual and auditory stimuli (Nieder, 2012). Number neurons
have a topographic organization similar to that of primary sensory cortices (Harvey et al.,
2013).

Of particular relevance to the idea of the MNL is that number neurons are not only
tuned to specific numerosities but also that the tuning is analog and follows Weber’s law.
Nieder (2016) argues that the tuning of number neurons is logarithmic, because only then
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Figure 3.5: Detection of number neurons in the monkey brain (Nieder and
Miller, 2004). Up to 30% of the neurons studied in the lateral PFC are tuned to specific
numerosities.

Figure 3.6: Number neurons in silico. Left: numerosity-selective neurons in a
deep neural network (Nasr et al., 2019). The asymmetric distributions on a linear scale
correspond to a logarithmic mapping (see 3.2). Right: summation units as an intermediate
step for number-selective units (Dehaene and Changeux, 1993). Each of these hypothesized
summation units integrate the inputs, for example from the visual field, and are active if
at least a certain number of items is present.

do the tuning curves become symmetric Gaussian functions. The undeniable parallelism
between number neuron tuning curves and behavior is taken as strong evidence in favor of
a MNL grounded in area VIP of the IPS.

Number sense in silico

As a final note, I would like to mention two computational approaches that have contributed
to the understanding and consolidation of the idea of a MNL.

The development of multi-layer artificial neural networks, also called deep neural
networks, has had a powerful impact on different fields. Although there are obvious
differences between these computational architectures and the animal brain, the training
process of an artificial neural network has been compared to the statistical learning
process of a newborn. Following this idea, Nasr et al. (2019) train a convolutional neural
network to detect objects in images, and find that number-selective nodes emerge
spontaneously. Remarkably, these number detectors share the characteristics of the
number neurons found in monkeys, such as the analog selective tuning and logarithmic
compression. The authors conclude that a number sense might be an emergent property
of both artificial and natural visual systems.

An important point to make about the number neurons found in monkeys (Nieder
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et al., 2002) and in artificial neural networks (Nasr et al., 2019) is that they are tuned
as number-sensitive units, not as summation units. A summation neuron tuned to the
number 7, for example, would have a high firing rate if there are at least 7 items. Dehaene
and Changeux (1993) hypothesize that summation units can act as an intermediate stage
between the detection of the item locations and the abstraction of their quantity (Fig.
3.6). That intermediate stage would be a simple way in which the brain could integrate
both simultaneous and sequential number information prior to making a choice about
the number. Verguts and Fias (2004) include summation units in a hidden layer of an
artificial network trained to detect the number of active input units. Zorzi and Butterworth
(1999) and Zorzi et al. (2005) use summation units to reproduce behavioral data from
number comparison experiments. However, such summation units have not been detected
experimentally. To the best of my knowledge, the identification of a numerosity of objects
from visual inputs is performed without an intermediate summation.
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3.3. The spatial number line

A SNL is an explicit mapping of numbers on a line. We find SNLs in our everyday
life. Rulers and thermometers are physical examples of straight SNLs. The axes of a
Cartesian coordinate system in a two-dimensional graph are made up of two perpendicular
SNLs. Clocks and speedometers are not straight lines, but are nonetheless one-dimensional,
ordered arrangements of numbers, and therefore can be considered SNLs.

Because all possible ordered arrangements of numbers on a one-dimensional space are
grouped into this category, I refer to each of these as a different SNL with its own properties.
But there are some common subgroups. First, the linear SNL is one where the distance
between two consecutive integers is constant throughout the entire line. This distance
is called the unit length. On a linear SNL, the numerical difference between any two
numbers is equal to the physical distance between them, on a scale given by the unit length.
Similarly, the SNL on a clock face has a unit length corresponding to the arc length between
two consecutive hours, and one can measure the time by calculating the arc length that
separates the hour hand and the closest hour marker. Non-linear arrangements of numbers
are also common. Logarithmic scales are used in graphs with information spanning over
multiple orders of magnitude. Speedometers often show a compressed scale for large speeds.
Finally, other arbitrary number lines do not follow any of these rules. The Ulam spiral is
an arrangement of prime numbers on a square spiral, and can also be considered as a SNL.

The mappings of numbers onto a spatial line appear nowadays to be ubiquitous and
universal (Dehaene et al., 2008). If so, then they must be innate, meaning they
spontaneously emerge without the need for education. To determine whether SNLs are
innate, it is necessary to review their evidence across the three different timescales of
phylogenetic evolution, ontogenetic development, and cultural progress.

3.3.1. A brief history of number-space mappings

Although non-human animals have some limited numerical abilities (see Sections 3.2.3 and
3.3.2), abstract mathematical knowledge is exclusive to humans. In fact, it is possible to
trace back this development across civilizations by means of archeological findings (Fowler
and Robson, 1998). The idea that number-to-space mappings are somehow natural forces
one to look back at those early stages of mathematical knowledge. Surely, if numbers
and space are universally linked, then the development of mathematical abstractions and
reasoning must be supported by spatial representations.

One of the earliest remaining traces of sophisticated mathematical knowledge is the
tablet YBC 7289 from the Babylonian civilization, approximately dating back to the year
1800 BCE (Fowler and Robson, 1998; Fig. 3.7). This clay tablet is engraved with a square
with its two diagonals and the numbers 30, 1, 24, 51, 10, 42, 25, and 35, and it is believed
to show an approximation of

√
2 in hexagesimal notation. YBC 7289 is one example of

the level of understanding of abstract concepts and calculations that civilizations living
four millennia ago were capable of. The shape drawn most likely reveals that Babylonians
understood that

√
2 is the length of the diagonal of a unit square, and they used this

geometrical link between number and space to both motivate their interest and improve
their methodology to approximate its value. Other Babylonian tablets with sophisticated
mathematical knowledge include Plimpton 322 and IM 67118 (Robson, 2002). However,
among the more than half a million Babylonian tablets, 5000 of which contain mathematical
knowledge, there are no number lines.

The Babylonians are one of the oldest civilizations from whom we have archeological
remains including symbolic mathematical knowledge. But Robson (2002) claims most of
the writing on their tablets refers to legal documents, such as contracts and transaction
receipts, which might explain why there are no number lines. However, none of the other
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Figure 3.7: Archeological findings revealing sophisticated geometrical
knowledge of ancient civilizations. Left: Tablet YBC 7289 from the Babylonian
civilization (Fowler and Robson, 1998). Top right: Ivory ruler from the Indus Valley
civilization (Sarton, 1937). Bottom right: Sundial from the Nabatean civilization (Healey,
1989).

advanced ancient civilizations with well-documented interests in theoretical mathematics
and renowned engineering prowess left any written evidence of number lines, be it in Greece,
China or the Middle East (Núñez, 2011). Although they had a profound understanding of
numbers, they did not use SNLs to communicate or teach them.

Some of these ancient civilizations came extremely close to what one would nowadays
call a SNL. For example, the Indus Valley civilization used ivory rulers between in 2400 and
1500 BCE (Sarton, 1937; Fig. 3.7). These rulers were found in Mohenjo-Daro, modern-
day Pakistan, and had marked divisions every 3.35 cm although there were no numbers
imprinted on them (Whitelaw, 2007). Another example is the sundial discovered in Mada’in
Salih, modern-day Saudi Arabia, which was used by the Nabateans around the year 300
BCE (FIG. 3.7). Again, there are spatial lines indicating uniform divisions of time, but
there are no numbers (Healey, 1989).

The first recorded instance of numbers being displayed as an ordered arrangement
happened in the 11th century, with the invention of the clock face. Originally, clocks
were water-powered and designed to make a sound every certain amount of time, usually
by ringing a bell on top of a tower. The mathematician and physicist Ibn al-Haytham
designed a mechanical system which included a rotating dial with marks for every hour
(Wee, 2016). Unlike the sundial, the marks moved with the passage of time, so he was
forced to identify them by adding numerals. It is unclear whether al-Haytham’s clock
should be considered a SNL because there are no reports of him intending to create a
mapping of an ordered number sequence to a spatial configuration. By the 14th century,
clock towers with clock faces were already popular across Europe (Lankford, 2013).

Interestingly, the first formal mention of a SNL used in mathematics is well-known
(Núñez, 2011). In his 1685 book A Treatise of Algebra, the mathematician John Wallis
introduced the concept of a number line to represent basic arithmetic operations. The
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Figure 3.8: The first use of a number line in mathematics. Top: extract from
Wallis (1685) where he first introduces the concept of a number line. Bottom: two diagrams
from Descartes (1637) that reveal the highly abstract geometrical reasonings of the author,
although no numbers are attributed to the letters and distances.

book includes a drawing of a SNL after the following paragraph: “Supposing a man to
have advanced or moved forward (from A to B) 5 Yards; and then to retreat (from B to C)
2 Yards; If it be asked how much he had Advanced (upon the whole march) when at C?
or how many Yards he is now Forwarder than when he was at A? I find (by Subducting 2
from 5) that he is Advanced 3 Yards (Because +5− 2 = +3)” (Wallis, 1685; Fig. 3.8).

By 1685, many of the works which constitute the core of the 17th century scientific
revolution had already been published, including Fermat’s theory of numbers, Pascal’s
foundations of probabilities and pressure, and Napier’s concept of logarithms. Leibniz
published his development of differential and integral calculus in 1684. Both Kepler and
Galileo made their discoveries about celestial bodies prior to SNLs. And, remarkably,
Reneé Descartes’ La Géometrie was published in 1637, nearly three decades before numbers
were first mapped onto a spatial line. In fact, none of the 49 illustrations from said text
include Cartesian coordinates. And some diagrams reveal how Descartes thought about
geometrical relations between lines and shapes as being non-numerical ones (see Fig. 3.8).

The way in which John Wallis describes the idea of a number line within a book in
which he also establishes the foundations of modern algebra and how to find the imaginary
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roots of an algebraic equation is, from a modern day’s perspective, astonishing. If Wallis’
fellow mathematicians required such a detailed explanation, then certainly the concept
of SNLs was not present within the general population. This is strong evidence against
the idea of the innate or universal number-space mappings. From a historical perspective,
SNLs have been manifest in human cultures for merely 350 years.

There is, however, a possible counterargument. Both in archeological findings from
ancient civilizations and texts from a few centuries ago, geometric spatial knowledge is
evident. Our diachronic analysis indicates that no SNL existed because there are no
symbolic numerals explicitly associated with spatial lines. This may be because there was
no interest or need for it. Next, I review experiments in which human and non-human
animals are explicitly instructed to map numbers onto space.

3.3.2. Number line estimations in humans and animals

Number lines are a particularly powerful tool for the instruction of number comparisons,
arithmetic, and a general sense of numbers during development (Woods et al., 2018). That
is, young children trained on number lines show significant improvements in mathematical
abilities (Lourenco et al., 2018; Hamdan and Gunderson, 2017; McCrink and Opfer, 2014).
Here, I am not interested in how number lines influence development, but rather the
opposite. The goal is to determine whether or not, and how, adults, children, and non-
human animals are able to produce SNLs.

The number line estimation task consists of placing a target number somewhere in a
line that has two anchor numbers, usually at the edges of said line. The result of this task
is, by all accounts, a SNL. Although number line estimations have usually been used as
manifestations of the MNL, in this Section I focus mainly on the spatial nature of the task.

In their classical study, Siegler and Opfer (2003) test children from second, fourth, and
sixth grade, as well as adults, in a number line estimation task with numbers between 0
and 1000, which are the anchors at both ends of the line. Their results show that both
children and adults have an inherent understanding of the ordinal mapping of numbers
onto a spatial line, although there are differences between the groups. While adults and
sixth graders present linear mappings, second and fourth graders spread small numbers
and compress large numbers, which is best fit by a logarithmic mapping (Fig. 3.9). These
results are in line with similar ones obtained through other numerical tasks. In line with
Fechner’s Law, our innate ability to estimate numerical magnitudes could be a logarithmic
function of the magnitude, later transformed into a linear function by years of education
(Dehaene, 2011). Siegler and Opfer (2003) repeat the experiment with second graders
but changing the anchors to 0 and 100 and find a linear mapping (Fig. 3.9). By the
second grade, i.e. around 7 years of age, the logarithmic-to-linear process is well underway,
although only for relatively small numbers. Siegler and Opfer (2003) conclude that humans
of different ages must have different numerical representations.

Those original results have been replicated numerous times. For example, Sella et al.
(2020) perform a number line estimation task in first and second graders. In their task,
however, a single anchor appears in the center of the line and the children have to place
two target numbers, so that they are tested on their ordinal knowledge as well as their
number-space mappings. The results indicate that the logarithmic-to-linear mapping for
the number line correlates with other mathematical skills measured, such as arithmetic,
but there is no such correlation for ordinal knowledge. The authors conclude, contrary to
Siegler and Opfer (2003), that the number line estimation task is a measure of arithmetic
ability and not of how numbers are represented.

Although the logarithmic-to-linear mapping is one of the many changes in visuospatial
reasoning that children go through throughout education (Newcombe et al., 2018; Lourenco
et al., 2018), the underlying logarithmic compression is still present in adults. Anobile
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Figure 3.9: Linear and logarithmic number line estimations across
development. (Siegler and Opfer, 2003). Left: as children grow, their behavioral results
are better fit by a linear function than by a logarithmic one. Right: a linear fit is possible
for second graders with smaller numbers.

et al. (2012) have adult subjects perform a number estimation task with clouds of dots.
Under normal conditions, the mapping of numbers onto space is linear. However, when
subjects perform an attentionally demanding task simultaneously, the mapping becomes
logarithmic. This study indicates that linear SNLs may not be intuitive as they are strongly
dependent on attentional resources.

Cross-cultural differences

The hypothesis of a logarithmic SNL as a more intuitive mapping for humans is supported
by cross-cultural studies. Dehaene et al. (2008) test Mundurucú adults and children (see
Section 3.2.3) on a number line estimation task with sets of dots, sequences of tones,
spoken Mundurucú number words and spoken Portuguese number words. They also test
American adults with dots, tones and English number words. Their results indicate that,
while American controls alternate between linear and logarithmic mappings depending on
the stimulus, Mundurucú participants show logarithmic mappings for all conditions.

Interestingly, Dehaene et al. (2008) report that some participants respond exclusively
on the ends of the line presented. This constitutes a categorical rather than a spatial
mapping. A similar result was obtained with the Yupno population in Papua New Guinea
(Núñez et al., 2012; Cooperrider et al., 2017). Again, these results could be seen as
contradictory to the idea of an intuitive spatial representation of numbers.

Number-space mappings in infants and animals

Unlike number comparison tasks, which are frequently used with infants and non-human
animals (see Section 3.2.3), the number line estimation task is difficult to apply without
language. Some similar experiments have been successfully implemented and reveal
number-space mappings analogous to a SNL.

One common alternative to the number line estimation task is the line bisection task:
participants are presented with a horizontal line and asked to indicate the center point,
while the ends of the line have task-irrelevant flankers. De Hevia and Spelke (2009) use
a line bisection task with symbolic numerals and non-symbolic clouds of dots as flankers.
They test pre-school children with non-symbolic flankers, as well as adults with both types
of flankers, and find a significant deviation of the bisection point towards the side ipsilateral
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to the larger number. They conclude that, because young children with no formal education
show the same pattern of results as adults, number-space mappings must be either innate
or shaped during the first few years of experience.

De Hevia et al. (2014) study 7-month-old infants with a looking time habituation
task. During the habituation stage, children are presented with non-symbolic numerical
sequences from left to right that are either increasing or decreasing. During the test stage,
they show significant differences in looking times between the familiar and novel sequence
categories. De Hevia and Spelke (2010) perform a similar looking time habituation task
with 8-month-old infants and find an association between number of dots and line length.
Although these are not number line estimation tasks, they indicate that preverbal infants
somehow associate numbers and space.

The closest experimental paradigm to a number line estimation with non-human
animals comes from a series of studies with newborn chicks performed by Giorgio
Vallortigara’s group (Rugani et al., 2010; Rugani et al., 2007; Vallortigara, 2017). In their
experiments, 4-day old chicks are placed on an apparatus with 10 aligned identical holes.
During training, the chicks learn to peck at a specific hole, e.g. the fourth, to find food.
During testing, the apparatus is changed to a different one with only 5 holes, and larger
gaps between holes. Rugani et al. (2007) find that chicks peck significantly more at the
fourth hole of the sequence, which corresponds numerically but not spatially to the hole
they are trained with. The authors conclude that the use of ordinal information, e.g.
counting four holes, is possible after just a few days of life. Similar results can be
obtained with rhesus monkeys, which perform an adapted version of the experiment on a
screen (Drucker and Brannon, 2014).
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3.4. The as-if spatial number line

In the previous Sections, I described the MNL as an internal representation of numerical
magnitudes and the SNL as an explicit mapping of the MNL onto space. These are two
different number lines which occupy different representational domains, namely a mental
or neural domain for the MNL and a physical domain for the SNL. In this Section, I
review a series of experimental results which appear to question the strict dichotomous
differentiation between MNL and SNL. Since the discovery of the SNARC effect (Dehaene
et al., 1993), several researchers have suggested that the MNL itself has spatial attributes
even when no explicit physical line is present. Alternatively, these results can be attributed
to a mapping of the MNL onto space, as if a physical line was formed between the locations
of the responses.

This idea is reminiscent of the somatic marker hypothesis (Damasio, 1996), whereby
an emotion can be initially evoked by the body’s response to a stimulus, called a body loop,
and later the same emotion can be evoked without it, called an as-if body loop.

Similarly, I hypothesize a mapping of the MNL onto space as if there were a SNL. This
leads to the necessary definition of a third category of number line: the as-if SNL. The as-if
SNL is an implicit mapping, such that numbers are not explicitly attributed positions in
space. Nevertheless, the one-dimensional ordered sequence of numbers is associated with a
one-dimensional imaginary physical line, according to the characteristics of the experiment.

The original interpretation of the SNARC states that small numbers are represented to
the left and large numbers to the right (see Section 3.4.1). In other words, lower magnitudes
are anchored to the left hemispace and higher magnitudes to the right hemispace, even
though there is no explicit SNL. This interpretation can be reformulated by stating the
existence of a horizontal as-if SNL with lower magnitudes to the left and higher magnitudes
to the right.

The origins of the SNARC are still debated. Although the original interpretation
has been proven to be too naive (see Section 3.4.4), it serves the purpose of leading the
review of associations between numbers and space without SNLs. The question which I
seek to answer is whether the MNL is permanently anchored to an as-if SNL, either by
innate neural connections or by long-term associative learning, or if short-term associations
between the MNL and different as-if SNLs are possible. To do so, I review number-based
decisions where spatial attributes are task-irrelevant.

3.4.1. The SNARC effect

Dehaene et al. (1993) design a simple psychological experiment intended to verify the
triple-code model of numerical processing. Subjects perform parity judgments on single- or
double-digit numbers appearing on a screen, e.g. pressing a left button for even numbers
and a right button for odd numbers. According to the triple-code model, parity and
magnitude are processed independently, so that response times should be similar for all
numbers; this is precisely the result they get.

However, because they have to counterbalance the responses, they assign the buttons
randomly on each experimental block. Much to their surprise, they find an interaction
between side of response and number magnitude. Smaller numbers have faster responses
with the left button and larger numbers have faster responses with the right button, thus
producing a characteristic negative slope (Fig. 3.10). They interpret this result as
indicating that numerical magnitude is automatically processed even if task-irrelevant
and somehow interacts with the spatial codes of the responses. They call this
phenomenon the SNARC effect.

Dehaene et al. (1993) explore different aspects of the SNARC effect in a series of
modified versions of the parity judgment task. First, they show that the associations of
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Figure 3.10: The original SNARC effect (Dehaene et al., 1993). Left: original
SNARC, obtained as the difference in response times between the left and right buttons.
The negative slope indicates a left-to-right mapping. Right: relative SNARC, with two
different intervals used.

numbers and space are relative to the numerical interval tested: the numbers 4 and 5 are
large in the interval 0-5, and therefore facilitate right responses, but they are small in the
interval 4-9, and therefore facilitate left responses (Fig. 3.10). Analogously to the results
of Wallace (1971) with the Simon effect, the SNARC effect persists when subjects cross
their hands. Hence, the MNL is mapped to an as-if SNL that spans the space between the
responses, regardless of the body part used to execute the actions.

The influence of reading direction

Importantly, these initial experiments exclusively involve French participants. Dehaene
et al. (1993) hypothesize that the direction of reading and writing could be responsible for
the direction of the SNARC effect, since the French language involves reading and writing
from left to right. They test a group of Iranian participants living in France who read and
write from right to left. They find no SNARC effect for the entire group; however they find
a positive slope, i.e. a reversal of the SNARC, for participants with less than two years of
living in France, therefore less influenced by the Western writing system.

The cultural origin of the SNARC effect is further studied by Shaki et al. (2009). They
are interested in distinguishing whether the number-space mapping matches the direction of
reading words or numbers. Shaki et al. recruit three different types of subjects: Canadians,
who read both words and numbers from left to right; Palestinians, who read both words and
numbers from right to left; and Israelis, who read words from right to left but numbers
from left to right. They find a typical negative slope for Canadian participants, i.e. a
conventional SNARC effect, and a positive slope for Palestinian participants, i.e. a reversed
SNARC effect, but no SNARC effect for Israeli participants. These results show that both
the reading of numbers and the reading of text influence the mapping of numbers to space.

However, a vertical SNARC effect has also been reported, with smaller numbers
facilitating the bottom response and larger numbers facilitating the top response (Winter
et al., 2015). Reading and writing cannot be at the origin of the vertical SNARC,
although the experience of stacked objects may be, i.e. the association of more with
higher.
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SNARC in infants and animals

Following the results presented in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.2, I review the evidence for an
as-if SNL in infants and non-human animals. If the associations between numbers and
space are acquired from experience, then newborn humans or animals may not show any
spatial biases in number-based tasks.

This is precisely what De Hevia et al. (2017) test with 0- to 3-day-old neonates. First,
infants are habituated to a repeated sequence of sounds while one line appears on a screen.
During the test trials, the number of sounds of the sequence changes, and two different
lines appear on the screen, one to the left and one to the right. For example, some infants
are habituated with 18 sounds and a long line, and tested with 6 sounds and short lines;
others are habituated with 6 sounds and a short line, and tested with 18 sounds and long
lines. De Hevia et al. (2017) find longer looking times towards the line on the left when the
number of sounds decreases and towards the line on the right when the number of sounds
increases. These results indicate a horizontal as-if SNL going from left to right.

Animals have an advanced sense of space (see Section 2.1) as well as basic numerical
abilities. To test whether the two are related, Rugani et al. (2015) perform a simple task
with newborn chicks. The animals are trained to find food behind a panel displaying an
array of dots of a specific target numerosity. They are then tested with two identical panels
side-by-side with the same numerosity; on half of the tests the numerosity is smaller than
the target and on the other half it is larger. First, they train chicks with the numerosity
5 and test them with 2 vs. 2 and 8 vs. 8. They find significant preference for the left
panel with the numerosity 2 and for the right panel with the numerosity 8, indicating
an association of small numbers with the left space and of large numbers with the right
space. To find out whether the effect is still present for larger numerosities, they repeat
the experiment with the target 20 and the tests 8 vs. 8 and 32 vs. 32; they find the same
results.

Even though the numerical abilities of chicks are undisputed, the reason for the
asymmetric choices in the experiments of Rugani et al. (2015) are debated. The authors
claim that their results reveal an evolutionary predisposition to map numbers onto space
embodied in neural systems, probably through brain asymmetry. However, these results
were not replicated in a recent study with rhesus monkeys (Beran et al., 2019).

A connectionist model of the SNARC effect

Gevers et al. (2006) modify a previous connectionist model of number recognition (Verguts
et al., 2005) to reproduce behavioral data from the SNARC effect. They do so by including
an intermediate layer with three attributes: magnitude, either small or large, parity, either
odd or even, and an extra field for arbitrary number-response mappings. The output of
the model consists of two nodes for the left and right responses. The model of Gevers et al.
(2006) reproduces the SNARC effect for both parity and magnitude judgments.

Moreover, they also conduct a human SNARC experiment to study the dependence of
the effect with response time. They find an increasing SNARC effect as responses take
longer, which is equivalent to a positive slope in a delta plot (see Section 2.3.1). The
computational model of Gevers et al. (2006) is able to capture this behavior.

3.4.2. Other spatial-numerical associations

In terms of the number lines defined previously, the SNARC effect can be interpreted as
a difference in response times because the MNL is mapped onto an as-if SNL. The
task-irrelevant activation of the numerical magnitude on the MNL leads to an isomorphic
activation on an as-if SNL which interferes with the spatial representations of the
responses. However, the SNARC effect is not the only effect that reveals
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spatial-numerical associations. In this Section, I look into three other phenomena which
show how the MNL is mapped onto an as-if SNL.

Attentional SNARC

A closely related phenomenon to the SNARC effect is reported by Fischer et al. (2003).
They perform a Posner cueing task, where participants have to press a button on the same
side of a flash, following a task-irrelevant number cue. Their results indicate that smaller
numbers lead to faster responses to the left, while larger numbers lead to faster responses
to the right. In line with previous results from the Posner cueing task (Posner, 1980),
they conclude that seeing a number leads to an attentional shift towards the hemispace
corresponding to the number’s position in the MNL. This effect receives the name of
attentional SNARC.

Operational momentum

One particularly interesting numerical effect is the so-called operational momentum.
McCrink et al. (2007) design an experiment where participants watch several clips of
numerosity additions and subtractions, and have to quickly estimate the result of the
arithmetical operation. For additions, participants show a tendency to overestimate the
results; for subtractions, they show a tendency to underestimate the results. McCrink
et al. (2007) identify the difference between the two cases as a being similar to a physical
momentum: on the MNL, adding one numerosity to another implies a movement from
the first one towards larger magnitudes, and the over-estimation is attributed to a
tendency to continue said movement, i.e. a momentum. Likewise, subtracting two
numerosities implies a movement towards smaller magnitudes and under-estimating the
result. The term operational momentum refers to the momentum resulting from
performing an approximate arithmetic operation on the MNL. Pinhas and Fischer (2008)
repeat the experiment with symbolic operations, but instruct subjects to point to their
responses on a number line estimation task. They find that subtractions lead to left
biases and additions to right biases. Using finger-tracking, Pinheiro-Chagas et al. (2017)
show that the processing of the two operands is serial: the finger initially moves towards
the first operand, and the trajectory is then modified according to the sign of the
operation and the magnitude of the second operand. They find that the operational
momentum originates when incorporating the sign of the operation.

Patients with hemispatial neglect

The line bisection task briefly mentioned in Section 3.3.2 has been a particularly useful
tool to test patients with hemispatial neglect. This is an acquired neuropsychological
disorder, typically due to lesions to the right cerebral hemisphere which affects the conscious
perception of the left hemispace. Bisiach and Luzzatti (1978) report two patients who,
when asked to describe a well-known scenario like the Piazza del Duomo in Milan, omit
left-sided details from different perspectives. Patients with hemispatial neglect are unable
to reproduce complete drawings, for example ignoring the left side of a clock face. The line
bisection task is used to measure the degree of the lesion in these patients: rather than
bisecting the line in the middle point, they shift it to the right as if ignoring the left half
of the line.

Zorzi et al. (2002) implement a task inspired by the line bisection which they call the
number bisection task. A patient is given two numbers which form a numerical interval
and asked to indicate quickly and without calculations which number lies exactly halfway.
For example, for the interval 3-7, the correct response is 5. Quite astonishingly, Zorzi et al.
(2002) find that the responses of patients with hemispatial neglect are consistently deviated
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Figure 3.11: Results from patients with hemispatial neglect (Zorzi et al., 2006).
Top: line bisection task, bottom: number interval bisection task. In both cases the
deviation from the middle increases with the interval length for patients with hemispatial
neglect but not for controls.

towards the larger numbers, as if they ignored the lower half of the number interval. In
the example, a patient with neglect would say that the number exactly in the middle of 3
and 7 is 6.

The similarity between the patterns of line bisections and number bisections from
patients with hemispatial neglect is remarkable, with biases towards the right and towards
larger numbers which increase with line length and with numerical interval. This is not
observed with letters or months (Zorzi et al., 2006).

Because the deviations are relative to the numerical interval tested, these results are
interpreted as indicating that patients with hemispatial neglect are unable to directly
access the lower end of the MNL, in much the same way that they are unable to access the
representation of their left hemispace (Priftis et al., 2006; Umiltà et al., 2009).

3.4.3. Overlapping neural codes in parietal cortex

So far, I have discussed number-space associations in behavioral experiments with
humans and non-human animals, as well as patients with lesions in the parietal cortex. I
presented the idea of an as-if SNL, i.e. a spatial mapping of the MNL as if numbers were
displayed on a SNL. But is there any neural evidence to back such associations between
mental representations? The list of brain regions involved in both number and space
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Figure 3.12: Location of spatial and numerical processing in the human brain
(Hubbard et al., 2005). Overlaps can be identified between number-related and space-
related tasks, in a region coinciding with the IPS.

representations (Sections 3.2.4 and 2.1) include common areas. In particular, the IPS in
the PPC emerges as a relevant hub where spatial, numerical, and attentional codes are
integrated.

Hubbard et al. (2005) discuss the roles that the different areas within the IPS may
play in number-space interactions. From an extensive review of human neuroimaging and
animal electrophysiology studies, they identify the monkey area VIP, and its putative
human homologue, as being involved in spatial-numerical mappings. Both human and
animal studies reveal that numerical quantities are coded in the fundus of the IPS, a
region identified in monkeys as roughly coinciding with area VIP. VIP is also responsible
for coding multisensory spatial information about objects in close proximity. The multiple
representations of space in and around the IPS appear to be closely related to number-
space associations. They suggest that number representations may have emerged from the
neuronal recycling of areas responsible for spatial representations. For example, regarding
the similarities between approximate arithmetic operations and the transformation from
eye- to head-centered coordinates, Hubbard et al. state that “parietal mechanisms that are
thought to support spatial transformation might be ideally suited to support arithmetic
transformations as well” (Hubbard et al., 2009, p. 238).

However, recent findings challenge the view of overlapping neural codes for number and
space (Kanayet et al., 2018). Subjects see number digits and words and also perform a
number line estimation task, all inside a high-resolution fMRI scanner. The researchers
analyze the differences between conditions and find a functional dissociation between two
areas of the IPS. The anterior IPS is activated for number processing and recognition, i.e.
the neural correlate for the MNL, whereas the posterior IPS is activated when participants
prepare the positioning of the number on the spatial line, i.e. the neural correlate for the
SNL.

Two alternative proposals emerge from the analysis of neuroimaging and
electrophysiological data. In the words of Kanayet et al.: “one interpretation (which we
will call the positional view) states that mental representations of numbers are
intrinsically organized by position, potentially as a result of the brain recycling the neural
architecture used to represent space [...]. An alternative interpretation, which we will call
the magnitude view, holds that numbers are represented as an approximate magnitude
[...], which is not intrinsically positional, but which can be mapped onto position in an
experience- and context-dependent fashion by providing a position reference.” (Kanayet
et al., 2018, p. 200).

I believe the latter, i.e. the magnitude view, to be a more parsimonious interpretation.
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The magnitude representation of numbers in the anterior IPS and the spatial representation
of numbers in the posterior IPS are very strongly related, with monosynaptic connections
between different regions of the IPS. Even though there appears to be no direct overlap
of the neural codes, these strong connections between the neural regions responsible for
the MNL and the SNL could lead to automatic activations of spatial codes in tasks not
involving spatial mappings of numbers, e.g. the SNARC effect. This is what I have defined
as an as-if SNL.

‘

3.4.4. The role of short-term associations

One of the original experiments from Dehaene et al. (1993) reveals that the mapping
of numbers onto space responsible for the SNARC effect is relative: numbers are small
or large with respect to the numerical interval of the experiment. Therefore, it appears
unreasonable to assume associations between numbers and space are fixed and exclusively
of long-term nature. Here, I list a few experiments with short-term reversals of the SNARC
to highlight the role of working memory in number-space mappings.

Bächtold et al. (1998) design a SNARC task in which subjects are asked to perform
number comparisons in two different spatial frames. First, subjects have to indicate
whether a number is “shorter or longer than 6cm”, i.e. a typical SNL; they find a
conventional SNARC effect, with faster responses to the left for smaller numbers and to
the right for larger numbers. Next, subjects have to indicate whether a number is “earlier
or later than 6 o’clock”, i.e. with respect to a clock face, an atypical SNL in which
smaller numbers are represented to the right and larger numbers to the left; the results
indicate a reversal of the SNARC effect, in line with a right-to-left as-if SNL. Rather than
considering the possibilities of multiple permanently-mapped MNLs, each with a specific
spatial orientation, the results of Bächtold et al. (1998) support the idea of magnitude
representations in a single MNL that are implicitly mapped onto space according to the
instructions of the task.

Similar short-term reversals of the SNARC effect can be obtained from directional
ocular movements. Ranzini et al. (2016) report a relation between spatial-numerical
associations and attention by having subjects perform a parity judgment while tracking a
moving dot with their gaze. They find that large numbers are processed slower during
leftwards ocular motions than during rightwards ones. Shaki and Fischer (2008) test
bilingual Russian-Hebrew subjects. After reading Cyrillic texts, from left to right, a
conventional SNARC is found; however, when subjects read Hebrew texts, from right to
left, the SNARC effect is reduced. The researchers then repeat the procedure with
participants listening to texts instead of reading, and they find no differences. They
conclude that the spatial direction of scanning visual materials contributes to the
short-term spatial mapping of numbers. The opposite has also been observed: Loetscher
et al. (2010) ask participants to say random numbers while they track their eye
movements, and find a strong correlation between the difference between subsequent
numbers and the change in eye position.

Interestingly, the SNARC effect can reveal the origin of the spatial coding of the as-if
SNL. Gevers et al. (2010) design a series of experiments with different types of spatial codes
that reveal different number-space associations. In one in particular, they add the written
tags “LEFT” and “RIGHT” to the two response buttons, on half of the trials congruently
and on the other incongruently. They find a stronger interaction between numbers and
tags than between numbers and position, i.e. smaller numbers mapped to the LEFT tag
and larger numbers mapped to the RIGHT tag, not to the left and right buttons. In their
own words, the verbal-spatial coding scheme is dominant over the visuospatial coding.
According to Gevers et al. (2010), these results reveal that number representations are not
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Figure 3.13: The role of working memory in the SNARC effect. Left: attentional
SNARC task with working memory sequence (van Dijck et al., 2013). Participants are
instructed to maintain a sequence of numbers in working memory and then perform a
Posner cueing task with those same numbers and others. They are later tested to verify
that they remember the original sequence of numbers. Right: response time differences as
function of the position in the working memory sequence (van Dijck and Fias, 2011) which
indicates that the SNARC effect depends on serial order coding in working memory.

merely activating visuospatial representations. In accordance with this conclusion, Mapelli
et al. (2003) perform a SNARC and Simon task simultaneously, by presenting numbers for
a parity judgment to either side of the screen, and find non-interactive additive effects.

One line of work that has proven particularly resourceful is the study of the role of
working memory in spatial mappings. In an experiment by van Dijck and Fias (2011),
subjects have to memorize a sequence of 5 numbers, and then perform a SNARC task.
Rather surprisingly, they find that, regardless of their numerical magnitude, it is their
position in the sequence that determines the hemispatial facilitation, i.e. the first numbers
in the sequence have faster responses with the left button and the later numbers have faster
responses with the right button. This and other similar experiments (e.g. Fias et al., 2011;
van Dijck et al., 2013) lead the authors to suggest a theoretical framework where serial
order in working memory is responsible for number-space associations, thus rejecting the
ideas of long-term and even innate mappings (Fias and van Dijck, 2016).
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3.5. A proposal for number-space mappings

Having reviewed some of the main experimental findings and existing accounts regarding
the spatial representation of numbers, I can now present my own theoretical view, as well
as computational models to support it. I begin this Section with a simple model of
number comparisons. Although this does not include any spatial mappings, reproducing
the numerical distance effect is an important first step for any model of numerical
cognition. The same model is then adapted to include the spatial component of two
lateralized buttons, which gives rise to the SNARC effect.

3.5.1. An LCA approach to the numerical distance effect

The numerical distance effect refers to a decrease in response time when comparing two
numbers as a function of their numerical difference. This phenomenon emerges in multiple
different tasks, but here I focus on a number comparison to a target (Hinrichs et al., 1981;
Dehaene et al., 1990). Subjects are given one target per experimental block, e.g. the
number 55, and have to press one button if a two-digit number shown on a screen is lower
and another button if it is higher. The results from this task are in line with the results
from other number comparison tasks (Moyer and Landauer, 1967; Sekuler and Mierkiewicz,
1977): higher response times as numbers get closer to the target (Fig. 3.14).

The numerical distance effect depends exclusively on a single attribute: the
magnitude of the number displayed on the screen. Therefore, this effect can be modeled
with a conventional single-attribute LCA model (Usher and McClelland, 2001) with two
accumulators, lower and higher. The dynamics of such a system are described in Section
1.2.1.

First, let {sn} be a set of numerical magnitude vectors, where n takes values between
11 and 99. These are normalized, two-dimensional vectors that describe an arc between
the two extremes of the numerical interval. The angle of each vector can be sampled from
a Gaussian distribution to account for the overlapping representations of the MNL.

Figure 3.14: Response times during a number comparison task, where numbers
are compared to 55 (Hinrichs et al., 1981). Response times are fit with a logarithmic
dependence of numerical distance.
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Numbers lower than 55 must be associated with the lower accumulator and numbers
higher than 55 must be associated with the higher accumulator. This can be done by
means of a linear associative memory given by

M = ηlower rlower slower
T + ηhigher rhigher shigher

T (3.1)

where ηlower and ηhigher are the scaling rates, slower and shigher are the stored number
vectors and rlower and rhigher are the response vectors corresponding to each accumulator.
The stored number vectors are abstract representations inside or outside of the numerical
interval that act as anchors; it is assumed that this memory is developed during an initial
training phase in which these abstractions are generated. The integration process follows
(1.8), that is

dx = [Msn −Dx]
dt

τ
+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(3.2)

and finishes when one of the accumulators reaches a threshold value. The corresponding
response is selected. When a number n is presented on the screen, the magnitude
representation sn is automatically generated (see Appendix A) and the output of the
matrix serves as input into the accumulators:

Msn = ηlower rlower〈slower, sn〉+ ηhigher rhigher〈shigher, sn〉 (3.3)

In order for this model to correctly reproduce the results from a number comparison
task, numbers lower than the target must activate the lower response, and numbers higher
must activate the higher response. In particular, the parameters of the model must satisfy
the condition that, if the number presented is the target itself, then activation for both
responses must be equal, hence

ηhigher
ηlower

=
〈slower, starget〉
〈shigher, starget〉

(3.4)

This is readily satisfied by making the scaling rates equal (η = ηlower = ηhigher) and the
stored number vectors slower and shigher symmetric with respect to the target. However,
the symmetry must be in the metric of the corresponding number representation. Symbolic
tasks, such as the experiment performed by Hinrichs et al. (1981), can be modeled with
a linear scale. Alternatively, non-symbolic tasks are better captured with logarithmic
compression (see Section 3.2.2).

In either case, the number line is represented along an arc between the extremes of the
numerical interval, where the angles between vectors are proportional to their numerical
difference. One can arbitrarily assign one of the stored vectors to the extreme of the
interval that is furthest from the target number, in the metric of the number line. The
other stored vector is assigned to the number that lies symmetrically to the first one with
respect to the target.

First, we can look at a model of the experiment by Hinrichs et al. (1981). As mentioned
before, this is a symbolic task and so I use a linear number line representation with target
55 and extremes 11 and 99 (see Appendx B for details on the numerical simulations).
Fig. 3.15 shows the response times as a function of the number presented on the screen.
As numbers get closer to the target, response times increase. The symmetry from these
numerical simulations stems from the symbolic nature of the task. Unlike some previous
works (e.g. Sekuler and Mierkiewicz, 1977), Hinrichs et al. (1981) suggest that a logarithmic
dependence of response times with respect to numerical distance is a better fit. Here, it is
important to remember that the experiment of Henrics et al. involves two-digit numbers
while Sekuler and Mierkiewicz (1977) use single digits. Our results support the logarithmic
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Figure 3.15: Simulation of a number comparison task, with a linear mapping of
numbers. Response times are higher for numbers closer to the target number.

dependence of the numerical distance effect, at least in a segment of the numerical interval
(Fig. 3.16).

Next, we can see the difference of using a compressed scale. I repeated the previous
simulations with a logarithmic representation of numbers, akin to the MNL. Fig. 3.17
shows the response times of the same simulation when plotted on a linear scale and on
a logarithmic scale. One can quickly identify that the former is skewed, while the latter
is symmetric. The same results are obtained in behavioral experiments and physiological

Figure 3.16: Regression of numerical distance effect. Response times are plotted
as a function of the numerical distance on a logarithmic scale. A linear relation is observed
for numerical distances lower than 25, whereas response times show little change for larger
numerical distances.
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Figure 3.17: Simulation of a numerosity comparison task, obtained with a
logarithmic mapping of numbers. An asymmetry is observed when plotting on a linear
scale (left), which disappears when plotting on a logarithmic scale (right). Similar results
are obtained at the neural and behavioral level (Dehaene, 2003).

recordings (Dehaene, 2003; Nieder et al., 2002). These LCA simulations support the
argument that the MNL has logarithmic compression.

In conclusion, this LCA approach to number comparisons is capable of reproducing
two well-known results from the field: the numerical distance effect for symbolic tasks and
the logarithmic compression of non-symbolic representations. The model can therefore be
used as a foundation to capture the SNARC effect. Before, I must state my theoretical
views on the spatial representation of numbers.

3.5.2. Three levels of number-space associations

Given the quantity and diversity of experiments intended to constrain number-space
mappings to a single cause, it is apparent that there are different levels of associations
which play different roles with different degrees of influence. These span from neural
connections between numerical and spatial representations to short-term associations
from serial order working memory.

In a recent review on the relation between mathematical and spatial skills, Hawes and
Ansari (2020) identified four non-mutually exclusive accounts: a spatial representation of
numbers account, a shared neuronal processing account, a spatial modeling account, and
a working memory account. The spatial modeling account refers to how mathematical
operations can be visualized in a “mental whiteboard”; it is not particularly relevant to the
SNARC effect and other related phenomena.

The remaining three accounts identified by Hawes and Ansari (2020) broadly coincide
with what I refer to as the three levels of number-space associations. These are non-
mutually exclusive potential origins for the spatial representation of numbers, likely overlaid
on top of each other through ontogenic development.

Shared neural processing

An increasing corpus of behavioral studies in infants (De Hevia et al., 2014; De Hevia
et al., 2017), animals (Rugani et al., 2007; Rugani et al., 2015; Drucker and Brannon,
2014), and patients with hemispatial neglect (Zorzi et al., 2002; Priftis et al., 2006; Umiltà
et al., 2009), reveals that spatial-numerical associations may have an origin in shared neural
processing.

Both numbers and space are known to be represented in the IPS (Hubbard et al., 2009),
likely due to the neuronal recycling of brain areas originally evolved for interactions with
the physical world that can also support basic mathematical abilities (Dehaene and Cohen,
2007). The initial suggestion of overlapping neural codes in humans (Hubbard et al., 2005)
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is challenged by the use of more fine-grained neuroimaging which reveals two separate
codings, with number magnitudes represented in the anterior IPS and spatial mappings of
numbers in the posterior IPS (Kanayet et al., 2018).

My view is that the shared neural processing of magnitudes and space is the first level
for number-space associations. This is an innate mapping, available from birth, due to
the strong connections between different areas of the IPS. The MNL likely has a neural
substrate in the human anterior IPS and monkey area VIP, while the SNL may be
represented in the human posterior IPS and monkey area LIP. The monosynaptic
connections between these regions can explain why an as-if SNL is deployed in
non-spatial tasks such as the SNARC effect. This hypothesis will require more advanced
neuroimaging techniques in humans, since electrophysiological studies in animals are
restricted by the limited evidence of number-space mappings (Beran et al., 2019).

Long-term associations

A second origin for number-space mappings is related to the long-term associations from
experience, mainly due to formal education. From the moment they are born, children
interact with the world around them and learn from these interactions. Their elementary
innate numerical abilities (Izard et al., 2009) improve rapidly, both with (Halberda et al.,
2008) and without formal education (Pica et al., 2004). Illiterate indigenous populations
are able to develop number-space mappings after training (Dehaene et al., 2008), while
the use of number lines enhances the number sense and mathematical abilities of children
(Newcombe et al., 2018; Lourenco et al., 2018). The direction of reading and writing
determines the direction of the SNARC: Westerners, who read from left to right, display a
negative SNARC slope (Dehaene et al., 1993; Shaki et al., 2009), while Palestinians, who
read from right to left, display a positive SNARC slope (Shaki et al., 2009). According to
these results, the as-if SNL for a SNARC task is mapped along the direction of reading.
The visual experience of correlations of quantity and height also accounts for the vertical
SNARC (Winter et al., 2015).

I propose long-term associations act as a second level of number-space mappings,
built on top of the basal neural ones. These associations stem from interactions with the
physical world and with others. The repeated correlations of more objects with up, as
well as more text with right or left depending on the culture, shape these associations.
Symbolic mathematics also play an important role. Starting with the rudimentary SNL of
Wallis (1685), the explicit mapping of ordered numbers on lines, which are used to learn
about ordinality, cardinality, and arithmetics, further sediment these culture-dependent
associations, while simultaneously reshaping number line estimations from compressed to
linear ones (Siegler and Opfer, 2003; Sella et al., 2020). Long-term mappings of numbers
onto space are revealed in SNARC, attentional SNARC and operational momentum
tasks. Overtly or not, participants in these experiments draw upon the relations stored in
memory. These associations are represented as a permanent mapping of the MNL to an
as-if SNL which coincides with the SNLs most frequent in each individual’s experience.

Working memory

Lastly, a third level of number-space mappings is possible with short-term associations
in working memory. These override the basal and long-term associations by means of
specific task-related instructions, such as modifications to the spatial layout of numbers
(Bachtold et al., 1998) and of responses (Gevers et al., 2010), reversals of reading directions
(Shaki and Fischer, 2008), and serial order coding in working memory (van Dijck and Fias,
2011; Fias et al., 2011). The working memory account is further supported by the need
for participants to perform several practice trials to fully understand and assimilate the
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instructions of any experiment.
Some authors have suggested that working memory alone is responsible for

spatial-numerical associations (Fias and van Dijck, 2016), but I believe this to be
excessive. Instead, I suggest number-space associations are ruled by working memory
whenever a task implements a mapping which includes mismatches with respect to the
previously stored one. That is, the as-if SNL which results from neural and cultural
mappings can be momentarily altered if it does not correspond with the task at hand or
if another as-if SNL can improve performance.

Multi-level attentional interactions

As a final note, it is relevant to highlight that the three levels of spatial-numerical
associations in this theoretical model are overlaid such that one can access a lower level
with certain experimental conditions. Here, attention is of key importance. Participants
using working memory to solve a task also rely on long-term memory (Loetscher et al.,
2010; Guida et al., 2018); long-term associations are also disrupted when attentional
resources are limited (Anobile et al., 2012). Attention and serial order working memory
may have neural correlates in the IPS (Majerus et al., 2006; Attout et al., 2014).

I suggest that some form of Hebbian learning might be involved in the spatial
representation of numbers. In a single experiment, attention and working memory
mediate the associations between magnitude codes in the anterior IPS and of the spatial
codes in the posterior IPS. The repeated experience of attending to certain numbers at
certain positions leads to the repeated simultaneous firing of the same populations of
neurons in those two areas in the IPS, thus leading to the establishment of a memory.
Given the strong synaptic connectivity in the IPS, a numerical representation could
activate an associated spatial representation, even if the latter is task-irrelevant.

3.5.3. An application of MLCA to the SNARC effect

Regardless of whether the number-space mapping uncovered by the SNARC arises from
neural, cultural or working memory associations, it is of interest to build a computational
model that reproduces the behavioral data. To do so, I first identify that the SNARC
effect involves two different attributes of a single stimulus, i.e. the number appearing on a
screen: parity, which is task-relevant, and magnitude, which is task-irrelevant. In terms of
SRC, the SNARC has a dimensional overlap between the task-irrelevant stimulus attribute
and the responses, and it is therefore a type 3 ensemble (Kornblum et al., 1990; see Table
2.1). The SNARC effect is similar to the Simon effect in that incongruencies originate from
the task-irrelevant attribute, but it is not per se a Simon effect (Mapelli et al., 2003).

Since the SNARC effect involves two attributes, I use the MLCA model developed in
Section 1.3 with two accumulators. In addition, and unlike the model of the Simon effect,
this one can have a single route of accumulation, because the delta plots have positive
slopes (Gevers et al., 2006; see Section 2.3.1).

I begin by defining the two sets of attributes which form a stimulus. For numerical
magnitude, I use the same representations from Section 3.5.1 to reproduce the numerical
distance effect. Each number n is assigned a normalized vector sn which lies on an arc
between the two extremes of the numerical interval of the task at hand. Here, the interest is
to capture the behavioral data from the original SNARC effect discovery (Dehaene et al.,
1993) with a numerical interval [1, 8], with anchors slow and shigh which can be set to
coincide with the extremes of the numerical interval.

On the other hand, parity is an abstract concept which emerges from the visual arabic
number system of the triple-code model (Dehaene, 1992). Since parity is a purely symbolic
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attribute shown to be independent of magnitude (Dehaene et al., 1993), I can assign two
orthonormal vectors to the two possible parities: peven and podd.

Next, one can build the context-dependent associative memory M that produces the
readouts of the attribute representations. Here, there is no interest in the training phase of
an experiment. Hence, I can assume that the subject fully understands the instructions of
the task and will therefore only store associations from each parity to the correct response.
That is, if the instruction is to press the left button upon seeing an even number, the
memory only stores the association of even numbers to the left accumulator. Such a model
represents decisions based on accuracy rather than on speed. However, the same reasoning
does not apply to the associations of magnitudes and responses. Even after training, that
is, after a working memory mapping of the MNL to a task-specific as-if SNL, previous
number-to-space mappings may remain active. It is therefore best to consider two sets of
associations with different parameters, similarly to what was done to model the automatic
process of the Simon effect in (2.8).

The dynamics follow (1.14), that is

dx = [M (sn ⊗ p)−Dx]
dt

τ
+ ξ

√
dt

τ
(3.5)

where M is the context-dependent associative memory for the corresponding condition
and sn and p are the vectors that represent the number shown on the screen. Given the
instruction for what button to press for each parity, such as even-left and odd-right, the
context-dependent associative memory MEL,OR is given by

MEL,OR = η rleft (slow
T ⊗ pevenT )+

η′ rright (slow
T ⊗ poddT )+

η′ rleft (shigh
T ⊗ pevenT )+

η rright (shigh
T ⊗ poddT )

(3.6)

where η > η′ are the scaling rates and rleft and rright are the response vectors corresponding
to each accumulator. The alternative instruction, odd-left and even-right, has a context-
dependent associative memory MOL,ER given by

MOL,ER = η rleft (slow
T ⊗ poddT )+

η′ rright (slow
T ⊗ pevenT )+

η′ rleft (shigh
T ⊗ poddT )+

η rright (shigh
T ⊗ pevenT )

(3.7)

In either case, each parity vector is only associated with one response. However, the
difference in scaling rates leads to stronger associations between low numbers and the left
response, and high numbers and the right response. This model can capture the SNARC
effect of a Westerner; an inversion of the inequality between scaling rates would lead to
the reverse SNARC reported in Palestinians (Shaki et al., 2009). Moreover, the ratio
between scaling rates determines the strength of the mapping of numbers onto space, so
that Israeli participants are expected to have two similar scaling rates η/η′ ≈ 1. What is
more, the associations depend on the numerical interval of the experiment, so that these
context-dependent associative memories can account for the relative nature of the SNARC
effect.

For example, under the even-left and odd-right condition, the output of the matrix
when presented with the number 1 is

MEL,OR(s1 ⊗ podd) =
[
η′〈slow, s1〉+ η〈shigh, s1〉

]
rright (3.8)
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Figure 3.18: Dynamics of simulations of the SNARC effect in state space, for
numbers 1, 2, 7 and 8, in an odd-left even-right condition. Top: orthogonal parity vectors.
Bottom: non-orthogonal parity vectors. Accumulation in the latter case is more subject
to noise.

whereas the same stimulus under the odd-left and even-right condition has the output

MOL,ER(s1 ⊗ podd) =
[
η〈slow, s1〉+ η′〈shigh, s1〉

]
rleft (3.9)

For a conventional mapping of the MNL to a left-to-right as-if SNL, s1 is closer to
slow than to shigh, so the output of the matrix in the latter case is larger than that of
the former, which is consistent with faster left responses with small numbers. The same
is true for the right responses and larger numbers, as well as the reversal of the SNARC
effect when the ratio of scaling rates is inverted.

Next, I verify all these assertions with numerical simulations. Details about the code
and parameters are included in Appendix B. Fig. 3.18 shows the accumulation in state
space for different numbers.

A plot of the difference in response times for the congruent and incongruent conditions
for each number is shown in Fig. 3.19. This is the MLCA model version of the original
SNARC effect. The negative slope indicates faster left responses for smaller numbers and
faster right responses for the larger numbers. A comparison of Fig. 3.19 with the results
obtained by Dehaene et al. (1993) (Fig. 3.10) reveals two key differences. First, in the
experimental results of Dehaene et al., response times appear to be grouped in pairs, with
similar response time differences for 2 and 3, 4 and 5, and so on. Other versions of the same
experiment do not present this behavior (e.g. Gevers et al., 2006). A second difference
between the model and the experimental results is the value at which both responses are
equal, i.e. the x-intercept. In the original report of the SNARC effect, the x-intercept is
consistently between 2 and 4; similar results are present in some other SNARC experiments
(e.g. Gevers et al., 2006) but not all (Shaki et al., 2009). I could capture both differences by
modifying the numerical magnitude representations; instead, the goal here is to reproduce
the SNARC effect qualitatively while knowing that, with experimental data at hand, the
model is flexible enough to be fitted accordingly.

A second experiment from Dehaene et al. (1993) that I reproduce is the relative
SNARC effect, that is, the fact that the difference in response times is relative to the
numerical interval of the experiment (Fig. 3.10). The results are shown in Fig. 3.20.
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Figure 3.19: Simulation of the SNARC effect. The difference in response times
between the left and the right responses is positive for low numbers and negative for high
numbers.

Here, a conventional SNARC effect is observed for the numerical intervals [1, 5] and [4, 8].
Moreover, the response times for numbers 4 and 5, which are present in both of these two
sets of simulations, are different: left responses are faster for the interval [4, 8] than for
the interval [1, 5], thus showing that the relative SNARC effect can be reproduced by
mapping the relevant portion of the MNL to an as-if SNL defined by the response
buttons.

A distributional analysis of the response times of the SNARC reveals a reduced effect for
fast responses and a larger effect for slow responses (Gevers et al., 2006). I reproduce this
experimental finding by performing a set of numerical simulations from the original SNARC
and dividing the response times for each number into three categories: fast, medium and
slow response times. These results are shown in Fig. 3.21. The slopes of the response times
differences as a function of number increase threefold from the fast to the slow set. If one

Figure 3.20: Simulation of the relative SNARC effect. Two different sets of
simulations are performed, with numerical intervals [1, 5] and [4, 8]. A conventional SNARC
is found in each of these intervals.
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considers this slope as indicative of the strength of the SNARC effect (Dehaene et al., 1993;
Gevers et al., 2006), then these simulations reveal that the effect increases with response
times. These results are equivalent to positive delta plots.

Finally, I reproduce the effect of reading direction by changing the ratio of scaling rates
between the congruent and incongruent stored associations. Up to this point, I referred
to the original SNARC effect as the phenomenon reported from Westerner participants
with faster left responses for smaller numbers. However, Palestinians, who read text and

Figure 3.21: Distributional analysis of SNARC response times. All trials for each
number are split into three categories according to their response times. A conventional
SNARC is observed in each category, and the slope of the effect increases with response
time.
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numbers from right to left, present a reversed SNARC effect, whereas Israelis, who read
text from right to left but numbers from left to right, present no significant SNARC (Shaki
et al., 2009). These differences are modeled by making η > η′ for Westerners, η < η′

for Palestinians, and η = η′ for Israelis. Fig. 3.22 shows the results for each of these
conditions. As predicted, there is no slope for the model of Israelis and there is a positive
slope, i.e. a reversal of the SNARC, for the model of Palestinians.

To sum up, these results show that a single-route MLCA model, where the MNL is
mapped to an as-if SNL along the direction of the responses, is capable of reproducing
the SNARC effect under several different conditions. Parity and number are independent

Figure 3.22: Reversal of the SNARC effect. The conventional left-to-right SNARC
can be neutralized and reversed by modifying the ratio of scaling rates in (3.6) and (3.7).
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attributes, in line with the distinction between visual arabic and analog magnitude
representations in the triple-code model (Dehaene, 1992), which interact by means of a
Kronecker product. A context-dependent associative memory stores the symmetrical
number-to-space associations with respect to left and right responses. Alternatively, if
fitting the model to experimental data, one can introduce an asymmetry, although this
also entails an increase in the number of parameters. Previous models successfully
reproduce some of the same results presented here by means of multi-layer architectures
with intermediate layers (e.g. Gevers et al., 2006). In my opinion, the use of
context-dependent associative memories rather than multi-layer architectures gives a
better control over the associations intended to model mappings between mental
representations.
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3.6. Discussion

Numbers have mental representations along a one-dimensional, analog, compressed scale
(Dehaene, 2003) known as the MNL. These representations are automatically activated
when comparing two numbers (Restle, 1970), estimating the position of a number on
a line (Siegler and Opfer, 2003), and performing basic arithmetic operations (McCrink
et al., 2007), both for symbolic and non-symbolic magnitudes (Dehaene and Cohen, 1995).
These number representations are likely based on a fronto-parietal network (Arsalidou and
Taylor, 2011), with the IPS (Piazza et al., 2007), and in particular area VIP in monkeys
(Nieder and Miller, 2004), coding for numbers irrespective of modality. Neurons tasked
with identifying quantities may have emerged spontaneously from object identification in
the visual system (Nasr et al., 2019).

These automatically activated number representations give rise to SRC effects with
physically located responses, indicating a possible association between numerical
magnitude and space (Dehaene et al., 1993; Fischer et al., 2003; Gevers et al., 2006;
De Hevia et al., 2017; Rugani et al., 2015; Zorzi et al., 2002). Different theoretical
accounts of these interactions include the overlap of neural codes in the IPS (Hubbard
et al., 2009; Hubbard et al., 2005), long-term associations from experience and education
(Shaki et al., 2009), and short-term mappings governed by working memory (Bächtold
et al., 1998; Shaki and Fischer, 2008; Gevers et al., 2010; van Dijck and Fias, 2011).

The work presented in this Chapter aims at showing that these three accounts are
not mutually exclusive. In fact, the theoretical model proposed in Section 3.5.2 suggests
that the neural, cultural and working memory mappings can be seen as three levels of
spatial-numerical associations overlaid and interacting by means of attention.

I perform numerical simulations with an MLCA model in which a number is coded
by two attributes: its magnitude and its parity. These two attributes are combined by
means of a Kronecker product, and the corresponding associations are stored in a context-
dependent associative memory. This MLCA model successfully captures the behavior of
subjects during a parity judgment task, i.e. the SNARC effect. By modifying parameters
and associations, it is possible to reproduce different results from SNARC tasks, such as
the relativity of response times with numerical intervals and the reversal of the SNARC,
which can be achieved by short-term associations or by a long-term influence of reading
direction.

A comment on functional isomorphism

Upon discussing their results from the Mundurucú (Section 3.3.2), Dehaene et al. state:
“Overall, these results reveal both universal and culture-dependent facets of the sense of
number. After a minimal instruction period, even members of a remote culture with
reduced vocabulary and education readily understand that number can be mapped onto a
spatial scale” (Dehaene et al., 2008, p. 1218). The need for an instruction period indicates
that the number-to-space mappings are straightforward but not spontaneously emerging.

A critique of the Mundurucú findings by Cantlon et al. (2009) argues that the
conclusions drawn by Dehaene et al. (2008) are misleading. Cantlon et al. compare the
Mundurucú experiment to a study by Rattermann and Gentner (1998), who find that
young children can associate the concepts daddy, mommy, and baby to large, medium, and
small flower pots. This does not, according to Cantlon et al., mean that the children’s
underlying representations of a family are mapped to three different-sized flower pots.
This comment by Cantlon et al. (2009) is relevant in the context of the present thesis.
Number-space mappings, and particularly SNLs, do not necessarily indicate that the
underlying representations of numbers and space are permanently associated, but merely
that, for each specific task at hand, numbers can be mapped onto space.
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In this sense, I believe a functional isomorphism between numbers and space, as
suggested by Zorzi et al. (2002), may be a more parsimonious account. In the words of
Hillary Putnam: “The concept which is key to unraveling the mysteries in the philosophy
of mind, I think, is the concept of functional isomorphism. Two systems are functionally
isomorphic if there is a correspondence between the states of one and the states of the
other that preserves functional relations.” (Putnam, 1975, p.291-292).

Without adhering to a functionalist view of the mind, one can nevertheless identify
the advantages of focusing on associations between cognitive functions rather than
uncritically restraining our theories to potentially permanent mappings such as shared
neural representations. This is, at least, until technological advancements in
neuroimaging and electrophysiological experiments allow us to directly uncover the
simultaneous real-time activity of entire populations of neurons.

Three number lines

The way in which I approach the associations between numbers and space in this thesis is by
drawing distinctions between three different number lines: the MNL, an analog magnitude
representation in the mind; the SNL, an explicit number representation along existing
physical lines; and the as-if SNL, an implicit number representation along non-existing
physical lines. My account of the spatial-numerical associations revealed by the SNARC
effect consists of a mapping of the MNL onto as-if SNLs in the same way as it is mapped
onto SNLs. When numerical magnitude is task-irrelevant, as is the case of the SNARC
effect, this mapping affects response times with hemispatial asymmetry.

Previous theoretical accounts suggest a multi-dimensional representation for numbers,
with magnitude and space being the two dimensions involved in the SNARC effect. In
my view, these accounts undermine the role of working memory. The use of multiple
number lines, with mappings between them, explains spatial-numerical associations in a
more comprehensive way.

Further insights into the representation of numbers

Previous works with sequential sampling models such as the LCA and the DDM (see
Chapter 1) within numerical cognition and related fields suggest these can be successfully
implemented to account for number recognition (Schmiedek et al., 2007), semantic
congruity (Pirrone et al., 2017), hysteresis effects (Odic et al., 2014), and cognitive
development with age (Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008). The models developed in this
Section, i.e. the LCA model for number comparisons and the MLCA model for parity
judgments, can be readily adapted to reproduce a myriad of existing number-based
decisions. Here, my aim was to capture spatial-numerical associations, and so the focus
was mainly set on the SNARC effect. Other effects, which may or may not include a
spatial component, can likely also be modeled by making minimal changes to the MLCA
model.
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Conclusions

This thesis was motivated by the idea that the SNARC could be seen as a contextual
influence of the task-irrelevant numerical magnitude over the task-relevant parity, thus
producing the characteristic time differences of the effect. This hypothesis led me on a
path to develop both a computational model and a theoretical account of number-space
mappings.

For the computational model, I selected the LCA model of Usher and McClelland
(2001) as a starting point, and introduced a novel vector-matrix formulation as well as
the use of context-dependent associative memories (Mizraji, 1989). These two innovations
allowed me to delve into the representational domain, with vectors identifying the mental
representations of different attributes of stimuli. The multi-attribute extension of the LCA,
which I called the MLCA, was successfully implemented to reproduce behavioral results
from a multi-attribute RDK task with monkeys (Mante et al., 2013). A dual-route version
of the same model was also capable of capturing the Simon effect (Simon and Small, 1969).
Finally, the MLCA model was adapted to reproduce the numerical distance effect (Hinrichs
et al., 1981) and several different versions of the SNARC effect (Dehaene et al., 1993), with
numerical magnitude and parity being two independent attributes (Dehaene, 1992) which
interact by means of a Kronecker product.

Concurrently, a theoretical account was given to explain seemingly contradictory
experimental results about spatial-numerical associations. Previously, three different
origins had been suggested: a neural overlap (Hubbard et al., 2005), long-term cultural
effects (Shaki et al., 2009), and short-term mappings in working memory (Fias and
van Dijck, 2016). As is often the case, the correct answer likely lies somewhere in the
middle. I suggest that each of these three different origins constitutes a level in a triple
overlay. Humans and non-human animals may be born with innate spatial-numerical
associations. As each individual develops and interacts with the world, and particularly
by means of formal education and the experience of reading and writing in a fixed
direction, long-term mappings between numbers and space are strengthened,
quasi-permanently. However, these associations can be reversed, either by being
immersed in a culture with a different reading direction (Dehaene et al., 1993) or
temporarily with ingenious experiments which involve working memory (van Dijck and
Fias, 2011). All three levels of this theoretical account contribute to the SNARC effect
and other spatial-numerical associations, while attentional resources are required for
higher levels to be properly employed.

To sum up, the model developed in this thesis constitutes a representational extension
of an existing computational model, which can adequately approximate the biological
mechanism for multi-attribute evidence integration, and is backed by a comprehensive
theoretical account of what these attributes are and how they may interact.

Although the MLCA was specifically developed to reproduce number-space mappings,
it can be readily adapted to capture other effects. This is done at the representational
level, by modifying the vectors which capture the mesoscopic levels of activity associated
with different classes of stimuli. This prompts the question of its generalizability. More
often than not, computational models in cognitive science are restricted to a single
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phenomenon or effect, so that little information is obtained about the way in which the
brain processes information in general. I do not wish to claim that the work presented
here can be immediately interpreted in the context of other cognitive functions.
Nevertheless, I do believe that this research can be seen as a contribution towards the
development of a general-purpose model of cognition.

This work can be extended in several directions. A first possibility, in the manner
of traditional computational studies in perceptual decision-making, would be to focus on
the optimization of the integration algorithm and on finding the best fits for the different
parameters. This requires experimental data from established experimental paradigms with
well-accepted results. This approach would lead to an improvement of the computational
nature of the model by matching its predictions to human and non-human animal behavior.
Because the MLCA is based on the LCA, one should expect the results obtained with
the original model to extend naturally to this novel proposal. However, a quantitative
validation of the MLCA would be of great interest.

A second line of work would be to design and implement a series of experiments to
verify the predictions of the MLCA model for which no behavioral evidence is available
as of yet. Most notably, in Chapter 1 I briefly mentioned that the way in which multiple
attributes are mathematically combined in the context-dependent associative memories
leads to an increase in response times with increasing number of alternatives. Intuitively
this seems reasonable. A verification is nonetheless much needed. Should any differences
between these predictions and the results of such an experiment be revealed, an adaptation
of the MLCA model would be necessary. This approach would lead to an improvement of
the representational nature of the model.

Finally, a topic which was discussed but not included in the model is the process of
learning. Associative memory models can be built from one-shot Hebbian learning, as
was done here, or by a number of other methods designed both to optimize storage and
to approximate natural learning. In this sense, it would be of value to explore different
learning methods and whether they can reproduce learning across two different time scales:
changes through ontogenetic development, for example changes to the structure of the
MNL, and also performance improvements from the beginning to the end of an experiment.
This approach would lead to a validation of MLCA as a model of human and non-human
animal cognition.

In closing, I would like to share my views on the role of theoretical and mathematical
models in cognitive science. Over the last century or so, an ever-growing corpus of
behavioral and neural experiments has started to reveal the workings of the mind. I say
started because, even if we now know much more than just a few decades ago, and even
though the methodologies and technologies are constantly improving, there is much that
cannot yet be measured experimentally. The gap between the neural substrate and the
resulting behavior is still too wide, and computational models are essential to connect
these levels. Theories, however, often follow one step behind. And most of these are of a
descriptive or explanatory nature. As cognitive science matures as a discipline of its own,
independent of psychology and neuroscience, I forecast predictive theories and
mathematical models will be of central importance.

In the preface to his book Design for a brain, W. Ross Ashby writes: “Having
experienced the confusion that tends to arise whenever we try to relate cerebral
mechanisms to observed behaviour, I made it my aim to accept nothing that could not be
stated in mathematical form, for only in this language can one be sure, during one’s
progress, that one is not unconsciously changing the meaning of terms, or adding
assumptions, or otherwise drifting towards confusion.” (Ashby, 1952, p. 5). I make these
words my own.
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Appendix A

From perceptions to representations

Throughout this thesis, external stimuli are considered to be equivalent to their mental
representations. This is an assumption of perfect discrimination, which the animal brain
is known to be flawed at. Nevertheless, the assumption holds for the tasks studied. Prior
to forming the mental representations of stimuli, they are perceived by sensory receptors
(e.g. the eye) and activate the corresponding primary sensory cortex (e.g. area V1) and
successive areas of the visual system (e.g. area MT). Perfect discrimination may be possible
with a set of very different stimuli.

The conversion from a stimulus perception to its representation, as performed for
example by direction-selective neurons in the visual cortex, can be modeled with a class
of associative memory called an autoassociative memory. Unlike the heteroassociative
memories introduced in Section 1.2.1, autoassociative memories store associations
between a vector and itself. When a noisy version of that vector is used as input, the
memory outputs the originally stored vector, provided other ones have low interference.

Let f1 and f2 be two stimuli, for example leftwards and rightwards moving dots in a
RDK. An autoassociative memory MAcan be constructed as

MA = f1f
T
1 + f2f

T
2 (A.1)

Now let c be an experimental coherence, for example the motion coherence for a RDK
experiment, with 0 ≤ c ≤ 1. Consider the stimulus

f = cf1 + (1− c)
[
f1
2

+
f2
2

]
=

(1 + c)

2
f1 +

(1− c)
2

f2 (A.2)

where a fraction c of the dots move coherently as f1 and the remaining (1 − c) move
randomly, half of them in each direction. Using f as an input to the autoassociative
memory gives

MAf =
(1 + c)

2
〈f1,f1〉f1 +

(1− c)
2
〈f2,f2〉f2 +

(1 + c)

2
〈f1,f2〉f1 +

(1− c)
2
〈f2,f1〉f2

(A.3)
Assuming the stored vectors are orthonormal, i.e. 〈fi,fj〉 = δij , the output of the

autoassociative memory is given by

MAf =
(1 + c)

2
f1 +

(1− c)
2

f2 = f (A.4)

so that the output of the matrix coincides with the input. In other words, the representation
for a noisy stimulus is the same as the noisy stimulus itself, provided the stored stimuli
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are orthogonal, i.e. very different, and the noise is formed by a linear combination of those
stimuli.

Similar results can be obtained with context-dependent autoassociative memories that
store the associations of vectors formed by Kronecker products. Such a system can form
the representation of some or all of the attributes of a stimulus.

An autoassociative memory is a very elementary model of how a representation can be
extracted from a perception in a single step. Alternatively, recurrent dynamics might be a
more suitable model for complex tasks. The BSB (Anderson et al., 1977) briefly explained
in Section 2.4.1 and Hopfield networks are examples of recurrent dynamical models which
use autoassociative memories to update the vector values, a process that continues until
convergence, ideally to one of the stored vectors. Visual perception has both bottom-up
and top-down processing, so recurrent dynamics should not be immediately discarded.

Nonetheless, a one-step autoassociative memory is sufficient to show that stimuli
representations can be formed from noisy stimuli, and that using the stimulus vector as a
representation of the stimulus itself is not unreasonable.
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Appendix B

Details of numerical simulations

B.1. Integration algorithm

All numerical simulations were performed using Python version 3.8.5. The parameters
of each simulation are detailed in the following Sections; the integration algorithm was
common in all cases and is presented in pseudocode next.

0. BEGIN
1. SET PARAMETERS
2. SET STORED VECTORS
3. GET ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY FROM PARAMETERS AND STORED VECTORS
4. SET PRESENTED VECTOR
5. SET TOTAL ACCUMULATION TO ZERO
6. SET INTEGRATION TIME TO ZERO
7. WHILE (INTEGRATION TIME IS LESS THAN TOTAL TIME):
8. GET PRODUCT OF ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY AND PRESENTED VECTOR
9. GET RANDOM NOISE
10. GET ACCUMULATION DIFFERENTIAL
11. GET SUM OF TOTAL ACCUMULATION AND ACCUMULATION DIFFERENTIAL
12. IF (SUM IS LARGER THAN THRESHOLD):
13. RETURN INTEGRATION TIME, TOTAL ACCUMULATION
14. END
15. ELSE IF (SUM IS NEGATIVE):
16. SET TOTAL ACCUMULATION TO ZERO
17. ELSE:
18. SET TOTAL ACCUMULATION TO SUM
19. RETURN INTEGRATION TIME, TOTAL ACCUMULATION
20. END
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B.2. Multi-attribute, multi-alternative decisions

In Section 1.3.2, numerical simulations were performed for 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 alternatives
with a single attribute (Fig. 1.7). For each, 100 trials were simulated with the integration
parameters shown in table B.1 and a presented stimulus given by a correct response for
the first accumulator, that is

s = [1, 0, ..., 0]T = e1 (B.1)

where e1 is the standard basis vector associated with the first accumulator. The input
towards the remaining accumulators comes exclusively from the noisy integration.
Increasing the number of alternatives entails an increase in the inhibition towards the
correct accumulator, and therefore a slower accumulation.

Also in Section 1.3.2, numerical simulations were performed for a two-alternative choice
with 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 attributes for two coherences of 10% and 50% (Fig. 1.8). 1000
trials were simulated with random normalized stimuli vectors and the parameters shown
in table B.1. Given n attributes, the associative memory M(2×n) is defined to store the
associations between the first attribute, s1, and the response vectors, while the remaining
n− 1 attributes are task-irrelevant. To do so, the response vectors and the first attribute
vectors are the standard basis vectors {e1, e2}, and the remaining attributes are normalized
all-ones vectors. This is done by making (1.16) with

r(1) = [1, 0]T = e1, r(2) = [0, 1]T = e2

s
(1)
1 = [1, 0]T = e1, s

(2)
2 = [0, 1]T = e2

s
(1)
i = [1/m, 1/m]T , s

(2)
i = [1/m, 1/m]T

(B.2)

AfterM is established, for each different simulation, the n attribute vectors are sampled
as 2-dimensional random vectors each and normalized. Next, the first attribute vector s1
is updated according to the relevant coherence level (either c = 10% or c = 50%) by adding
c e1,2 to it, where e1,2 is the standard basis vector corresponding to the correct response.

Table B.1: MLCA parameters used to simulate multi-attribute and multi-
alternative decisions in Section 1.3.2.

Parameter Name Value
α Leakage 0.02
β Lateral inhibition 0.02
dt Integration step 0.1
τ Time scale 1
σ Gaussian noise variance 0.25
b Threshold boundary 10
η Scaling factor 1
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B.3. Multi-attribute RDK

In Section 1.4, the numerical simulations for monkey A (Mante et al., 2013) were performed
with the parameters shown in table B.2 and the context-dependent associative memory M
defined in (1.28) with

rleft = [1, 0]T

rright = [0, 1]T

cmotion = [1, 0]T

ccolor = [0, 1]T

pleft = [
√

1− 1/9,
√

1/9]T

pright = [
√

1/9,
√
1− 1/9]T

qgreen = [
√

1− 1/6,
√

1/6]T

qred = [
√
1/6,

√
1− 1/6]T

η = 1

η′ = 0.8

(B.3)

and for monkey F the context-dependent associative memory defined by the same vectors
except for the context cues, which included a small overlap to capture this monkey’s worse
results:

cmotion = [1, 0]T

ccolor = [
√

1/16,
√

1− 1/16]T
(B.4)

The numerical simulations following the dynamics of (1.27) were performed with the
same context cues used for the memories, while the stimuli varied according to Fig. 1.9
across 11 coherence levels:

pmotion = [
√
1− i/10,

√
i/10]T , i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 10}

ccolor = [
√
1− i/10,

√
i/10]T , i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 10}

(B.5)

Table B.2: MLCA parameters used to simulate the monkeys’ decisions during
the experiment performed by Mante et al. (2013), as described in Section 1.4.

Parameter Name Value
α Leakage 0.1
β Lateral inhibition 0.1
dt Integration step 0.1
τ Time normalization 1
σ Gaussian noise variance 0.25
b Threshold boundary 10
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B.4. Simon effect

The numerical simulations of the Simon effect were performed with the dual-route MLCA
model presented in Section 2.4.2 with the parameters shown in table B.3. The vectors used
for the discrimination of a square and a circle (see Fig. 2.4) in (2.6) and (2.8) were given
by

rleft = [1, 0]T

rright = [0, 1]T

fsquare = [1, 0]T

fcircle = [0, 1]T

sleft = [1, 0]T

sright = [0, 1]T

(B.6)

For the controlled process the scaling rate was fixed at ηc = 0.02; for the automatic
process two different situations were considered. An early time-to-peak, with
η = 0.25, η′ = 0.125 which lasted for T = 20 units of time, and a late time-to-peak, with
η = 0.02, η′ = 0.01 which lasted for T = 500 units of time. 1000 trials were simulated for
each of Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14.

Table B.3: MLCA parameters used to simulate the Simon effect, as described
in Section 2.4.2.

Parameter Name Value
α Leakage 0.005
β Lateral inhibition 0.005
dt Integration step 0.1
τ Time normalization 1
σ Gaussian noise variance 0.2
b Threshold boundary 10
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B.5. Numerical distance effect

In Section 3.5.1, numerical simulations of an LCA model of the distance effect according
to (3.1) were performed with the parameters shown in table B.4 and the following vectors:

rlower = [1, 0]T

rhigher = [0, 1]T

slower = [1, 0]T

shigher = [0, 1]T

(B.7)

First, Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 were obtained with a linear mapping of numbers, with
slower corresponding to the number 11, shigher to the number 99, and any other number
n in between attributed a linear combination of the two, i.e. s = γslower + (1− γ)shigher,
where γ = (n − 11)/(99 − 11). Three trials were simulated for each number between 11
and 53 and between 57 and 99.

The simulations of Fig. 3.17 were done with a logarithmic mapping of numbers, with
slower corresponding to the number 11, shigher to its symmetric number on a logarithmic
scale, i.e. 275, and any other number n in between attributed a linear combination of the
two, i.e. s = γslower + (1 − γ)shigher, where γ = (log(n) − log(11))/(log(275) − log(11)).
Again, three trials were simulated for each number between 11 and 53 and between 57 and
99.

Table B.4: MLCA parameters used to simulate the numerical distance effect,
as described in Section 3.5.1.

Parameter Name Value
α Leakage 0.005
β Lateral inhibition 0.005
dt Integration step 0.1
τ Time normalization 1
σ Gaussian noise variance 0.05
b Threshold boundary 10
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B.6. SNARC effect

The simulations of the MLCA model of the SNARC presented in Section 3.5.3 were
performed with the parameters shown in table B.5. The context-dependent associative
memories (3.6) and (3.7) were defined with

rleft = [1, 0]T

rright = [0, 1]T

slow = [1, 0]T

shigh = [0, 1]T

(B.8)

and the parity vectors for the even-left odd-right condition were

peven = [1, 0]T

podd = [0, 1]T
(B.9)

whereas for the odd-left even-right condition were

podd = [1, 0]T

peven = [0, 1]T
(B.10)

For the original SNARC, 300 trials were simulated for each number between 1 and 8,
with 1 corresponding to slow and 8 to shigh, and scaling rates η = 1 and η′ = 0.8. Those
300 simulations were split into fast, medium and slow response times for the distributional
analysis. For the relative SNARC, 100 trials were simulated for numbers between 1 and
5, with 1 corresponding to slow and 5 to shigh, and another 100 trials were simulated for
numbers between 4 and 8, with 4 corresponding to slow and 8 to shigh. The reversal of the
SNARC is modeled by changing the scaling rates between the left-to-right (η = 1, η′ = 0.8),
neutral ( η = 0.9, η′ = 0.9 ), and right-to-left ( η = 0.8, η′ = 1 ) conditions.

Table B.5: MLCA parameters used to simulate the SNARC effect, as described
in Section 3.5.3.

Parameter Name Value
α Leakage 0.005
β Lateral inhibition 0.005
dt Integration step 0.1
τ Time normalization 1
σ Gaussian noise variance 0.25
b Threshold boundary 10
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